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Introduction

It is a humbling honor to share this book. The subjects of poverty, economics, equitability, and
public well-being have been highlighted profoundly by the global coronavirus pandemic throughout
the last two years, and this is the context that has motivated me to share the concepts that will
follow. The amount of perspective to be gained from this last chapter of history is profound. The
strengths and weaknesses of many global systems have been illuminated while facing a novel
disease, and I believe this has put a particular spotlight on the capacity for economic pressures to
compete with many essential priorities. It has been sobering to see how the pursuit of economic
goals can conflict with public health, racial equity, and ecological protection within our current
systems – even during an urgent global crisis. I believe that we can actively align economic success
with these essential priorities as well as other shared goals. In order to do so, I argue that we must
acknowledge and address the emergent properties within our economic systems that contribute to
the disconnection between financial value and real value.

This book outlines a possible toolkit for using next-generation digital currencies to benefit the
well-being of societies and ecosystems. My key hopes are to propose the use of specific novel
properties for digital currencies and to outline a flexible economic approach that could be
implemented using assets with these properties. These assets are designed to represent real value
more accurately than conventional financial assets while producing systemic pressures towards
maintaining a secure baseline of global well-being. I believe this model can allow us to eliminate
systemic sources of poverty while resiliently protecting natural systems. Within this book, I call
applications of this approach Regenerative Currency Systems.

Regenerative Currency Systems are designed to financially cultivate social and ecological well-being
while celebrating the beneficial dynamics of free commerce. This approach would not require
population-wide participation, and I believe Regenerative Currency Systems could in fact be
launched in conjunction with existing financial models at varying scales by multiple communities,
organizations, and governments. This model is designed to provide economic benefits for both
participants and non-participants, regardless of financial wealth, while particularly benefitting
underserved populations.

I expect that the strategies within this book could also be adapted to serve the United Nations’
Sustainable Development Goals and to fund work towards many other shared priorities.
Regenerative Currency Systems could even have the potential to augment existing public funding
strategies in a way that would make it possible to reach key goals while taxes become lower in
conventional markets. I intend for Regenerative Currency Systems to celebrate commerce, cultivate
real social and ecological value, protect personal freedoms, facilitate equitable access to support,
limit long-term inflation, and provide communities with novel mechanisms for governing systemic
pressures.
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I hope that this book can make it possible for multiple groups to freely implement Regenerative
Currency Systems as well as to create similar approaches of their own. Ideally, the concepts that
follow can cultivate a diverse set of relevant and collaborative solutions for eliminating poverty and
protecting the planet’s long-term well-being.

The approaches within this book are consciously being shared widely to protect them from
becoming proprietary, with the intention of allowing global communities to use and adapt this
model as they see fit. Because of the current landscape of economic and geopolitical challenges, I
have chosen to share these concepts while the first edition of this book could still be polished,
added to, and improved upon. It seems important to me that the public has access to as many tools
for relieving poverty and protecting natural systems as possible, and getting this book into the
hands of the public seems like a higher priority than refining this model privately for a long period
of time.

This book is shared with a Creative Commons Attribution-ShareAlike 4.0 International License,
which allows it to be distributed and downloaded freely. This license also makes it possible for the
public to produce a branching set of future editions and derivative works should this be beneficial,
with the requirement that all of these works must also be attributed correctly and must be released
under compatible terms. Commercial use is even allowed as long as these terms are met, making it
possible to counteract costs like printing and transportation for any physical copies. The complete
license may be viewed at the Creative Commons website linked on the copyright page.

I look forward to celebrating any contributions and corrections that may be offered by individuals
from all backgrounds. This book offers novel and un-tested perspectives, and I wish to be humble
while accepting that it is likely that I will make mistakes. This model nevertheless seems vital to
share, and I hope that many credible experts can scrutinize, correct, adapt, and implement the
concepts within this book that can be most truly helpful to the long-term well-being of the world.

For the sake of clarity, I wish to explain my use of a few key phrases. This book uses the term “digital
currency” to refer to digital financial assets of any kind. Cryptocurrencies have gained high levels of
visibility in recent years as an innovative new way of decentralizing the governance of digital
currencies, but blockchain-based assets are not the primary focus here. The ability to create digital
currencies of all kinds is new in a larger historical sense, but it is already familiar to many members
of the world population. Any online exchange already uses digital forms of our existing currencies,
and any exchange that uses a card or an app is also a digital exchange. These common
manifestations of conventional assets also fall into the category of digital currencies for the
purposes of this book. I believe that the basic habits of individuals would not need to change
radically in order to accommodate the technologies that would make it possible to implement
Regenerative Currency Systems.

I also use the term “backing value” or “backing” broadly within my writing, referring to anything of
value that is being either measured, represented, or exchanged using a currency or digital asset. The
basic concept can be visualized by imagining a currency that is backed by gold: for a finite amount
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of gold, a specific amount of such assets can be present in circulation. These financial assets
quantifiably represent their backing value, and they can feasibly be used at a fixed strength if they
are redeemable for the gold that backs them. This book expands upon this concept in many ways. It
explores how to represent temporary forms of backing value at a fixed strength, and it introduces
mechanisms for creating tradeable assets that represent – though cannot be exchanged for –
untradeable and shared forms of backing value.

The term “universal basic access” is used throughout this book as well. This term describes the goal
of providing population-wide access to all components of basic well-being without cost. I
authentically believe the Regenerative Currency System model can provide self-contained
approaches for providing universal basic access to a reasonable standard of well-being, including
basic access to food, water, housing, education, physical health care, mental health care, electricity,
internet, and fundamental freedoms. Beyond this baseline of universal basic access, this model is
designed to be completely compatible with more familiar forms of commerce and exchange, all
while empowering work that maintains systemic well-being both socially and ecologically.

A Brief Overview of Regenerative Currency Systems

This book dives into the Regenerative Currency System model at a level of depth that is intended to
make it a meaningful reference for discussion, experimentation, development, and implementation.
Many readers may wish to have a basic understanding of this model without such a nuanced
exploration of its properties, however. For this reason, the following pages quickly outline this
approach, ending with a brief explanation of this book’s other sections.

Regenerative Currencies are digital assets with novel properties. They are ultimately designed to
represent prioritized forms of real value, and throughout this book I suggest that they represent the
value of a global baseline of social and ecological well-being. These assets can be introduced into
circulation as these prioritized forms of value are produced, and the assets slowly lose value as they
circulate in order to reflect the way that entropy influences the real forms of value they represent.

Among other things, Regenerative Currency Systems correct for issues that emerge when
conventional financial assets are used to trade temporary forms of real-world value. Most materials
and forms of energy are subject to entropy, and this creates emergent systemic issues including
mandatory costs and pressures towards inflation when conventional currencies are used as media
of exchange.

I believe there is a loss in the backing value behind conventional financial assets when real-world
value decays or is consumed. Any tradeable backing value that leaves circulation must be
regenerated or replaced in order to maintain an equivalent strength and value for a conventional
currency. In existing systems of commerce, difficulties can emerge in funding the repeated
requirement of regenerating some key forms of temporary value such as finite resources and
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survival-level commodities. This means that a deficit of real value can take place relative to a
constant circulating supply of financial assets, resulting in higher prices and lower levels of
accessibility. This kind of pattern is predisposed towards creating vicious cycles concerning issues
of poverty because most forms of value that contribute to sustaining basic survival are temporary.

The solution I propose for this is to create new digital currencies that can slowly “decay” out of
circulation in a way that is meant to be proportional to specific losses of real value. Each
Regenerative Currency asset slowly loses value over time relative to newly issued assets in order to
mediate this process. This provides a mechanism to reduce the effective supply of a Regenerative
Currency in a way that depicts entropy in the real world.

This property can make it possible to represent losses of essential circulating value such as food
that has been eaten, housing that needs to be repaired, essential resources that have been
consumed, water that becomes non-potable after being used, ecological health that is impacted by
human activities, losses of public health, tradeable materials that leave circulation as waste, and
other such losses. New Regenerative Currency assets can then be allocated directly towards
producing targeted forms of renewed value. This may include providing elements of basic
well-being, doing work towards ecological protection, renewably producing or reclaiming tradeable
materials, sustainably generating energy, and providing services towards shared priorities.

These real increases in value can be directly represented and measured by newly generated assets
of a Regenerative Currency. This provides a mechanism for paying the providers of prioritized value
at no cost to recipients. A Regenerative Currency System can continue to equitably produce
appropriate funding for as long as essential value is being provided, with the new assets measuring
the assessed value of completing prioritized work. This strategy, as I suggest it, provides access to a
basic standard of well-being, provides access to a Regenerative Currency System itself, funds work
towards shared priorities, and sustains ecological health with these sources of newly generated
assets.

After being generated to provide this limited baseline of prioritized value, a Regenerative Currency
is intended to be used as a medium of exchange like conventional currencies. Elective purchases
above and beyond the baseline of free access can still be made within these systems, allowing
commerce to take place without correlating levels of wealth with whether or not each individual has
basic survival security. A Regenerative Currency leaves circulation slowly over time, flowing from its
production throughout the exchanges of the community, gradually recycling a percentage of each
asset’s existing value into newly allocated supply. This allows the basic needs of all participants to
be met as the core function of a Regenerative Currency System while still appropriately paying the
providers of prioritized value.

While existing economies constantly generate new elements of life-sustaining value, they often only
do so for a subset of the global population, and support for those in poverty can come at the cost of
economic health. This proposed model builds on the strengths of existing systems of commerce
while making it possible to really value global well-being, public health, and basic survival – not just
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for those who can pay, but for all. This, in turn, provides a rich platform for sustainable commerce;
the creativity and ingenuity of previously underserved populations can be embraced economically
while consolidating financial circulation around an innate systemic generosity and equitability.

I believe the mechanism of slowly recycling a percentage of each of these Regenerative Currency
assets offers advantages relative to conventional public funding strategies such as taxation because
it allows each holder of a Regenerative Currency to avoid losses by making purchases while their
own work is still most relevant and recent. Income can be utilized at its highest value when it is
actively exchanged, simultaneously encouraging circulation and allowing individuals to maximize
the value they get out of their wealth. The slow process of a Regenerative Currency leaving
circulation makes it so these assets do not possess some of the properties of most currencies that
we may find familiar, but this mechanism passively makes it possible to fund all of the work involved
in meeting basic needs and preserving systemic well-being.

This model could also be used to solve issues that occur in conventional systems when real value is
profitable to deplete or when the generation of real value is economically detrimental. In existing
commerce, finite resources can often be consumed or lost as waste for a greater profit than can be
gained from their preservation, generation, and recirculation. This results in losses of previously
tradeable materials and value, causing a loss of currency strength in the long term. Mandatory costs
can also be introduced by the negative impacts of conventional profit-making activities, and these
costs are often externalized to charitable organizations, marginalized communities, taxpayers,
private individuals, and future generations. In addition, many untradeable forms of value such as
public well-being and ecological health both directly and indirectly impact the well-being of an
economy over time, but they can be exploited for a profit because untradeable value is an
externality to existing economies. Beyond these economic impacts, I also believe social and
ecological well-being are essential forms of value in their own right.

To reflect this, I suggest appropriately adjusting the targeted supply of a Regenerative Currency to
depict concrete metrics of prioritized, shared, and untradeable value. The targeted supply of a
Regenerative Currency can be carefully designed to increase when positive conditions increase,
making the assets more abundant in a way that measures increases in real value. This moving target
for the supply can be maintained by automatically adjusting the rate at which Regenerative
Currency assets lose value. This changing supply can directly show the assessed value of measured
changes in real conditions and can assign a financial value to untradeable priorities like levels of
ecological health and levels of public access to a basic standard of well-being.

Making measurable progress towards prioritized goals can increase the lifespan and number of
Regenerative Currency assets system-wide by raising this targeted supply proportionally to the
assessed values of these positive impacts. This approach makes it possible to pair the value of a
Regenerative Currency with widely agreed-upon metrics of the common good. I believe the forms of
value being measured could even vary between different implementations of this model, allowing
Regenerative Currencies to be a tool for communities to serve and fund their chosen priorities.
Measurable improvements in positive conditions will allow a Regenerative Currency to leave
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circulation more slowly. This makes the assets longer lived, more reasonable to save long-term, and
more attractive as a medium of exchange for communities, businesses, and individuals with
missions aligning with these chosen goals.

I believe it can be beneficial to scale this targeted level of supply to reflect the size of participating
communities. I therefore suggest that an average amount of supply per participant is the amount
that changes to reflect real conditions. The system-wide supply will vary along with a variable
number of participants, and the average participant’s share of this larger supply increases or
decreases based upon measurements of real value.

Changes in real conditions, even at a global scale, become possible to show through changes in an
average amount of supply per participant when this method is used. The target for the average
per-participant supply increases as positive change occurs, showing the assessed value of each
participant’s share of larger systemic conditions. This dynamic can be designed to make it so
increases in equitability, ecological health, and public well-being provide an increase in the average
wealth of individuals rather than coming at a cost to the public.

I suggest that somebody is considered a “participant” by this mechanism primarily when they have
access to the support that a specific Regenerative Currency System provides. These assets could be
used by anyone, but only those with access to a Regenerative Currency System’s support towards
their well-being would be reflected by this per-participant scaling process in the supply. By
targeting an overall supply that reflects a number of participants in this way, the number of
Regenerative Currency assets in circulation can be increased as previously unserved populations
gain access to the system’s support. The slow decay of this added supply then makes it possible for
additional streams of new assets to be allocated towards serving these populations. A reasonable
amount of decay within a single copy of the per-participant supply can be designed to passively
counteract the funding it takes to support an average individual. This allows this model to scale
indefinitely without radically changing the longevity of a Regenerative Currency.

While this mechanism could cause the tradeable strength of each asset to vary somewhat when the
supply changes, I believe that a careful increase in the available supply when global conditions are
better and more participants are secure will implicitly reflect the capacity for more economic
activity to take place. Increases in economic activity could maintain and increase the tradeable
strength of a Regenerative Currency even with larger amounts in circulation. I also believe that
many sources of inflation would be balanced by the implicit change in circulation that comes from
these assets being more reasonable to hold, rather than rapidly spend, when they last longer.

Implementers can also prevent indefinite inflation by defining a carefully chosen maximum target
for the per-participant supply, associating this upper limit with their goals for optimal conditions.
This maximum per-participant supply can intentionally be established at a level that is reasonable
relative to an average individual’s anticipated amount of economic activity in a healthy global
scenario. Implementers of Regenerative Currency Systems will have many tools to balance how such
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assets enter and leave circulation in order to comfortably represent real value while preserving
usability.

I suggest that new assets are generated at consistent rates relative to specific amounts of basic
work, linking a Regenerative Currency’s standard units to fixed measurements of essential value.
The wealth associated with a participant’s share of the supply will initially be held by the providers
who sustain that person’s life. The corresponding amount of wealth will then circulate throughout
the exchanges that make it financially rewarding for this life-sustaining work to be done in the first
place, slowly leaving circulation as the initial impacts of basic work must be renewed. Any holder of
a Regenerative Currency has therefore helped to sustain the lives of others, even simply by making
the assets worthwhile for a provider of basic support to generate. The amount of wealth that any
individual holds in a Regenerative Currency shows a measurement of how much they have
contributed to supporting their larger community through these mechanisms.

By implementing these approaches through novel digital systems, public acceptance of a
Regenerative Currency can make its usability reflect levels of trust. Multiple groups could create
their own interpretations of the Regenerative Currency System model, and the ones that succeed
most broadly will presumably be the ones that best reflect community preferences and priorities.

The practical ability to conduct trade using these assets would directly stem from levels of public
acceptance. Accepting these assets in exchanges would be a key way that the public could make
basic work meaningful to provide through a Regenerative Currency System. Becoming a participant
of such a system would also be a free but essential way to invest trust in this approach, as the
targeted supply of a Regenerative Currency directly represents the size of the participating
community. This can enable even the most marginalized communities to have a decentralized ability
to decide which implementations of this model should succeed. I feel confident that ethical global
citizens would choose to empower Regenerative Currency Systems that target sustainable,
meaningful, and widely prioritized goals for social and ecological well-being.

The following Core Concepts chapter will begin by introducing the key currency properties that
could make it possible to implement successful and practical Regenerative Currency Systems. This
chapter is intended to provide a foundation for readers seeking to have a deeper technical
comprehension of Regenerative Currency assets, and it may also be particularly interesting for
readers who are interested in novel uses for digital currencies in general. These concepts are
presented in broad terms to leave space for similar currency properties to be applied using multiple
different technologies. This chapter also discusses how similar mechanisms might be employed
within entirely separate systems for other purposes. For example, properties like the ones behind
Regenerative Currencies might also be adapted to create blockchain-based platforms for
decentralized investment in specific markers of the common good or for producing media of
exchange that can resiliently counteract systemic inflation.

The Regenerative Currency Systems chapter then ties these central concepts together into a more
complete picture of the model this book is written to present. This chapter is aimed at providing an
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overview of how digital currencies utilizing the specific novel properties described in the first
chapter could be used to provide universal basic access to well-being – a basic right to access all
components of a reasonable standard of well-being without cost – while aligning economic success
with the long-term sustainability of communities and natural ecologies.

Why This Strategy Is Important covers key issues within existing economies that can cause financial
systems to negatively impact social and ecological conditions. Challenges and emergent properties
in conventional systems are discussed alongside their proposed solutions within Regenerative
Currency Systems. Some readers may be most interested in exploring this chapter first before
visiting the Core Concepts and Regenerative Currency Systems chapters, especially if they are
primarily seeking to understand the broader purpose and context for Regenerative Currency
Systems.

The Considerations And Discussion chapter explores more nuanced conversations surrounding
Regenerative Currency Systems. This chapter introduces important considerations for the
implementers of Regenerative Currency Systems, highlights possible methods for successfully
employing this model in a way that can be mutualistic with existing economic systems, and explores
some of the possible implications these approaches may have in the long term. A particular focus is
paid towards how Regenerative Currencies can best be introduced into circulation as well as how
their overall supplies can be appropriately targeted.

In Closing: Looking Forward, brings the focus back to the context and importance of this moment in
history. This conclusion presents a call to action, inviting readers to consider the properties of our
economies and to act towards solutions that can best benefit all people and places. I believe that we
can make our economies truly benefit long-term social and ecological well-being while protecting
personal and economic freedoms. I believe we have all the tools we need, and I believe this is the
moment to Make Money Better.
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Chapter 1: Core Concepts

This chapter centers on presenting the novel properties that digital assets must have in order to be
usable in Regenerative Currency Systems. These concepts will be discussed alongside examples of
separate uses for digital assets with similar properties, building towards sharing the details of
Regenerative Currencies themselves.

I will present two central concepts that are intended to preserve a correlation between real value
and financial value. The first is a possible method for ethically tracking markers of shared and
untradeable value within a supply of tradeable assets, and I will refer to this as Data Backing. The
second concept is a possible strategy for making all assets within a Regenerative Currency System
gradually leave circulation at an appropriate, even, and fair rate, representing entropy and creating
economic space for new assets to be introduced towards work that generates new value and
sustains life. I will refer to digital assets using this mechanism as being Lifespan Based.

These mechanisms could make it possible to produce and maintain a consistent metric for financial
assets relative to real-world conditions and amounts of measurable value, even while those
amounts change, circulate, and are subject to entropy. Both of these concepts are intrinsic to
Regenerative Currency Systems as I will present them, though they are by no means the only ways
that tradeable assets may appropriately represent real value. Many models and ideas already exist
about how to represent diverse forms of value using digital assets that I cannot come close to taking
credit for, though I believe I can suggest some powerful uses and properties for novel assets.

Overall, these properties are meant to make it possible to create assets that are consistently linked
with measurements of commodities, current conditions, prioritized forms of value, and trackable
public goals. Regenerative Currency assets use these properties in a way that is intended to make
economic activity align its greatest success with cultivating a secure baseline of social and ecological
well-being.
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Data Backing

At a glance:

- This is a proposed method for producing digital assets that monitor and represent
real-world conditions

- A data-backed asset represents a unit or quantity of data tracking a real-world marker,
making it possible to economically represent even shared and untradeable measures of
well-being

- These assets enter and leave circulation as necessary in order to maintain a direct pairing
with measured data

- By specifically tracking markers of positive conditions, data-backed currencies could be
used as a mechanism for making investments towards meaningful causes

- Using data sources that meet high standards while creating these assets could serve to
incentivize and fund the development of ethical and accurate data infrastructure

- In the Regenerative Currency System model, a data-backing mechanism is used for
calculating a per-participant average supply of tradeable assets based on basic measures of
ecological and societal well-being

- Data-backing strategies could potentially be used for other near-term applications as well,
such as creating data-backed cryptocurrencies as mechanisms for decentralized public
investment towards various goals

Data backing is a possible method for producing digital assets that represent units of high-quality,
privacy-protecting data on positive markers. My goal in suggesting this is to build towards a global
economic market that, when thriving, actually represents positive conditions worldwide. Assets of
this kind could utilize accurate, privacy-protecting data collection infrastructure in order to
maintain a direct correlation between global conditions and economic conditions. By having high
standards for information quality and privacy protection, this approach could incentivize and fund
the development of ethical, safe, equitable, and resilient data infrastructure.

I believe that global metrics of well-being could potentially be beneficial to represent with tradeable
digital assets. This could allow even shared and untradeable forms of value to be recognized
economically, producing financial motivation towards supporting meaningful priorities.
Data-backed currency systems could conceivably be implemented to track and benefit forms of
social well-being such as secure access to clean water, racial equity, housing security, LGBTQ+ rights,
access to education, self-reported quality of life, and public mental and physical health levels, among
many others. Ecological conditions could also be measured by using markers like levels of
biodiversity, amounts of healthy and protected wild space, the number of old-growth trees in the
world, and markers like air and water quality. Many other positive markers of public and ecological
well-being could conceivably be represented by data-backed currencies and investment assets. For
example, I believe it could be possible to use this mechanism to create international investment
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assets representing trusted global data on progress towards each of the United Nations’ Sustainable
Development Goals.

Data-backed assets, as I suggest them, would be present in circulation when reliable data show
evidence of positive conditions. This produces a total supply of tradeable assets that reflects these
conditions to the extent that they are measurably known. These assets would enter and leave
circulation in ways that are meant to reflect increases and decreases in these data as they show
changes in the markers being tracked.

I suggest that data-backing processes must have rigorous standards for any trusted information
sources they utilize in order to maintain their integrity. Standards for clarity, quality, reliability,
respect for individual privacy, and responsiveness to real conditions could all be defined and
targeted by the creators of these systems. I believe it is beneficial to ensure that high standards
must be met in order for any associated data to be counted within a data-backed system. Doing so
increases the integrity of these assets, and it also provides an economic benefit and pressure
towards making progress in the development of ethical, high-quality data systems.

I also highly suggest that there is a partial assessed value for ethical data recognizing the absence of
positive conditions, as this can provide a financial benefit for gathering data that acknowledge the
conditions of underserved communities and locations. This partial increase shows a valuation for
the act of data collection itself, then further increases in the supply of assets can track real
improvements as they are shown by these data.

It would be important for all identifying and personal data to be separated from any information
that becomes public or is stored outside of a person’s individual control within the contributing
infrastructure of data-backing systems. I believe profound respect is essential towards any
individuals whose information is collected to support these strategies. This protects both privacy
and public safety while cultivating an increasing number of secure, ethical data sources.

Trusted sources of data must also be able to change accurately and quickly when there is a loss or
gain in any global metric that is being measured. In order to incentivize increasingly accurate and
ethical data collection, I recommend that most estimates and regional generalizations not be
counted by these systems beyond a reasonable level of accuracy. Estimates with reasonable but
imperfect levels of accuracy could potentially still be valued by these systems, though I believe they
must be assessed at the levels that are at the lowest possible end of an estimate’s margin of error.
This makes it financially beneficial to cultivate greater accuracy.

Once trustworthy data have been collected, any data-backed system will need to have mechanisms
in place to be able to introduce or remove an appropriate number of assets. Data-backing processes
must have this property in order to maintain a supply of assets that accurately reflects real
conditions. This could conceivably be accomplished in many ways based on the platforms being
used, and different technologies would arguably be most relevant in different situations.
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Data-Backed Cryptocurrencies

I believe that blockchain technologies could possibly be a powerful platform to use for creating
data-backed currencies and investment assets. As a vehicle for further discussing the concepts
behind data backing in general, I will use an example of a possible blockchain-based application of
this concept. This blockchain-based application of data backing may be put into practice itself, but it
is not specific to the Regenerative Currency Systems this book will propose; it is intended primarily
as a demonstration of the concepts behind data backing. Some of the languaging within this
example will be specific to blockchain technologies, but it is important to note that data-backing
processes could be implemented through many other platforms and technologies as well.

Comprehending how blockchains operate will not be necessary for readers to understand the rest of
this book, and some readers may simply choose to skip ahead past this cryptocurrency-based
example of the data backing concept. I am aware that many complexities and nuances are present
within the underlying technologies of blockchains that I could not appropriately explain here, and I
also know these systems will constantly be changing and making advances. For the sake of
presenting a conceptual example, I will nevertheless propose a mechanism in broad strokes for
introducing and removing cryptocurrency assets in order to target a data-backed supply of coins or
tokens, knowing this concept will have to be adapted and made more specific in any real
applications of this approach.

I believe that cryptocurrency projects stemming from this concept could feasibly be prepared and
launched in the near term worldwide. These projects could provide a mechanism for decentralized
investment in the public good while incentivizing the development of reliable and safe data
infrastructure. Data-backed cryptocurrency projects serving prioritized goals could also have the
potential to mediate understanding and collaboration between governments and decentralized
blockchain communities.

The data-backed cryptocurrency assets in this example would fluctuate in financial value with
changes in public sentiment while their total supply would contain the same number of
cryptocurrency assets as a trusted number of data points tracking a positive variable. This could, for
example, track the confirmed number of food-secure people in the world according to the most
credible and safe data available. As new, ethical, reliable information is acquired that confirms the
food security of additional people, additional assets would be introduced to match that exact
amount of individuals. Within this example, I will continue to reference this possible marker of food
security, though similar approaches could be used for many other goals and markers of positive
value.

Many different mechanisms could potentially mediate the ongoing introduction and elimination of
assets in data-backed cryptocurrency systems. I will describe how this might be done using a
method that involves temporarily placing a number of assets into an investment that adds or
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removes assets based on observed changes in conditions. This hypothetical method would then
allocate any newly generated cryptocurrency to those who voluntarily place their assets into these
“data-pairing investments”.

Each data-pairing investment would count towards a system-wide process of adjusting the total
supply of a data-backed cryptocurrency towards an accurate representation of the corresponding
data. An example of how this might occur is for invested amounts of data-backed tokens to be
increased or decreased through oracles made to track data from highly trusted sources. For readers
unfamiliar with cryptocurrencies, an “oracle” conveys information into and out of a blockchain
through smart contracts, which use code to automatically complete pre-established tasks like
producing this relationship between real data and a targeted supply of cryptocurrency assets.

Such approaches could potentially be layered on top of other blockchain systems, meaning they
would not have to operate independently. Some data-backed cryptocurrencies might, however, be
able to function in a way that is entirely self-contained within what is called a “native” blockchain,
allowing them to operate as their own decentralized, standalone platforms.

This would require numerous computers to function as nodes within a larger network that must
reach a consensus through some mechanism. “Proof of stake” is an existing consensus mechanism
that, in a highly simplified sense, allows an entire network to align with specific nodes based upon
how much of a “stake” each node has within the larger system. This stake is essentially a number of
assets that are being invested by each node’s host, while a proportional amount of returns can be
gained in exchange for helping to maintain a valid blockchain. If this concept was to be applied to a
native data-backed blockchain, placing assets into a data-pairing investment would also make you a
node host. Hosting this node could behave as if you are effectively entering into a smart contract
that correlates changes in the number of your invested assets with any changes in the data that are
being observed. A consensus mechanism akin to proof of stake could simultaneously take place
according to the relative sizes of these data-pairing investments.

When a native data-backed blockchain is not observing an increase in data availability or the
measure of well-being that it is tracking, a return on investment could potentially still be funded
through transaction fees. It could then be profitable to invest these assets in a stable global
situation, but it would be even more profitable for this investment to be accompanied by efforts to
actively cultivate better data availability and improve global conditions.

In this hypothetical example for tracking food security, one cryptocurrency asset could be
introduced at launch for each person who is already known to have food security through credible
data sources that meet specific, high standards. Any new data-backed assets associated with real
progress could be distributed to those who have placed their assets into data-pairing investments.
These new assets can be allocated in an amount that is proportional to the size of each investment
as new people are confirmed to be food secure. Holding a specific percentage of all of the platform’s
invested assets, therefore, means you gain that portion of all new assets that are issued.
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This mechanism could create blockchain-based investment assets that accrue as measurable goals
are reached. It could be beneficial for individuals and organizations already working towards shared
goals to purchase and invest data-backed cryptocurrencies. They could use this mechanism to
acquire additional funding for their work, receiving new assets if they succeed at producing a
measurable impact. It could even be possible for data-backed cryptocurrencies to be intentionally
distributed and donated to those with the ability to make meaningful change in order to build trust
in these systems and accelerate their effectiveness. Purchasing data-backed assets could then
become a direct way for investors and the general global public to fund and commit to causes they
believe in.

If and when there is a loss in the conditions being measured or in the quality of any available data,
such as through natural disasters or economic and political instability, a number of assets
representing that loss could be removed from those within data-pairing investments, taking them
out of circulation. A process of “burning” the assets could be used to send them to non-existing
account addresses, or they could be sent to a centralized, unspendable account that could make it
possible to track the amount that is lost from circulation. Sending the removed assets to a
centralized account like this could also allow any recovery in the supply to reissue the same assets
again rather than introducing new ones. A similar approach could even be used to create all possible
future assets at the time of launch, allowing them to be issued into circulation over time as the data
backing process takes place and be returned to the initial address whenever conditions decline.

I suggest that the assets being removed from circulation would include an amount representing the
confirmed loss in conditions where reliable information is available, and I also suggest that assets
are removed from circulation to show any loss of data from sources that become newly unavailable
or unethical, no longer meeting a system’s established standards such as accuracy and privacy. Any
lost assets could be removed in a way that is proportional to the size of each data-pairing
investment, similarly to how new assets are issued. A loss in global well-being means a loss on
investment. If funders trust the community’s ability to recover, however, they may purchase more of
these assets during challenging times, raising the price per asset to compensate investors for losses
in circulating supply and value.

If a data-backed cryptocurrency is not performing its desired function, it makes sense for the public
to turn their attention to other methods. This would lower the market cap for any data-backed
cryptocurrency that does not benefit the public good or perform in a trustworthy,
resilience-increasing way. In a blockchain using these methods to adjust the supply of its native coin,
a global loss of more than the total amount of assets that are placed into data-pairing investments
would constitute a self-elimination of the network, as no active nodes would remain. This makes
participation within such a system a non-exploitable financial commitment to shared priorities.

If such a cryptocurrency actually does constitute a trustworthy investment towards a global priority,
then its value could increase both in terms of price and in terms of circulating supply. This would
presumably happen proportionally to its effectiveness and the trust it cultivates. This provides a
method for investing in the well-being (and the accurate, private, resilient data representation) of
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the world. As progress towards global goals increases, the volatility and inflation of the circulating
supply of these assets would lessen. Each individual data point would represent a progressively
smaller amount relative to the total existing supply, and the value of each asset could become less
likely to make rapid changes in a larger market. This stability could draw further investment from
those seeking meaningful, trustworthy, low-volatility cryptocurrencies. Profit for investors, in this
case, could align with meeting the needs and priorities of the world, with these priorities decided
globally through the collective funding of individuals in decentralized financial networks.

While this example presents a highly specific use of data backing through data-pairing investments,
I believe it demonstrates concepts that could be applied more broadly to other kinds of systems as
well. Diverse blockchain-based applications of data backing principles could allow global financial
communities to invest together towards shared priorities across borders. Many interpretations and
applications of data backing could also be possible using other digital currency systems in addition
to blockchains, and it’s reasonable to assume that some will eventually be possible within novel
platforms and technologies of various kinds. It may be fair to assume that a portion of the
cryptocurrency community would not be inclined to invest in assets that intentionally increase their
own supplies as progress is made or that present a risk of unusability in the case of a global crisis,
perhaps preferring less inflationary assets and those with less risk involved. Nevertheless, I believe
the concept of data backing can be used in powerful ways that may be crafted and refined to suit the
preferences of many individuals, organizations, and investors.

Data Backing in General

The first key component of data backing is to correlate a tradeable asset’s properties, such as its
circulating supply, with data on a marker of positive conditions. The second central concept is to
anchor these approaches only within sources of information that meet the highest practical
standards. By doing so, such a strategy is also a method for making data infrastructure meet these
goals.

Composite forms of increasingly trustworthy data could eventually be used to create data-backing
systems representing complex sets of variables, including the well-being of nature as a whole and
the well-being of people globally, similarly to the ways in which entire markets can be tracked in
conventional models. If large-scale data-backed models gain traction, additional uses of the
collected data could be more feasibly considered as ways to cultivate positive conditions as well.
Even simply viewing the supplies of data-backed assets could provide some level of transparency,
visibility, and public access concerning the information they represent.

Ultimately, I believe that the best possible economy is one that accurately portrays the real-world
value it produces and represents. The essential shifts represented by the data backing concept
orient towards making currencies correspond with the priorities we authentically wish to value and
creating systems where financial success comes from benefitting that best possible outcome.
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The Regenerative Currency System model uses a data-backing process to calculate an average
per-participant supply target for digital assets that are intended to serve as a medium of exchange.
This approach could create a correlation between measurable global conditions and the average
number of assets associated with each of the system’s participants. The strategy of data backing
alone does not innately address how Regenerative Currency assets would enter and leave
circulation, though they must do so in order to maintain a data-backed supply. While this
requirement can be addressed for some cryptocurrency investment assets through approaches like
the data-pairing investment mechanism I have discussed, I suggest that the requirement of
regulating a data-backed currency’s supply can also be addressed through an additional mechanism
for introducing, circulating, and eliminating digital assets. The following section will introduce this
mechanism and describe some of its properties.
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Lifespan-Based Assets

At a glance:

- This is a proposed class of digital assets that lose value or leave circulation as they age
- Lifespan-based assets can represent fixed metrics of temporary value, including forms of

real value that are subject to entropy
- I suggest that lifespan-based assets are introduced when a corresponding amount of value is

introduced to back them
- Lifespan-based assets can maintain a fixed strength if they only last as long as the value that

backs them, either leaving circulation or decaying in value relative to newly issued assets to
represent losses in their backing

- I suggest that these assets can function by containing a timestamp of their moment of
introduction; this timestamp can be used to assess the value of these assets against their
age, utilizing the resulting assessments of value as the tradeable assets themselves while the
code behind the assets becomes simply a logistical framework for adjusting levels of supply

- Regenerative Currencies are lifespan-based assets that are introduced into circulation as
payment for prioritized work, and they gradually lose value as they circulate in order to
maintain a data-backed total supply

- Separate adaptations of the properties behind lifespan-based assets could potentially
increase the assessed values of existing assets rather than introducing new ones when
backing value is introduced; this could make it possible to produce media of exchange that
can correct for inflation and deflation as well as to create data-backed investment assets
that can remain liquid and be stored offline while remaining paired to measurements of real
conditions

Lifespan-based assets are digital assets that can leave circulation or lose value over time. This
property enables these assets to be defined by stable measurements of temporary forms of backing
value, with the assets being generated appropriately when this backing value is introduced. The
newly generated assets measure the amount of newly introduced value. They can be allocated to
different recipients and in various ways based on the goals of a given system and the kinds of value
being represented. After being introduced, lifespan-based assets must lose value or leave circulation
in a way that is representative of any losses in their backing.

Lifespan-based assets could be used to represent many kinds of value that are measurable but
temporary, such as goods that expire, materials and energy that are subject to entropy, consumable
commodities that leave circulation when used, and the impacts of actions that have diminishing
effects over time.

This is perhaps the most central difference between lifespan-based assets and other forms of
currency and exchange; they must have a lifespan that corresponds with the value they represent. I
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believe that no currency that lasts indefinitely accurately represents backing value that leaves
circulation or decays in the real world. Most materials eventually become unusable through wear
and tear, food eventually expires or is consumed, and energy experiences entropy over time while
being stored, transmitted, and used, as a few examples. Finite stores of material value can also be
permanently removed from usable circulation when some irreplaceable resources are consumed or
lost as waste. Lifespan-based assets that are made to directly represent or trade temporary kinds of
value like this must leave circulation when their corresponding backing is gone, and by doing so it
becomes possible for them to maintain a constant strength. I believe part of why existing currencies
inflate and fail to address many issues of poverty is because much of the real-world value that they
represent is temporary.

Lifespan-Based Value Adjustment

In the case of physical currencies, a controlled lifespan or change in tradeable strength for a coin or
paper note isn’t easily feasible. With digital assets, however, there aren’t the same limitations. Many
mechanisms to mediate changes in an asset’s value, usability, and longevity could potentially be
applied within digital systems. A possible example is to create assets that contain timestamps of
their moments of introduction against which their values can be calculated. Platforms for trading,
storing, and interacting with these lifespan-based assets could display and use the accurate value of
the corresponding code by comparing these timestamps with system-wide records showing
time-based standards for changes in worth.

A progressive change in value could be calculated from such a timestamp, allowing lifespan-based
assets to gradually lose value as they age. Changes in relative value could retain meaningfulness and
standardization by being shown in units of measurement that are defined relative to the values of
newly issued assets. I suggest that these losses could be calculated as a percentage of the most
recent assessed value of each asset. Any rate of loss then takes place based upon an asset’s current
usable value instead of its initial value when it was generated. This makes all balances of such assets
lose value at the same rate as each other no matter how many timestamps of different ages are
present in the corresponding code. The units of relative value could be thought of as the actual units
of measurement for these lifespan-based assets, and the code behind the assets would become
simply a logistical framework for mediating changes in supply.

Lifespan-based assets like this could potentially be designed to lose value more quickly or slowly at
different points in time, which might be required if they are meant to represent amounts of backing
value in the real world. This could be mediated supply-wide by making all assets of every age lose
value at the same rate as each other at every given time, even while this rate itself is able to change.
All assets of every age could still lose strength over time in a way that is proportional to their
current tradeable values while this takes place. Every asset’s resulting value then reflects the
recorded rates of value loss since it was created. Within most of this book, I refer to this as a “rate of
decay” for a lifespan-based currency.
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Gradually reducing the relative values of lifespan-based digital assets through this process of decay
could be particularly useful for producing supplies of assets that accurately represent kinds of
backing value that leave circulation through time. New assets can be allocated as payment towards
producing and providing new value at the same time as the added supply measures a real increase
in backing. Exchanges can then take place using these assets as they leave circulation at a similar
rate to the real materials or temporary forms of value being represented. In a world where most
forms of material value are subject to entropy, this presents a potentially valuable tool where
increasing amounts of unbacked financial wealth do not accrue and drive losses in currency
strength if real value leaves circulation and fails to be replaced. This is the primary mechanism that I
believe can be adapted to enable a Regenerative Currency System to functionally sustain a baseline
standard of global well-being while eliminating the fundamental cost of survival.

Using a mechanism of this kind requires that code with older timestamps is removed and replaced
occasionally to prevent it from accumulating. I believe that the effective strength of assets
represented by large amounts of older code could potentially be exchanged for an equivalent value
of newly issued assets when necessary in order to represent the same amount of circulating supply
more efficiently. This exchange could happen in many possible ways based on the scale and
structure of a given platform, but could nevertheless preserve an accurate supply of circulating
assets while streamlining the efficiency of a lifespan-based currency. In Regenerative Currency
Systems, I believe that one way this could potentially occur is within small transaction fees that
“skim” older code out of circulation, and an equivalent value of new assets can be issued into a
central pool, which may be governed as a community of implementers decides.

If technologies are used that make it so the underlying code behind lifespan-based assets is only
divisible a specific number of times, then these assets would become more divisible as they age.
Lifespan-based assets of this kind may therefore need to be exchanged within platforms that
adaptively select portions of code that best fit the value of any intended exchange. The minimum
level of divisibility would be that of the newest assets, and the more code-heavy, older assets could
be used for making payments with even greater levels of nuance.

A user of lifespan-based currencies could view and interact with their wealth after the value of each
piece of code is assessed based upon its age; intuitive interfaces could apply any necessary
processes beforehand to define the value of the code in each individual’s possession. Such a
mechanism could potentially be completely streamlined and seamless for users so they perceive
and interact with only the resulting number of assets in their possession.

In many cases, computing power could be saved while making this process more accountable by
having a system-wide process be responsible for proactively defining and distributing records of the
appropriate rates of decay and the subsequent values associated with timestamps of every age. User
interfaces would simply be responsible for comparing these system-wide records with the
timestamps themselves. Instead of perceiving the same assets changing in value, this kind of process
could effectively simulate and mediate changes in supply.
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By making it so that dynamic values are assigned to static code, the supply can change while still
allowing lifespan-based assets to remain liquid or be stored offline. While the code would exist in a
fixed state with simply a collection of static timestamps, this indication of age would still be able to
provide a dynamic relationship between the code and any interfaces and exchange platforms that
interpret its measurable value.

Within much of this book, I will generally refer to this process as a change in the circulating supply
of lifespan-based assets rather than a change in the worth or strength of their underlying code. This
is because the units of value are serving as the assets themselves. This is simply one possible way to
create a supply of lifespan-based assets, and other entirely different technical approaches might
also be innovated as ways to produce tradeable assets that leave circulation as their backing value
leaves circulation.

Other Uses for Relative Value Adjustment

Similar mechanisms to this age-based reduction in relative value could have other applications as
well. For example, instead of allocating entirely new assets to represent increases in backing value,
existing code could be able to gain value as well as lose it. This could increase or decrease the
assessed value of a supply of code proportionally to changes in backing value, measuring these
changes in units of value that serve as tradeable assets themselves. These assets could accrue over
time when their backing value increases and leave circulation when the opposite occurs. The
resulting assets could maintain fixed standards of measurement relative to their backing, and each
balance of such assets would be capable of increasing and decreasing in size system-wide while
remaining liquid and savable.

Mechanisms like this might provide the ability to create media of exchange that can directly
counteract patterns of inflation and deflation through the system-wide adjustment of the assessed
value of a supply of code, effectively changing the total usable supply of a currency at each point in
time to directly pair it with metrics of overall economic backing and activity. Any amount of this
wealth would measurably increase or decrease at the same rate as all other sums of such assets
when this occurs.

The resulting assets would not differ radically from existing currencies. Instead, they would simply
provide a more public and intuitive metric for showing system-wide inflation and deflation when
users view and interact with their wealth. This mechanism could have the potential to counteract all
changes in prices that are driven solely by changes in overall currency strength.

While this kind of mechanism is not what I recommend for use within a Regenerative Currency
System, it might be a powerful approach to creating some data-backed investment systems. Instead
of requiring a holder of a data-backed currency to pair their wealth with real conditions through a
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locked investment or smart contract, all assets in circulation could be passively paired by default,
even while remaining liquid and being able to be securely stored. Each static piece of code could
correspond with a measurement of the currency that changes to maintain an accurate, data-backed
total supply. This could be mediated by either a centralized or decentralized record of changes in
conditions, and these changes could be represented directly in a circulating supply where every
holder of the assets is a financial stakeholder in the positive conditions that are being measured.

A challenge associated with this approach is that the divisibility of the assets would ideally have to
be linked with their units of value rather than the code beneath the assets, and this could require
some complex technical innovation. Additionally, maintaining an accurate strength for these assets
could become more difficult when any amount of the code is lost by users. Missing wealth becomes
more consequential within a static amount of code that can gain value as well as lose it. This is
because targeted changes in supply would become inaccurate unless specific amounts of lost code
are taken into account.

Conversely, when it comes to lifespan-based assets that can only lose value over time, lost assets will
gradually represent smaller portions of the targeted supply until any loss eventually becomes
irrelevant. New supply is added through new code entering circulation, so any lost portions of the
supply are passively recycled over time. There would also never be situations where any of the
assets become less divisible than they are when they are first issued; their level of divisibility could
only increase over time.

Backing Lifespan-Based Assets

I believe that the units of measurement for lifespan-based assets can be particularly meaningful
when they are fixed relative to real-world metrics of value. An example might be to pair
lifespan-based assets with standard units for weight, mass, volume, or other concrete metrics
tracking a supply of backing value. This would allow any changes in backing to be not just
represented but concretely measured by changes in supply. This can potentially function in a way
that is similar to how many stablecoins in the cryptocurrency space represent and are backed by
fiat currencies at a constant rate. In this case, instead of tracking the value of a fiat currency, each
unit of measurement for such assets could track a concrete measurement of a commodity or a
chosen marker of value. The code behind the assets would remain static, but real standards of
measurement could be used as the metrics for any changes in the code’s assessed value.

Lifespan-based assets like this may conceivably be backed by any measurable markers, including
untradeable forms of value. These untradeable forms of backing might include the impacts of
actions that have diminishing effects over time, individual markers of shared value like the
data-backing metrics I discussed before, or composite measurements such as community well-being
as a whole. Lifespan-based assets could also be used to directly represent some tradeable
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commodities that have limited lifespans, maintaining a constant usable strength even as variable
levels of these commodities enter and leave circulation.

Representing Commodities Using Lifespan-Based Assets

I believe that discussing measurable, tradeable amounts of physical goods can make it possible to
visualize lifespan-based assets in a highly practical and realistic way, so I will discuss this use in
more detail. Lifespan-based assets that are issued to represent tradeable goods and materials could
be conceptualized as being commodity-backed by a measurable supply of that value. These digital
assets would need to leave circulation or lose their usability if and when the backing value they
were issued to represent is consumed or becomes unusable itself. In some cases, lifespan-based
assets could be used to trade a commodity at a fixed price as it changes hands repeatedly. In other
cases, such as with food, a commodity would leave circulation when used. The corresponding
lifespan-based assets must also leave circulation when this occurs.

While data-backed currencies of the kind I first introduced are intended as investment assets,
indicators of systemic wealth, and ways of consolidating ethical data infrastructure, these
commodity-backed assets would be more useful as tools for logistics and resource allocation. There
are key differences between these two applications of digital assets. Data-backed currencies can be
made and introduced based on untradeable markers of shared well-being (literally being backed by
data), but any assets meant to be exchangeable for tradeable commodities at a fixed strength must
be issued only when corresponding amounts of these commodities are introduced within a specific
platform or system by those with the authority to sell or allocate them. A concrete, measurable
amount of a commodity serves as the backing value for the creation of a specific number of digital
assets. I believe that maintaining this fixed relationship could be particularly feasible when a
commodity can be pooled and remain measurably committed towards backing such assets.

As an example of a possible way of using lifespan-based, commodity-backed assets, a community
could pool food and use that supply as the backing for lifespan-based assets that are distributed to
accounts created for community members, such as to provide broad basic access or to specifically
support those in need. Lifespan-based assets representing a measurable quantity of nutrition could
be created directly into recipient accounts when food is added to the pool, with the assets
themselves being made to leave circulation or expire after a certain amount of time. These assets
could then be exchanged for food from the common pool as if a purchase is being made.

Assets for distributing a pooled commodity like this may not need to have many of the same
nuances and gradual changes in strength that some other lifespan-based assets might have. They
would primarily be a tool for allocating, trading, and measuring shares of the pooled commodity.
Lifespan-based assets for community distribution like this could even have a fixed lifespan and a
consistent value up until that point, and they could leave circulation when exchanged for a
consumable commodity.
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Uses of similar assets could be developed for many different applications, though they are largely a
logistical tool in examples like this one. In this case, these assets function as evidence of ownership
in the same way as conventional money implies that somebody can exchange an amount of currency
for a good or service. A conventional financial asset essentially stands in for “owning” a specific
amount of value, even if it isn’t determined yet what such a currency will represent when it is spent.
Holding a digital asset representing shared food allows you to shop for and receive specific amounts
of this food.

The mechanism within this example may be used for equitable and charitable purposes, but it does
not intrinsically provide donors with compensation for the food they provide, and it does not allow
for such a system to become self-sustaining without levels of generosity that can be hard to sustain
during modern, stressful lives. It also leans on digital infrastructure in a way that could be innately
inaccessible to those in the greatest need of support.

I believe that each of these issues can be solved sustainably, benefitting both providers and
recipients in ways that are equitable, while preserving personal and economic freedoms.
Commodity-backed, lifespan-based assets like this could be used as an optional tool alongside
Regenerative Currency Systems as a way to distribute and allocate some finite supplies of
survival-level goods. When used to redeem access, these assets would then leave circulation and
exchange into newly issued Regenerative Currency assets that serve as a payment to providers.

With or without using commodity-backed currencies in this way, a Regenerative Currency System
pays providers through allocating newly issued Regenerative Currency assets based on the positive
impact of completing prioritized work. This can include the impacts essential to providing access to
the digital system itself, like providing access to electricity, basic devices, and network connection.
This can occur in many cases without a Regenerative Currency System using any commodity-backed
assets at all, with there being no cost for those who receive basic support. The payment to
currency-generating providers is a measurement of an increase in value, and it is actually backed by
the positive impact that is made by successfully providing prioritized work.

Impact-Backing for Lifespan-Based Assets

In order to more clearly discuss the nature of currency allocation within Regenerative Currency
Systems, I believe it is beneficial to discuss what happens if lifespan-based assets are produced
purely to measure positive impacts. Lifespan-based assets that measure some temporary impacts
could be conceptualized as being “impact-backed” themselves. A simplified example of an
impact-backed asset might be a digital representation of the impact of providing water to a
recipient. Providing enough water for a person to live for a day produces a concrete, measurable
impact; the person is able to be hydrated for a given period of time. This measurable impact is
temporary in that it must be provided again and again each day in order for the recipient to survive.
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Impact-backed assets that are made to measure and correspond with the temporary impacts of
actions like this could function in interesting logistical ways, providing mechanisms for engaging
with temporary conditions and timelines. The lifespans of such assets might potentially be made to
correspond exactly with the lifespans of the impacts that back them, and these assets could then
become tools for measuring diverse kinds of untradeable but very real conditions. Impact-backed
assets might provide some interesting opportunities for monitoring real conditions in ways that are
difficult to conceptualize within individual psychology or conventional financial models. They also
might present interesting opportunities for standardizing measurements relative to very important
life-sustaining conditions. Community-wide metrics on important conditions could be shown in
visible ways through impact-backed assets directly tied to things like how many people have their
needs fulfilled and what period of time those needs are provided for by the impacts that have
already been made.

It can be intuitive to conceptualize such impact-backed assets as if they are being issued as
payment. In many traditional exchanges, a positive increase in value is provided to a recipient, and
the impact is usually the thing that is being paid for. As an example, a buyer will not purchase food
that cannot be used or appreciated in any way; they will purchase food that can have the impact of
being edible, providing enjoyment, and sustaining life. Impacts are arguably the primary value being
exchanged in many conventional purchases, though it is important to recognize that most impacts
are temporary forms of value.

The fulfillment of survival-level needs can be viewed as an essential impact that has a limited
lifespan, so need fulfillment could therefore be represented by lifespan-based assets. Unlike
conventional payments, however, lifespan-based assets that are solely paired with metrics on
temporary impacts like this would not last long enough to be used as a medium of exchange in most
cases. The impact of an action often does not last as long as a tradeable currency would need to last
in order for purely impact-backed assets to be practical as a form of payment. Many of the timelines
involved could also be nuanced enough that such assets might be innately inaccurate.

Standalone uses for impact-backed assets may or may not be realistic, but I argue that any currency
that is used for payments can be conceptualized as being implicitly impact-backed to some extent. I
believe that conventional currencies that are used towards purchasing elements of basic well-being
are partially backed by the temporary fulfillment of basic needs. As this impact is temporary, a
financial amount equivalent to this lost portion of the currency’s overall backing must be repeatedly
spent if the same amount of value is to stay present in the real world. Essential, life-sustaining value
must be consistently regenerated at a cost in conventional systems, and the size of this cost shows
the difference between reduced levels of backing value and the supplies of permanent currencies
that remain in circulation. The inability for our currencies to accurately depict entropy produces
this ongoing cost. I believe that the per-person portion of this cost corresponds with the poverty
line.
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The cost of filling basic needs is simply a small component of any large economy’s activity, though it
is the component that is most essential to basic survival. Within a Regenerative Currency System,
the lost value corresponding with the temporary nature of need fulfillment is acknowledged
through a slow, lifespan-based reduction in the circulating supply of Regenerative Currency assets.
The supply as a whole represents more than just need fulfillment, so just a small portion of each
asset must decay in a given time frame in order to represent newly unfulfilled needs.

A value is assigned to need fulfillment itself, and this amount enters circulation when needs are
filled then leaves circulation when needs must be filled again. The system gains wealth when the
community is secure, and the production of basic, essential value no longer comes at a cost. This
same funding strategy can be used to pay the providers of other kinds of essential work as well; new
assets can be allocated directly as payment for sustaining the lives of participants, preserving
ecological well-being, and providing prioritized forms of work. The increase in supply from these
payments directly measures and reflects an increase in real value. The total supply of a Regenerative
Currency can be carefully targeted in a way that makes it large enough to represent long-lasting
tradeable value at the same time as it represents these short-term impacts of prioritized work and
basic need fulfillment.

By balancing the rate at which Regenerative Currencies leave circulation with the payments
required for prioritized work, an equilibrium can be reached that maintains and circulates an
appropriate overall supply of assets that last long enough to be practical for payments. Regenerative
Currency assets enter circulation where essential value is produced and circulate throughout
conventional exchanges, gradually leaving circulation to reflect the process of entropy taking place.
New assets can then be introduced as payment when real value is produced again through
prioritized and need-fulfilling work. This eliminates the requirement that there be a basic cost of
survival, maintaining a baseline of access to well-being through the allocation of new Regenerative
Currency assets. By assigning a value to the impact of sustaining life itself, the poverty line can be
reduced to zero while still allowing commerce and elective purchases to take place freely.

I believe this could be a reliable and meaningful way to extend lifespan-based currency models to
become self-sustaining, and I also believe that it is beneficial to combine this approach with
data-backing strategies for even greater long-term success. I’d like to shift at this point from
introducing these core concepts towards presenting an overview of Regenerative Currency Systems
as a whole. I believe this model could be used to make free commerce possible within a system that
provides freely accessible options for the fulfillment of participants’ basic needs, all while benefiting
and protecting the well-being of ecosystems and people worldwide.
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Chapter 2: Regenerative Currency Systems

At a glance:

- The Regenerative Currency System model uses digital currencies to represent and cultivate
prioritized forms of social and ecological value, aligning economic conditions with real
conditions

- Regenerative Currency Systems are designed to celebrate commerce while diminishing and
even eliminating systemic sources of poverty

- I believe it would be possible for multiple groups to simultaneously implement the concepts
behind Regenerative Currency Systems, partially or in whole, alongside existing economic
approaches

- This model is made to provide an adaptable framework for economic interventions that can:
- provide access to a standard of basic well-being without cost
- make it financially rewarding to protect natural systems
- benefit participants as well as non-participants
- protect individual and community freedoms
- create a direct correlation between global conditions and economic conditions

How it works:

- A lifespan-based, data-backed digital currency is introduced to represent specific kinds of
prioritized value, such as the fulfillment of basic needs and the protection of natural
ecologies; this is a Regenerative Currency

- Providers who fill basic needs, serve shared priorities, and sustain a systemic baseline of
well-being can be paid with newly issued assets of a Regenerative Currency at no cost to
participants

- The units of a Regenerative Currency are defined as measurements of the completion of
prioritized work, making it possible for rates of currency generation to be standardized

- Regenerative Currencies slowly leave circulation through the “decay” of a small percentage
of each asset

- The rate of decay rises and falls system-wide in order to maintain a data-backed circulating
supply

- Data behind these systems track progress towards a targeted set of goals, such as globally
providing universal basic access to a reasonable standard of well-being and resiliently
sustaining long-term ecological health

- The data-backing process produces a target  for an average amount of supply associated
with each “participant” - an individual who has access to the system’s support towards their
basic well-being

- The ongoing decay of the average per-participant supply is designed to be sufficient to
balance all funding that must be generated towards the long-term fulfillment of an average
participant’s needs along with their share of public costs
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- A maximum target for the per-participant supply corresponds with the eventual state of
reaching the system’s goals; this prevents indefinite inflation relative to the purchases of
individuals and allows the supply to scale towards its optimal per-participant amount as
progress is made

- After being generated by providing a basic standard of access and sustainability, a
Regenerative Currency is meant to be used as a medium of exchange within familiar forms
of free commerce

- Commodity-backed, lifespan-based assets could potentially be used alongside or within
Regenerative Currency Systems to logistically represent and distribute finite supplies of
commodities that are essential to survival, such as food and water. These “Basic Access
Currencies” would effectively be exchanged into new assets of a Regenerative Currency
when they are used (this optional tool is described in the Considerations And Discussion
chapter)

This chapter presents the Regenerative Currency System model, which is a proposed method for
using data-backed, lifespan-based assets to serve shared priorities. I believe this model could
potentially be used for the creation of large-scale platforms as well as community-level economic
interventions. While many changes and improvements could be made to this kind of digital
currency strategy, I believe that it is nevertheless solid enough to provide a general toolkit for
eliminating poverty and funding the lasting protection of the global ecosystem.

Regenerative Currency Systems are designed to enable commerce to thrive while making it possible
for participants to access all components of basic well-being without cost. The implementers of this
model will have the freedom to define their own targets for what it means to provide a baseline of
essential support. I suggest that this includes basic access to food, housing, water, electricity,
internet, physical health care, mental health care, and education. This model could provide
participants with universal basic access to this standard of well-being while still allowing
hard-working individuals and businesses to thrive economically.

At the same time as they provide mechanisms for meeting basic needs, Regenerative Currency
Systems also make it possible to protect the lasting resilience of communities and ecosystems.
Financial values can be assigned to real priorities in ways that make all users of Regenerative
Currencies into stakeholders in global well-being. Even in situations where it is conventionally most
profitable to consume and exploit real forms of value, this model could be used to cultivate positive
conditions in broadly prioritized ways.

A Regenerative Currency System accomplishes these tasks by solving some key issues within
existing systems of exchange. One of these issues is that conventional currencies outlive portions of
their backing, meaning that repeated expenditures must be made in existing systems to compensate
for ongoing losses of real value. Regenerative Currencies decay over time, effectively recycling a
portion of each asset into newly issued supply. These assets can represent losses of circulating value
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by leaving circulation themselves, making it possible to fund the regeneration of this value through
the direct allocation of new assets.

Another issue that Regenerative Currency Systems identify and address is a lack of correlation
between economic health and the conditions of ecologies and societies. This model uses a
specialized data-backing process to create a sustainable long-term link between prioritized goals
and the economic success of individuals and communities. Within a Regenerative Currency System,
it can be financially rewarding to cultivate positive conditions, and there can be system-wide
financial consequences associated with losses of real value. Communities could use this model to
produce novel economic landscapes where maintaining social and ecological well-being can be
more profitable for stakeholders than exploiting these essential forms of value.

At its core, this model is a set of theories, strategies, and proposals to be employed and adapted by
any and all who wish to put them into action. Some of these concepts might even be extended to
apply to existing physical currencies as well as permanent digital assets. I believe that Regenerative
Currency Systems could potentially be implemented at varying scales and through varying
platforms by communities, organizations, decentralized groups, municipalities, national
governments, and intergovernmental programs. While the details of Regenerative Currency Systems
will most likely be changed based on the needs and intentions of implementers, I seek to present a
possible application of these concepts that is complete enough that it demonstrates the possibility
for commerce to thrive long-term while eliminating poverty and resiliently sustaining ecological
health.
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Regenerative Currencies

Regenerative Currencies are lifespan-based, data-backed currencies representing prioritized forms
of value, such as the value of sustaining life, providing access, and cultivating systemic well-being. A
Regenerative Currency is issued into circulation in a way that represents and measures the increase
in real-world value that occurs when prioritized improvements are made in global conditions. This
process of currency generation provides a mechanism for payments to be made for essential tasks.
After new assets are generated, Regenerative Currencies are intended as media of exchange that can
be broadly used for making sales and payments while also representing shared and untradeable
forms of value through their data-backed supplies.

While conventional currencies have values that fluctuate relative to all real-world amounts, I
suggest that Regenerative Currencies are generated at rates that are fixed relative to the fulfillment
of basic needs and the completion of other prioritized work. This links the units of a Regenerative
Currency with the act of providing specific amounts of prioritized value, making it possible for
inflation to never occur concerning the rates at which a Regenerative Currency System’s supply
must be generated towards essential work and subsequently be recirculated through decay.

Since some essential forms of value are temporary, including most of the commodities and impacts
that sustain basic survival, continuous value production is mandatory in order to sustain any
population. This is acknowledged in a Regenerative Currency System by creating a currency that
slowly leaves circulation itself. Real value production is then able to be funded by allocating new
Regenerative Currency assets as a form of payment for prioritized work. I believe that this process
can be designed in a way that allows a diverse base of private businesses and individuals to perform
prioritized work in exchange for newly generated assets.

While new Regenerative Currency assets are consistently being allocated, old assets are constantly
leaving circulation. This recirculation of the supply is mediated through the “decay” of a small
percentage of each asset’s current assessed value at a system-wide rate. The rate of decay changes
over time to target a per-participant average amount of circulating supply that represents an
average individual’s share of measured global conditions.

This data-backed target for the per-participant supply is meant to be based on a broad but carefully
selected set of variables. I propose that when reliable data show that people and natural ecosystems
are more secure, the targeted supply rises so that there is a proportionally larger average circulating
supply of assets per participant. This is intended to make levels of individual wealth correlate with
reliable and ethical data on widely prioritized markers of global well-being.

Using lifespan-based assets to maintain a data-backed supply makes it possible to financially
represent forms of value that are shared, untradeable, and/or temporary. Regenerative Currencies
use this capacity to represent the value of providing universal basic access to well-being while
indefinitely preserving the resilience of natural systems. When these forms of value are produced,
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new Regenerative Currency assets are introduced. Existing supply consistently recycles out of
circulation so new assets can go towards payments for essential work. In addition to representing
real value more accurately than conventional currencies can, this dynamic enables the basic, private
cost of individual and systemic survival to be eliminated.

Representing Real Value Within Financial Systems

Communities creating digital currencies that are both data backed and lifespan based could have
the freedom to define what kinds of real value are being measured within these data and what kinds
of activities generate new assets. The goals for a system of this kind can be selected by
implementers through these mechanisms, enabling them to choose what the real conditions are that
should correspond with the greatest economic success of their communities. The basis for creating
a Regenerative Currency System is pairing such a data-backed, lifespan-based currency with
multiple global markers of essential value like systemic sustainability and public access to basic
well-being.

Throughout my writing, I will advocate for Regenerative Currency Systems to prioritize basic social
and ecological conditions. The intention is to align economic health with the long-term preservation
of systemic well-being while simultaneously preserving personal, social, and economic freedoms. To
this end, I suggest that the data-backing process and the allocation of new assets within this model
can be primarily targeted towards performing the tasks of sustaining life, filling basic needs, serving
essential social priorities, and maintaining ecological health.

By maintaining a focus specifically on shared priorities, a baseline of systemic sustainability, and a
basic level of access to well-being, this system can allow individuals and communities to be
universally supported in reaching these shared goals while protecting their freedom to self-define
what success means to them beyond a foundation of survival and sustainability. This strategy is
meant to be capable of facilitating and representing the production of essential value through the
generation of corresponding digital assets, allowing other kinds of exchanges to take place using the
assets after they have been generated. This specific application of data-backed, lifespan-based
assets is what I am referring to while using the term “Regenerative Currencies”.

Standard Units for Regenerative Currencies

I suggest that Regenerative Currencies are introduced into circulation in a way that links their units
of measurement with fixed quantities of essential work. In order to make this kind of relationship
meaningful, intuitive, and consistent, I argue that it is beneficial to use units that are based upon a
standard metric that stakeholders can easily understand. I believe that this can be accomplished by
denominating Regenerative Currencies in standard units that are linked to the impact of meeting an
average person’s basic needs.
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I propose that it could be possible for the entire impact of sustaining a person’s basic well-being to
be used as the defining metric for the units of a Regenerative Currency. This would mean that a
standardized amount of a Regenerative Currency is generated by the average amount of work that
sustains a person’s life during an established period of time when added up between all
contributing components of survival. This could allow different relative values to be assigned to the
completion of different kinds of life-sustaining work while preserving a central standard of
measurement for a Regenerative Currency. The intention is to create a mechanism for Regenerative
Currencies to be denominated in units that show meaningful, person-centered measurements of
how much a currency-generating provider has served their community.

Defining the units of a Regenerative Currency based upon the fulfillment of basic needs means that
currency generation towards need-fulfilling work can occur at fixed rates. Filling the average daily
needs of one person would produce a standardized amount of assets. This amount of generation can
be reasonably balanced by the ongoing decay of the average amount of supply that is associated
with each participant. Some individuals would require more than this average amount of support,
and others would require less, but supporting a population overall could be done with a reasonably
predictable amount of currency generation. This simplifies the process of scaling for a Regenerative
Currency System even as it serves large numbers of people.

I generally recommend that currency generation towards providing essential commodities takes
place at fixed rates relative to specific quantities of these commodities, measured as they are
received by participants. Providing the average, daily, required amount of any essential commodity
would produce a standardized amount of payment in new Regenerative Currency assets. Similarly, I
suggest that rates of payment for currency-generating services are generally based upon the
average number of hours of each essential service a person requires in a day, paying providers at a
corresponding hourly rate for the amount of time that is spent directly serving participants.
Providing the number of hours of a given service that an average individual needs in a day would
generate a standardized amount of assets. This way, payments for both goods and services could
show how many average daily needs have been filled by the work of currency-generating providers.

These rates would innately be based upon the average amount of each basic good and service a
person is expected to need within a given period of time. I suggest that standards for average daily
needs could be estimated worldwide at a Regenerative Currency System’s time of launch. This
would essentially establish a standard of measurement that represents all of the basic needs of a
hypothetical, “average” person at a specific point in time. The intention is that even the highest-need
populations can be calculated into this initial definition of average needs, allowing a Regenerative
Currency System to have the ability to generate new assets sustainably towards addressing even
extreme cases of disproportionate need within a population overall.

I believe it will be beneficial to fix a Regenerative Currency’s units of measurement to this
hypothetical standard long-term so that increases in self-sufficiency and community resilience can
correspond with a longer lifespan for each asset. With a consistent standard for average needs that
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is fixed over time, lower levels of outstanding need can lead to lower levels of currency generation.
Less generation, in turn, can correspond with lower levels of decay at any given target for the
circulating supply. This allows Regenerative Currency assets to remain in circulation longer as levels
of need become lower, and the beneficial nature of this longevity for stakeholders can produce
economic pressures towards building systemic resilience and improving access to free, self-owned,
and regenerative sources of well-being.

I suggest that the standard rates of generation towards need-fulfilling work should be based upon
the point where currency-generating support alone would enable a hypothetical, “average” person
to completely reach a Regenerative Currency System’s targeted foundation of basic well-being. The
total sum of all currency generation towards reaching this standard could then define a
Regenerative Currency’s units of measurement, matching a round and intuitive number with the act
of filling all average daily needs. These standard units would innately be relevant and unique to each
Regenerative Currency System and its goals.

While each participant would not necessarily require this level of currency generation to fund every
aspect of their basic well-being, defining this standard could still limit the number of new assets
generated towards any finite amount of life-sustaining work. Variation would not take place
regarding the rate at which a Regenerative Currency is generated towards providing specific
amounts of any basic good or service. This approach makes it possible to base a Regenerative
Currency’s units upon a person-centered metric for the value of life-sustaining work, meaning that
other exchanges can be priced accordingly.

The standard units for a lifespan-based, data-backed currency could potentially be defined many
other ways. However, for the purpose of presenting this model, I will define and denominate the
value of Regenerative Currency assets primarily in terms of this fulfillment of basic needs. A key
reason for this is to have a practical standard metric that is both relevant and measurable when it
comes to building an economic platform that first and foremost meets the needs of its participants.
The units of measurement associated with a Regenerative Currency will then be implicitly linked to
the act of sustaining a person’s life.

One possible consideration to make while targeting standard rates for currency generation is to
account for the expenses involved in providing different kinds of essential value. The cost of filling a
basic need corresponding with an industry that is generally more expensive for providers could be
counteracted by having rates of payment be higher relative to those paid for providing “cheaper”
components of well-being.

Payments of new assets might, for example, be calculated in a way that is meant to provide a
consistent average profit for currency-generating work across all essential industries. This targeted
profit could have a standardized value that is linked to the number of average daily needs that have
been filled. Rates of currency generation could then include added payment beyond this standard
profit to account for each industry’s average costs.
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Even with each form of need fulfillment corresponding with its own rate of currency generation, all
of a person’s average daily needs could still be conceptualized together in a way that preserves a
person-centered standard for the units of a Regenerative Currency. A fixed and intuitive number of
assets can be assigned as the standard daily amount that is generated by sustaining a hypothetical,
average individual’s well-being between all industries combined. This way, even with different rates
of payment towards providing each of the basic elements of well-being, a Regenerative Currency can
maintain person-centered units of measurement.

The rates of payment towards different forms of currency-generating work might need to be
changed relative to each other if they are found to be disproportionately inaccurate at some point in
the future. For example, this might be necessary if specific forms of essential work are found to be
financially unreasonable to provide due to poor initial estimations of the costs that are present in
various industries. This could also occur if there are significant changes in technology or standard
industrial practices that radically change the costs involved in basic work.

I believe that this kind of adjustment could potentially be appropriate as long as it occurs rarely and
transparently. In order to prevent the inflation of a Regenerative Currency’s standard units, these
changes would generally have to take place in a way that preserves the total of all combined rates;
the same standard amount of currency generation should still be able to apply to sustaining a
hypothetical, “average” person’s life overall. Some rates would rise while others would become
lower, but the total number of assets generated by filling all average daily needs would stay the
same. This kind of rate adjustment could be helpful whenever it can produce more appropriate
payments for providers without reducing the ability for a reasonable rate of decay to balance
ongoing currency generation. Balanced rates of payment for currency-generating providers could
ideally make it reasonable and rewarding for a Regenerative Currency System’s community to
internally meet each of its own needs.

Some kinds of currency generation would not target the fulfillment of basic needs, and providers
serving these other goals would have to be paid in a way that is appropriate when contrasted with
payments for person-centered work. Implementers could decide the relative values of these
payments in various ways while still maintaining standard units that are defined in a way that is
fixed relative to standardized amounts of need-fulfilling work.

Essential priorities such as preserving natural systems and sustaining shared infrastructure could
be funded using newly generated assets, for example. These goals could correspond with fixed rates
of payment that are appropriate relative to payments for the person-centered work that defines a
Regenerative Currency’s standard units of measurement. Considerations for deciding these rates of
generation would have to account for any reasonable costs to be expected for providers as well as
an assessment of the value the completion of this work would have. I believe that these payments
should also generally be fixed at standard rates over time like the rates paid towards need-fulfilling
work, though careful adjustments may be made if this becomes necessary. This protects against the
inflation of a Regenerative Currency’s standard units relative to the currency generation process.
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However its standard units are defined within the generation process, a Regenerative Currency’s
supply is ultimately associated with the data-backing process as a whole. The per-participant supply
target is defined by the multiple data-backing markers selected by implementers, and the assessed
value of the basic work that sustains life and systemic well-being is included within this supply as
the portion that recycles into new assets. A Regenerative Currency’s standard units represent
quantifiable, person-centered amounts of real value so basic systemic functions can correspond
with fixed rates of generation. The data-backed supply as a whole, therefore, will also be assessed in
value relative to these units.

By creating a medium of exchange that has a fixed relationship with essential funding, I believe a
meaningful relationship can be established between financial systems and real amounts of value. By
choosing the act of filling a person’s average daily needs as the standard of measurement for a
Regenerative Currency, the lives of participants can be sustained using funding that is balanced by a
predictable level of decay within a predictable number of assets. Additional amounts of supply,
generation, and decay may be introduced by choice as ways to fund and reflect other forms of
prioritized value, but these will be able to constantly center around a standard metric that
preserves the feasibility of sustaining life.

Life-Sustaining Value

Within my writing, I refer to a key component of any economy’s backing as “life-sustaining value”.
This is meant to acknowledge the fundamental prerequisites of sustaining life as being essential to
social and ecological survival in ways that are distinct from most other kinds of value. Basic survival
is not just essential for individuals, communities, and ecologies, but also for societies and economies
as a whole. Life-sustaining value is the most central component of a Regenerative Currency’s
backing.

In conventional systems, many components of lasting social and ecological well-being are economic
externalities in the sense that they are largely untradeable, making them financially rewarding to
exploit. Diverse forms of essential, charitable, and service-oriented funding, therefore, come entirely
at a cost in existing systems. Regenerative Currency Systems assign a financial value to the priority
of life itself being sustained. Assigning this value can make it financially rewarding to fill the basic
needs of all people as well as to sustain the long-term resilience and well-being of the natural
systems that make life itself possible.

I believe that a small portion of the backing value behind any economy is composed of survival-level
commodities that leave circulation and the diminishable impacts from basic need fulfillment. These
are forms of life-sustaining value that are temporary. I also believe that sustaining resilient
ecological health is non-negotiable in order for any living community to thrive, but many pressures
can be exerted by human communities that reduce the resilience and well-being of natural systems.
I argue that protecting and restoring natural systems to counteract these ongoing pressures could
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reasonably be considered as essential life-sustaining work as well. Because of these dynamics as
well as other repeated requirements for real value to be renewed or actively protected, a
Regenerative Currency reflects that it is partially backed by temporary but essential forms of value.
This means it must gradually decay out of circulation as basic work must be provided again.

Regenerative Currencies represent temporary forms of life-sustaining value, but they are made to
represent much more than this as well. There are many long-lasting and regenerative components
of social and ecological well-being that can be conceptualized as sources and stores of
life-sustaining value themselves. These could produce and maintain high levels of life-sustaining
value without requiring ongoing streams of currency generation, allowing Regenerative Currencies
to last longer without losing their backing. Any medium of exchange also has tradeable forms of
backing value, such as goods and services, and these are the kinds of value that make currencies
usable for payments. A Regenerative Currency is intended as a widely usable medium of exchange,
and it can be designed to effectively represent many long-lasting stores of value in addition to
shorter-lived forms of backing like the temporary fulfillment of basic needs. I believe that these
diverse forms of both long-lasting and short-lived backing value can make it possible for only a
small percentage of each Regenerative Currency asset to be decaying out of circulation at any given
time while still providing an appropriate amount of economic space for new assets to be repeatedly
allocated towards basic, prioritized work.

In addition to the regeneration of life-sustaining value, Regenerative Currency Systems can allocate
data-backed supply and newly issued assets towards other kinds of priorities, such as building and
maintaining infrastructure or funding efforts towards shared goals. The production of some truly
renewable materials could be funded in this way, as an example. Doing this could eliminate costs for
materials that actually represent added value in circulation while nevertheless making it possible
for payment to enter the hands of producers. I also recommend that a baseline of access to
electricity and telecommunication services should be funded with newly allocated assets, making it
possible for Regenerative Currency Systems to be both more accessible and more capable of
internally sustaining themselves as interventions that lean on digital platforms and developed
infrastructure.

A Regenerative Currency System’s implementers will have the freedom to decide what constitutes
their targeted baseline of well-being, access, and sustainability. New assets and added data-backed
supply can be introduced towards maintaining this baseline while allowing all other elements of
economic activity to take place without generating new assets or changing the supply target. The
community’s targeted baseline of access, sustainability, and well-being is assigned a value, and this
is ultimately the form of value that a Regenerative Currency measures and represents. Each
implementation will presumably define this baseline differently, but life-sustaining value is the
component that I imagine will be the least negotiable.
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Recirculating Supply

I recommend that Regenerative Currencies have a variable rate at which they leave circulation that
is the same for all assets system-wide at any given time, calculated as a percentage of each asset’s
current tradeable value. This rate of decay is largely intended to represent entropy, the temporary
nature of the fulfillment of needs, and the sharing of any public costs that a community voluntarily
commits towards additional currency-generating work. The rate varies as needed to maintain a
Regenerative Currency System’s data-backed supply.

This property could potentially be applied through the method put forward in the Core Concepts
chapter: by calculating and distributing a system-wide record of decay rates over time along with
the accurate resulting values for assets of each age. When viewed or spent, Regenerative Currencies
could be assessed against these pre-calculated records based solely upon timestamps within their
underlying code, effectively tracking the decay process since each asset’s creation.

Each piece of code would display its accurate value in the Regenerative Currency’s standard units
whenever an account is viewed or an exchange is made. The code behind Regenerative Currency
assets would simply be a static framework for calculating the supply, which enables these assets to
remain liquid or be securely stored offline while remaining responsive to the data-backing process.
Through this mechanism, each asset of a Regenerative Currency can have a changeable rate of decay
that is equal to all others at every given point in time, facilitating system-wide fairness. Perhaps the
creation of lifespan-based assets can be accomplished in other ways more efficiently, but this would
at least be a possible mechanism for a passive, system-wide reduction in supply.

A consequence of this approach is that Regenerative Currencies would get more divisible over time
as the code behind each asset becomes more abundant. When spent, particular portions of the code
behind these assets may need to be selected for the closest possible fit to an intended expense.
Older code could potentially be divided with different and greater levels of specificity than the
underlying code of newly issued assets.

This strategy for calculating a supply of Regenerative Currency assets would also require that highly
decayed code is removed from circulation in some way so that it doesn’t accumulate indefinitely. I
propose that one way this could happen is through removing the oldest, most code-heavy assets
first in small transaction fees that could then correspond with an equal value of newly issued
Regenerative Currency assets being created into a central pool. This kind of pool could be used to
pay for community expenditures, public employment, and shared infrastructure in a way that would
not draw from a Regenerative Currency’s lifespan. This transaction fee mechanism is discussed
more within the Considerations And Discussion chapter.

I suggest that any increases and decreases in the rate of decay should be gradual in order to
increase the usability of Regenerative Currencies. The rate of decay could rise smoothly higher over
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time when the circulating supply is above its data-backed target, and the assets could gradually
become longer lived when the supply is lower than the data-backing process indicates it should be.

The rate of decay, as I recommend it, would never pass zero and become a rate of increase; the
purpose of this is to prevent a Regenerative Currency System from circulating assets that are not
introduced through the productivity of the system’s own community. Some implementations may
even put a minimum rate of decay in place for various reasons, preventing their assets from
becoming permanent.

In most cases, I believe a maximum decay rate will need to be established so that a Regenerative
Currency can retain its usability even during times when its real supply may need to be higher than
a data-backed target, such as during the early stages of a platform’s launch while data systems are
still developing. The Considerations And Discussion chapter discusses this maximum limit for the
rate of decay in more detail.
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Data Backing in Regenerative Currency Systems

Regenerative Currency Systems are meant to be capable of creating a correlation between economic
conditions and real conditions, and I propose that this could be accomplished in part by using a
specific adaptation of the data-backing process that was introduced in the Core Concepts chapter. In
Regenerative Currency Systems, data backing must function in a way that is meaningful relative to a
variable number of participants, and it must be capable of measuring multiple kinds of data at the
same time. This process must also protect the privacy of personal information while remaining
responsive to any changes in conditions that should impact the appropriate amount of supply. Much
of this book is oriented towards discussing this process and its nuances, including a large portion of
the Considerations And Discussion chapter, as I believe data-backing mechanisms could be a
powerful way of maintaining a relationship between financial systems and highly important forms
of untradeable value.

Any data-backing process is meant to utilize highly trustworthy sources of information. As is the
case with the data-backed currencies I initially discussed as investment assets, it is important to
only count sources of data that meet high standards for accuracy, ethics, and responsiveness to
change while calculating a Regenerative Currency’s targeted supply. I believe that any losses of data
that meet these standards must correlate with a loss in the targeted supply of a Regenerative
Currency. Only information that is resiliently safe and credible should be considered as valid by any
Regenerative Currency System, and I argue that it would be beneficial to establish the highest such
standards that can still be practical in application.

I also recommend that even the worst possible conditions that are shown by accurate, ethical, and
responsive information should still correspond with an increase in the data-backed supply relative
to a lack of such data sources. This assigns a value to data collection itself, allowing a financial niche
to be present for activities that support the data-backing process. It can then be profitable to keep
Regenerative Currency Systems honest, incentivizing resilience and equitability in global data
infrastructure. Acknowledging and subsequently improving conditions for the most intensely
suffering people and ecosystems worldwide would constitute the strongest possible investment
towards system-wide economic growth within such a model.

The units of a Regenerative Currency are defined in a person-centered way in order to measure and
fund the fulfillment of basic needs, and the generation of new assets scales relative to the number of
individuals receiving support from the system. This means that the data-backing process can benefit
from also taking place in a way that recognizes this same number of people. By scaling the overall
supply to match the number of people with access to currency-generating support, the generation of
new assets towards providing basic goods and services can be implicitly funded by the supply’s
process of decay. To facilitate this ease of scaling, I recommend that a “participant” of a Regenerative
Currency System is defined as someone with access to support from currency-generating activities,
and I suggest that the data-backing process mainly serves to produce a target for an average amount
of Regenerative Currency assets per participant.
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In most cases, I believe that somebody can appropriately be considered as a participant whenever
they are freely able to access and receive an equitable amount of support from the system towards
their basic well-being, even if they do not choose to receive this support. This allows stakeholders to
benefit financially from cultivating resilient forms of public self-sufficiency, but it doesn’t prevent
participants from having free access to any support they might need.

I believe that the full value of the average per-participant supply should only be targeted in
circulation when the corresponding participant has access to currency-generating support that is
capable of completely filling their basic needs in an equitable way. Partial access to the system’s
support should correspond with only a partial amount of the per-participant supply being targeted
in circulation, as should access to forms of support that only partly fill basic needs. This protects
against a Regenerative Currency System profiting from arbitrarily considering many individuals as
participants without accessibly supporting their well-being. Anybody in any location could
conceivably hold and exchange a Regenerative Currency, but the supply is only meant to scale to
represent the amount of access the system is authentically providing to its currency-generating
support.

This approach measures meaningful global conditions in a way that scales to appropriately
correspond with the number of participants a Regenerative Currency System serves. It effectively
allows new participants to be welcomed and for these people to consistently have their needs met
without there being an escalating rate of currency decay; the average cost of supporting new
participants can be balanced by having a comparable rate of decay within a larger overall supply.
Many prioritized goals could be achieved entirely through funding that is balanced by the decay of a
supply that scales in this way. In theory, this source of funding could potentially continue to enable
real value production up to the point that the entire global population is socially and ecologically
secure at a Regenerative Currency System’s targeted baseline of well-being.

I recommend that the per-participant supply target itself is data backed in a way that corresponds
with high-quality information monitoring the well-being of the planet and its citizens as a whole.
The amount of supply that is targeted in circulation would then go up relative to each participant
when conditions are better. The longevity of Regenerative Currency assets will be able to increase as
the per-participant supply rises relative to person-centered amounts of currency generation,
making the assets more desirable and more abundant as positive conditions are achieved.

This makes holders of Regenerative Currencies into stakeholders in the well-being of the entire
world. Global metrics on measurable conditions could be tracked through the most ethical and
accurate methods available, showing an approach towards established final goals such as universal
basic access to well-being and long-term systemic sustainability. Any regions and populations that
do not wish to be part of these measurements can be assessed as being at an optimal state; this
allows a Regenerative Currency System to respect communities with other priorities even as it
represents planet-wide conditions. Considerations for choosing the variables being measured are
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covered throughout this book, including some possible ways to conduct this data-backing process
without ever measuring sensitive personal information.

The per-participant supply would be made to reflect an average individual’s share of the assessed
value of measured conditions globally. Each of the variables being measured by the data-backing
process could correspond with a specific portion of the total per-participant supply, reflecting the
relative values assigned to different goals and priorities.

If regenerative, voluntary, privately-funded, or self-sustaining processes provide a resilient baseline
of need fulfillment and sustainability instead of requiring high levels of currency generation to
perform these tasks, any given supply target can be maintained with a longer-lasting Regenerative
Currency. As long as participants still have resilient, free access to the system’s support if they
choose to receive it, their share of the overall supply remains in circulation. This provides a
long-term pressure within Regenerative Currency Systems to empower and support self-sufficiency
while promoting the use of technologies and approaches that are regenerative and sustainable.

Using lifespan-based assets within this data-backing strategy enables the success of a Regenerative
Currency System to both portray and continually fund the well-being of the real-world systems it
represents. The gradual, system-wide decay of Regenerative Currency assets creates a
cash-flow-based system of wealth that provides for the basic needs of all participants and allows
commerce to initially consolidate around those who produce prioritized forms of essential value.
This could make the most profitable economic strategy for individuals and businesses the one that
benefits global communities and ecosystems the most.

Any losses of trustworthy information sources, ecological well-being, or levels of public access to
support would correspond with a loss of data backing, lowering the targeted supply and causing
Regenerative Currency assets to become shorter lived. This lower lifespan for a Regenerative
Currency would also occur if public crises require additional volumes of currency generation in
order to maintain the same standards of system-wide well-being. Regenerative Currency Systems
could use these dynamics to produce economic pressures towards resiliently sustaining positive
conditions. This approach makes every user of a Regenerative Currency into a financial stakeholder
in worldwide well-being.

The Importance of Global Data Collection

There is a specific caveat that is present within the data-backing process of any Regenerative
Currency System; I believe the per-participant supply of a Regenerative Currency must be calculated
based on global data on real conditions, ecological health, and basic access, not just data from a
specific region or an arbitrarily narrow subset of variables. No country or community functions as a
completely closed system. Even if this model is being employed by a localized community, the
circulating supply of a Regenerative Currency is intended to reflect real value in an accurate way,
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avoiding exploitable externalities. This requires that the data-backing process pays attention to the
entire global system.

Regenerative Currency Systems base their circulating supplies upon global data rather than data
restricted to any region specifically because failing to do so financially incentivizes the exploitation
of regions that are excluded from these measurements. A supply of such assets could be increased
by simply extracting value from outside of the community if the data-backing process disregards
real conditions at the global scale. While some non-participating groups may choose to opt out from
larger data-backing processes voluntarily, I believe this must be an active choice in order to prevent
any Regenerative Currency System from profiting off of exploitation.

Global approaches to data backing would be important for variables representing the well-being of
natural systems as well as those that track social conditions. As an example, ignoring the well-being
of the oceans while calculating a Regenerative Currency’s circulating supply could make it
financially permissible, even profitable system-wide, to exploit and pollute the oceans, leading to
the collapse of various ecological and human systems. Data on all regions and relevant variables will
not initially be available, but including diverse global measurements within the data-backing
process means the users of a Regenerative Currency are financially incentivized to gather the
corresponding information and to improve real conditions overall.

Where it is impossible or inappropriate to track detailed data, similar protections could be provided
by funding trustworthy forms of as-needed work with newly generated assets. Higher levels of need
could then produce higher levels of decay without even having to collect data that might be sensitive
or complex. These as-needed forms of currency-generating work would have to be highly
accountable and adaptable, though they could nevertheless be a powerful and secure way to
prevent the exploitation of communities and ecosystems.

Global approaches to data backing and as-needed currency generation could passively cultivate
equitability and collaboration, including collaboration between different regions and nations.
Linking the longevity and supply of these assets to positive global conditions means stakeholders in
a Regenerative Currency System can benefit financially when they turn their attention towards
people, places, and ecosystems that may conventionally be exploited and ignored.

Data-Backing Goals  and As-Needed Currency Generation

Carefully choosing the goals for a Regenerative Currency System’s data-backing process could be
one of the most important subjects for implementers to consider. My primary suggestion is that
these targets enable there to be a value associated with all essential components of a baseline of
long-term social and ecological well-being planet-wide. Each implementation will have the freedom
to define the components of this baseline as well as to choose appropriate ways of measuring
progress.
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The variables being measured within the data-backed supply are meant to be an indication of what
communities most unanimously choose to value. A Regenerative Currency is designed to be a
tradeable representation of essential value that makes individual wealth directly correspond with
the actual amounts of basic access, survival security, and systemic resilience that are known to be
present in the world.

When agreed-upon markers of the common good indicate that there has been a net loss in
real-world access and sustainability, a corresponding percentage of these assets are meant to leave
circulation. When shared markers of these conditions show beneficial progress, the average amount
of supply per participant increases in a way that shows individual shares of the improvement’s
assessed value. Because currency generation takes place at predictable rates relative to individual
participants, this kind of increase in the per-participant supply target can make it possible for a
Regenerative Currency to be more stable to hold.

The data-backing process could be incredibly powerful for creating a link between economic
conditions and measurable goals, but it has some important limits. While some metrics of global
well-being can ethically be measured then publicly represented by the data-backing process, other
forms of information will be private and sensitive. It could also be difficult to define and track many
goals associated with systemic priorities like ecological well-being because interrelated and
complex processes within nature could not be comprehensively measured by a data collection
strategy alone. I suggest, therefore, that the data-backing process within a Regenerative Currency
System tracks many goals in broader ways that allow adaptive levels of currency generation to
reflect levels of outstanding need without having to collect sensitive, personal, or complex data.

For example, I suggest that Regenerative Currency Systems create a barrier between private
information and the data-backing process by primarily tracking person-centered metrics of
well-being in terms of levels of access. A participant is only represented within the overall supply
when they have access to currency-generating support, and I suggest that the data-backing process
overall primarily tracks global, person-centered metrics of well-being in terms of the extent to
which each individual has free access to prioritized services, supports, and forms of value. This
could look like tracking public levels of free access to things like education, medical care, and
shelter, including basic access to everything that a system defines as being part of a reasonable
baseline of well-being.

This method allows sensitive and private information, like health conditions or academic
performance, to remain in the possession of individuals themselves. It makes data-backing
processes capable of operating by collecting broader, non-identifying forms of information like
levels of basic access within a population overall, which can be safer and more appropriate to
publicly display within a Regenerative Currency’s supply target. It also allows this model to
optimize towards a state where individuals retain the freedom to choose whether or not they utilize
the forms of support to which they have access. These kinds of person-centered goals for a
Regenerative Currency System target a standard of universal basic access to well-being.
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I suggest that most ecological goals for a Regenerative Currency System are oriented towards
producing a global baseline of systemic sustainability, protecting the indefinite ability for living
systems to thrive. Many different funding strategies could be devised for making this possible, and
many specific markers of value could be defined as being important to track directly through the
data-backing process. Progress towards collecting these data and improving the corresponding
conditions could then increase the per-participant supply of assets. Currency generation balanced
by the decay of any ecologically targeted portion of the per-participant supply could be designed to
counteract each person’s average share of larger, systemic impacts as well as the average costs of
any negative ecological pressures exerted by participants themselves.

Another possible strategy that I propose for pursuing ecological goals is to allow some
currency-generating work to target adaptive responses towards maintaining a Regenerative
Currency System’s targeted baseline of ecological well-being. Many ecological priorities could
present challenges regarding data collection because chaotic natural systems could be difficult to
holistically track in a quantifiable way. Therefore, I suggest that many ecological priorities can be
served by as-needed currency-generating work that adaptively supports the long-term well-being of
natural systems.

A corresponding increase in supply could become present in circulation when specific amounts of
this currency-generating support are in place to adaptively ensure the system’s targeted level of
long-term ecological sustainability. This support may not always be needed, but the corresponding
amount of supply could remain in circulation whenever the system is prepared to meet any
outstanding ecological needs should they emerge. Some implementations may decide to make this
process independently produce its own increases in the targeted overall supply, while others may
limit an adaptive amount of this supply to a maximum amount per participant. Instead of showing
ecological conditions directly, these processes for scaling the supply would show levels of protection
and support that are present from within the Regenerative Currency System itself.

Trustworthy and accessible forms of as-needed currency-generating work could serve to represent
real conditions whenever they are more appropriate and feasible than data collection. They could
take place as needed, continuing to produce new assets until such a time as all basic needs are filled
and a system’s targeted goals are reached. This as-needed currency generation could fund adaptive
amounts of essential work, and any variation in how much work needs to be done could produce a
relationship between the rate of decay and levels of outstanding need. If more assets are being
generated at any given supply target, such as when levels of need are high, the lifespan of a
Regenerative Currency would become shorter, showing stakeholders a financial representation of
real conditions. The rate of decay could still respond to real conditions using this mechanism even
when the data-backing process tracks person-centered priorities that are measured in terms of
access and system-centered priorities that show the presence of adaptive support towards
long-term sustainability.
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Without invading the privacy of individuals or attempting to define every component of ecological
health, accountable amounts of as-needed currency generation could create a relationship between
real conditions and the longevity of a Regenerative Currency. Adaptable and equitable
currency-generating work could be funded by this process in order to bring underserved
communities and ecosystems to a baseline state of security and resilience. Then, as high levels of
support are no longer needed, the lifespan of these assets could increase to show the resulting
increase in value. In the long term, this dynamic could provide financial benefits associated with
things like good public health, resilience within wild ecosystems, and low occurrences of trauma
and abuse. When these positive conditions are present, fewer forms of as-needed currency
generation would need to take place to fund ongoing care and conservation.

Preventing Long-Term Inflation

It is important to prevent a Regenerative Currency System from having indefinite amounts of
inflation occur through the growth of its supply. Increasing amounts of commerce would need to
take place in order for a Regenerative Currency to maintain its strength and usability as its supply
grows. The amount of economic activity taking place using a Regenerative Currency, when divided
by the number of participants, must be appropriate relative to the size of the per-participant supply.
The amount of commerce that could take place within any given community would be finite, so I
argue that the data-backing process must be limited in its ability to target arbitrarily high supplies.

I believe that indefinite inflation can be prevented by scaling towards a maximum limit for the
average per-participant supply. This maximum amount would be associated with an optimal state of
universal basic access and indefinite systemic sustainability. Implementers can define the
measurable goals associated with this optimal state by establishing targets for the kinds of access
each individual would need in order to have a baseline of survival security and a reasonable quality
of life, and by establishing targets for a baseline of ecological sustainability that makes it possible
for ecosystems to indefinitely maintain their resilience, generativity, biodiversity, and health. The
data-backing process can then track global data on the approach towards achieving these standards
worldwide. If this set of goals is reached planet-wide, the maximum per-participant supply of a
Regenerative Currency can be present in circulation without increasing further.

Many ambitious individual and global goals could be targeted through other mechanisms beyond
this baseline, but only progress towards basic goals will correlate with increases in the average
amount of supply per participant. Preserving this limitation protects personal and community
freedoms by limiting a Regenerative Currency System’s ability to generate assets towards arbitrary
goals. It allows a baseline of universal access and long-term sustainability to be funded by
Regenerative Currency Systems as a shared platform, and beyond this baseline, it allows preferences
and differences in priorities to be honored.
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Implementers will need to carefully define these baseline targets, and they will need to
appropriately decide the size of the optimal per-participant supply that is associated with reaching
the system’s goals. The data-backed supply is denominated in a Regenerative Currency’s standard
units, which are already fixed relative to the value of essential, need-fulfilling work. If the
data-backed valuation of achieving a specific goal is too great, then inappropriate amounts of
inflation could occur along with global progress; if it is too small, then the data-backing process will
not be able to take place enough for economic success to align with real priorities and goals. The
value assigned to real progress within this step can make it financially reasonable for individuals
and organizations to benefit the common good, and doing so in a balanced way can preserve the
usability of a Regenerative Currency.

As global conditions improve, a Regenerative Currency System makes it possible for system-wide
increases in well-being to be represented through increases in community wealth and a greater
lifespan for each asset. I argue that this can be perfectly feasible without causing excessive amounts
of inflation.

I believe that larger communities will be capable of greater amounts of commerce when compared
with smaller groups. Scaling a Regenerative Currency’s overall supply to match the size of a
participating community is intended as a way to help maintain a reasonable strength for these
assets relative to an average individual’s level of economic activity.

When Regenerative Currency assets become longer lived through increases in the data backing of
the per-participant supply, they can remain in circulation and in each users’ possession for longer.
This makes them more savable alongside being more abundant. With lower rates of decay there
would be less pressure to quickly spend Regenerative Currency assets, and this is likely to
counteract at least some of the inflation that could come from the growth of the average
per-participant supply.

Increases in well-being and survival security can also make commerce more accessible for more
people, and accepting a Regenerative Currency for goods and services can be a motivating,
meaningful, and financially rewarding way to empower basic providers to offer essential work. This
could make it possible for higher levels of economic activity to take place relative to the average
participant as real conditions improve.

I believe each of these dynamics could help balance the potential inflation that might otherwise
accompany increases in the supply of a Regenerative Currency. The ultimate deciding factor
concerning the usability of these assets, however, will be the presence of public acceptance. Greater
levels of public acceptance can make it possible for more purchases to be made at prices that are
justified relative to the work of basic providers. This could allow a Regenerative Currency System to
support a greater number of participants and thus produce a larger supply of assets. Public trust,
therefore, would be the primary prerequisite to the growth and success of this model.
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Shifting Paradigms

A critical difference between Regenerative Currency Systems and existing financial models lies in
the fact that income can be gained by serving the people and causes that are least profitable to serve
in existing economies. Serving essential priorities, even those that have no existing profitability, can
correspond with an income for providers and for economies as a whole through this approach.
Regenerative Currency Systems could provide a novel environment for reasonable business cases to
be present for serving public and ecological well-being. When it comes to work that is part of a basic
level of well-being and systemic sustainability, income is not just gained by doing good for
somebody who can pay; it is generated by doing good in general.

Even though this strategy aims to provide an unpriced baseline of access to survival, the whole
community using a Regenerative Currency System would have to collectively work hard in order to
produce the elements of basic well-being they all need. This strategy does not eliminate the need for
meaningful work to be done, though it makes it financially rewarding to do poverty-relieving work
that is conventionally unpaid. It also places an assessed value on forms of ecological and public
well-being that are conventionally profitable to exploit, making it economically practical to sustain a
baseline of social and ecological resilience. Approaches of this kind may allow new strategies to be
employed by the good, hardworking people around the world who are already actively fighting for
equity, basic human rights, the protection of life on Earth, and better access to well-being.
Regenerative Currency Systems aim to make sure that the global community has a baseline of
universal basic access and systemic sustainability while making it a profitable strategy to provide
the corresponding work. Hopefully, this model serves to show that this is perfectly possible
long-term.

A Regenerative Currency System makes levels of accessibility correlate with levels of income for
currency-generating providers, makes changes in global conditions readily visible and financially
relevant, and brings economic pressures into alignment with real goals and priorities. Any change in
the rate at which a Regenerative Currency leaves circulation creates a direct link between shared
well-being and the success of all participating markets, including those that may not conventionally
acknowledge survival-level issues or ecological conditions. The conduct of industries that might
directly or indirectly degrade public conditions could be spotlighted by these mechanisms, making
it publicly profitable for participants, stakeholders, and markets as a whole to prefer high-integrity
products and services. Ideally, these dynamics could lead to proactive decision-making,
community-wide awareness, and resilient forms of global responsiveness to tragedy.

To successfully implement a Regenerative Currency System, a paradigm shift would have to occur
where people realize that a Regenerative Currency’s lifespan corresponds with the longevity of the
real forms of value and well-being it serves to represent. We are used to ignoring the fact that most
of what we value is subject to entropy, but participating within a Regenerative Currency System
would make it clear how value must recirculate and be regenerated over time. If there are radical
increases in basic access, ecological health, and other global markers of systemic sustainability and
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well-being, then the average per-participant supply of a Regenerative Currency would become
larger and each asset would be more stable. If resilient, self-sustaining processes fill basic needs
without requiring ongoing funding from currency generation, the assets would become even longer
lived. A longer-lasting Regenerative Currency is meant to reflect the fact that the positive impacts
created by such a system are actually lasting longer, and a higher supply is meant to represent the
presence of greater levels of measured value.

There could still be wealth inequality at such a point in time when a Regenerative Currency System
reaches full scale, but even at the baseline of the lowest wealth, participants could have access to
housing, food, water, essential services, education, a reasonable quality of life, and the security to
pursue ways to make their own income. The planet would be in a condition to maintain and
increase the health and biodiversity of wild ecosystems simultaneously with sustaining human
well-being indefinitely.

The Considerations And Discussion chapter will continue to touch on the properties of Regenerative
Currency Systems with more depth later on. Prior to entering further into the nuances of this
approach, however, it seems important to touch on the reasoning behind its creation. The following
chapter explores the context and intention behind the design of this model.
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Chapter 3: Why This Strategy Is Important

This chapter highlights key issues within existing economic models and addresses how these
challenges could be approached using novel strategies. Each section in this chapter covers a
problematic pattern or emergent property within existing systems of exchange, acknowledging the
need for change and explaining how Regenerative Currency Systems might be used to provide
beneficial solutions. The ultimate intention of this chapter is to demonstrate the purpose and
context behind the creation of the Regenerative Currency System model.

I believe this model is simply one possible way to reduce and eliminate poverty while protecting
natural systems. By illuminating the reasoning behind the properties of Regenerative Currency
Systems, I hope this chapter can make it possible for more transparent and comprehensive
discussions to take place while addressing our current economic challenges through any
mechanism.

Perhaps the Regenerative Currency System model could contribute concepts towards local
community projects, maybe it could lead to the planet-wide establishment of basic rights to
ecological survival and comfortable standards of living, or it could simply draw attention to
conversations about the lifespan of each thing we conventionally represent with money and about
what we really wish to value.
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A Lack of Correlation

One issue with conventional currencies is that they do not directly represent real value. In existing
models, money can be made while adding value to a real-world system, and money can also be made
while depleting a system’s resources, well-being, and resilience. This can occur at an individual
level, and it can also occur economy-wide. This lack of correlation between monetary value and
real-world conditions makes it so that a conventional economy can appear to be thriving while
much of the world population is experiencing survival-level insecurity and while irreversible
damage is being done to the natural systems that are essential to continued life on Earth. In fact, in
economies where monetary value does not represent real-world value, it is possible for short-term
profits to be directly gained through the exploitation of ecosystems and human populations.

Essentially, conventional currencies represent a decentralized form of debt. The presence of
financial wealth implies that real value is owed to the holders of that wealth. The more financial
assets a person possesses, the larger the debt that is owed to them. Conventional currencies
represent this value that is owed, but they do so without representing how much value actually
exists.

An issue with this is that levels of financial wealth in an economy overall don’t actually reflect real
amounts of value; conventional currencies just serve to denominate shares of any tradeable value
that does exist. Shortages of well-being and material wealth can occur without having any influence
on the supply of a conventional currency, and higher prices can emerge whenever there is a low
amount of tradeable value relative to the wealth of prospective buyers. This means that it is actually
beneficial to sellers for there to be community-wide shortages of material wealth.

Untradeable value is even more susceptible to exploitation than tradeable value is. Within
conventional economies, there is no direct cost or financial consequence for exploiting forms of
value that are untradeable. This makes it costly to preserve the many forms of real value that cannot
be sold, such as health, quality of life, ecological well-being, and forms of value that are public or
shared. As an example, an employer can gain more income by overworking their employees even
while the untradeable value of the employees’ health and quality of life is actively being depleted.
The exploitation of untradeable value for profit can produce added costs, reduce levels of resilience
and productivity, permanently consume finite resources, and cause the irreversible loss of many
meaningful forms of human and ecological value.

In addition to making exploitation a profitable financial strategy, conventional currencies have
standard units and supplies that are defined independently from all real forms of value. This
includes each of the components of basic survival. Conventional financial assets are nevertheless
used for making mandatory purchases towards essential goods and services, which makes it so that
the cost of survival can change without any innate limit.
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Without a direct relationship between real value and financial value, the cost of survival changes
based upon supply and demand. A loss of life-sustaining value like a massive die-off of crops could
cause a corresponding number of people to lose their survival security, but the circulating supply of
a conventional currency would stay the same or might even increase through emergency funding.
Shortages like this can lead to inflation as well as increasingly difficult and costly access to essential
commodities like food; lower amounts of backing and higher supplies of a currency can lead to
higher conventional prices, even in survival-level markets.

Similarly, a basic commodity like food could become more accessible and abundant while the
circulating supply of a conventional currency stays the same, and the increase would cause
producers to lose the financial incentive to produce more for lower-income populations that still
couldn’t pay. This happens due to a loss of demand from high-paying buyers while other costs for
the producers remain constant; a higher level of backing value relative to a currency’s circulating
supply produces lower prices and thus lower payments to sellers. The disconnection between
financial value and life-sustaining value makes it financially detrimental to serve entire populations
and socially detrimental to pursue the most profitable financial strategies.

I believe that a connection between real value and financial value can be created by tying a
Regenerative Currency’s supply directly to ethical data tracking real conditions. When prioritized
forms of value are measurably present, they can be represented within this supply. I argue that this
connection could be made even more responsive, secure, and adaptable when as-needed currency
generation is capable of funding the production of essential value while showing real levels of need
within a Regenerative Currency’s rate of decay. New assets could be generated towards essential
work as much as is necessary, and any heightened need for basic support at a static target for the
supply would be balanced by making the assets decay out of circulation more quickly. These
dynamics can provide system-wide consequences for negative impacts and sources of funding for
positive impacts.

In order to make it possible to measure shared and untradeable forms of value within this supply,
each participant of a Regenerative Currency System would correspond with a portion of the total
targeted supply in a way that shows an average individual’s share of larger conditions. As larger
communities participate, the target for the total supply of a Regenerative Currency would be
proportionally larger itself. The average amount of supply per participant would reflect increases
and decreases in shared and untradeable value in a way that makes it financially rewarding for
stakeholders to prevent patterns of exploitation.

It is uniquely possible to define the standard units of a Regenerative Currency in a way that
establishes consistency within the process of currency generation. Essential forms of value can be
measured with set amounts of these assets, and standardized amounts of prioritized work can back
the generation of specific amounts of payment. It can then be financially rewarding to produce
essential value even while serving individuals who lack any ability to pay, providing a business case
for equitably serving entire populations as much as is authentically needed. Shortages can therefore
be addressed in a way that is consistently rewarding and adaptive.
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Instead of simply representing debt, Regenerative Currencies represent the presence of essential
value, and they are issued into the possession of the providers who generate this value. When
prioritized forms of value are present, Regenerative Currency assets are present; when these forms
of real value are lost, Regenerative Currency assets leave circulation. Communities that wish to
empower this approach can accept Regenerative Currencies in meaningful exchanges, making it
possible for commerce to function in a way that reflects and supports shared priorities.

Regenerative Currency Systems could create a meaningful link between real conditions at a global
scale and the immediate economic experiences of individuals. While individuals would still have the
economic freedom to profit off of exploitative actions, the impacts of these actions could be publicly
recognizable through changes in a Regenerative Currency’s supply and rate of decay. Both ethical
and economic pressures could then exist towards creating positive solutions. The economic “win
condition” for individuals, communities, and organizations taking part in a Regenerative Currency
System can be aligned with successfully benefitting real positive conditions.
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Inverse Markets

In conventional markets, economic health is often considered to be greater when prices are higher.
In the case of markets that serve survival-level needs, these higher prices cause the cost of living,
and thus the poverty line, to also be higher. This makes it so that entire economies may optimize
towards excluding people from having access to basic survival without requiring any ill intent;
higher prices simply reward sellers more. A greater reward to sellers when the poverty line is high
disincentivizes conventional economies from facilitating access to lasting, population-wide survival
security.

At some point in the near future, societies using supply and demand to mediate prices relative to
basic survival will have to reconcile with the fact that market health in such an economy is to some
extent the inverse of the community’s actual level of security and material wealth. Increasing the
availability and accessibility of the components of basic survival would cause existing markets to
seem to be losing economic health. This is because a greater abundance of real material value is
itself an increase in supply relative to demand, which lowers prices. An emergent property of
existing market forces is that they make scarcity more profitable than social well-being.

In existing commerce, sellers are rewarded most when their products and services are subject to
competition. If a product or service is scarce enough to motivate buyers to pay more to secure it for
themselves, sellers can have a greater profit associated with equivalent work. As long as buyers
exist who can afford high payments, this means that markets appear healthier when survival
security is less accessible. The less backing value an economy has, the more its markets will seem to
be healthy by conventional economic metrics, and this pressure towards scarcity can be sustained
for as long as a subset of the population still holds sufficient wealth to continue making purchases.
This causes conventional markets to stabilize when there is a competitive level of scarcity.

Within survival-level markets, I believe that the process of supply and demand is working well when
higher prices correlate with better products and services, and I believe it is failing when higher
prices are charged for the same products and services. The first phenomenon is pricing; the second
is inflation. Both of these dynamics conventionally provide greater profits to sellers, however. These
pressures together produce an economic landscape where it is profitable across entire economies to
preserve chronic patterns of poverty.

I believe there is an ethical requirement that a baseline of access to survival is present for all people,
and I argue that this is best accomplished when all components of basic survival are made available
without cost. In Regenerative Currency Systems, eliminating the fundamental cost of survival while
bringing the poverty line to zero can be done in a way that still rewards the work of basic providers.

At the same time, this model preserves the opportunity for competitive sales to occur for products
and services above this baseline. Within a Regenerative Currency System, pricing can vary within all
elective purchases while simultaneously making it so there is no longer an increase in poverty when
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markets are healthy. The portion of economic health that scales inversely to public survival security
can be eliminated from the equation while preserving the beneficial properties of free markets.

Within a Regenerative Currency System, familiar forms of commerce would rest upon the process of
real value being continuously added towards maintaining the survival of communities and
ecosystems. The initial holders of wealth within a Regenerative Currency System will be the people
feeding, housing, teaching, powering, and providing support for others. The economic leadership
and initial opportunities for employment in such a system will therefore come from the individuals
and organizations helping their communities most effectively as well as those that directly interact
with people in disadvantaged positions. Economic circulation would consolidate around the most
generous and effective producers of real value and stability, especially during times of need.

The supply and lifespan of Regenerative Currency assets would increase as real progress is made
towards basic goals. The wealth of participating communities would increase as more people
become secure, and there would be financial losses associated with any public losses of access or
well-being. These changes in supply would be mediated by changes in the longevity of each
Regenerative Currency asset. When a Regenerative Currency decays more slowly, it can circulate
over greater economic distances, be held for longer periods of time, and be accrued more effectively
before being spent towards larger purchases. This diversifies the potential opportunities for
commerce within a Regenerative Currency System as progress is made towards more efficiently
meeting the basic needs of the global community.

This reflects the natural strategies of many living organisms, which prioritize survival-level
functions first and foremost then expand from this baseline into more nuanced and complex
processes. Even human physiology performs survival-level tasks before it allocates energy into
more social, playful, creative, and cognitively complex activities. A Regenerative Currency System
will prioritize its attention first towards the elements of basic well-being that sustain communities,
protect nature, and maintain the system itself. As this basic level of survival and well-being is
reached, commerce can diversify and expand into a proliferation of luxury products, artistic
pursuits, forms of entertainment, new technologies, and various novel markets.
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Pressures Towards Higher Costs

I argue that emergent properties within existing systems of exchange cause prices to approach an
equilibrium where they exclude a portion of the global population from being capable of paying the
costs associated with basic survival. Interventions that introduce subsidization, broader
employment, higher wages, universal incomes, or charity towards counteracting this gap in access
can have a temporary impact, but I believe that economic pressures will still exist that cause prices
to subsequently rise further until a subset of the population again lacks access. This new
equilibrium of higher prices would then require increased amounts of funding or effort to go
towards extending access again, compounding public and private costs. I argue that specific
attention must be paid towards this pattern, and I believe that Regenerative Currency Systems can
make it possible to prevent the ongoing inflation of basic costs.

A central component of this issue is that people in severe poverty don’t have money to exchange
within conventional financial systems, so they can’t exert competitive amounts of buying pressure.
This prevents sellers from having the financial motivation to serve entire populations; only the
survival of those who can pay is financially rewarding to sustain within existing systems of
commerce. I believe the bottom barrier for somebody to be relevant as a buyer within conventional
commerce is the level of being able to pay enough to sustain providers above the poverty line
themselves.

Those who cannot pay above this level are unable to have their basic needs addressed through the
regulating pressures of supply and demand alone because these forces only drive an economy
towards producing goods and services for the subset of a population that can pay providers enough
to survive. Before basic, life-sustaining value can become abundant enough to be affordable for all
people, it becomes financially impractical for producers to continue to introduce it. Low prices are
simply not rewarding enough for conventional economies to provide for their entire populations. An
economy’s backing of commodities, products, and services subsequently stabilizes at a level that is
less than its population needs.

Conventional market pressures even tend to exclude portions of wealthier populations as well
because competition between the remaining subset of eligible buyers is rewarding for sellers. It is
most financially rewarding for scarcity to be maintained in a way that motivates competition
between these buyers, causing chronic shortages of essential products and services to be an
emergent property of supply and demand.

It is financially unreasonable for providers to escape this economic pattern because they can lose
their own financial security and competitiveness if they offer their goods and services for less than
their competitors can gain from comparable work. It is reasonable to expect the most successful and
dominant sellers in existing markets to be the ones who charge the highest prices they can as long
as there is still buying pressure present.
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I speculate that it is not just possible but actually incentivized within conventional systems for
survival security to be absent for a subset of the global population even while markets appear to be
healthy and sellers are gaining high levels of income. A conventional economy as a whole can
financially benefit from producing life-sustaining value for a limited portion of its population, but it
is economically costly to serve those beneath the poverty line. I argue that this causes markets as a
whole to passively favor sellers that prioritize their own financial security over those that accept the
financial losses involved in supporting social well-being.

This set of patterns can leave a portion of the global population without access to survival,
motivating actions that extend basic funding and support. Tax funding, subsidies, higher wages,
newly issued currency, and charitable donations might be used to compensate for these emergent
pressures towards poverty, but I believe these interventions can come at gradually increasing costs
over time within conventional economies. This is because such interventions need to compensate
more if basic costs continue to rise, and the same economic pressures can continue to cause costs to
stabilize at levels that are higher than lower-income populations can afford, even with added
support being present.

If these interventions provide spendable wealth to those in need, then the addition of new buyers
can increase the force of demand, causing prices to rise. I believe that greater levels of employment
or the presence of a universal basic income would simply serve to increase the presence of
heightened buying pressure, raising prices further until the cost of survival stabilizes again at a
higher level that still excludes a portion of the population from having access.

Prices can also rise if basic support is provided through public funding from taxation because any
new taxes come at an added cost that is often directly or indirectly passed to providers. Any time
providers’ own basic costs increase, higher minimum prices need to be charged in turn for
survival-level goods and services. These higher minimum prices can exclude even more people from
being able to make essential purchases, creating a vicious cycle.

These increases in basic costs can even be disguised as economic growth while simply optimizing
towards markets appearing healthiest when prices are higher. Repeated attempts to compensate for
increasing prices could continue raising the poverty line over time, and both public and private
costs could continue increasing until a conventional economy becomes intolerable to participate
within.

I argue that no tax strategy, approach to employment, universal income, or charitable effort will be
able to compensate long-term for the indefinite possibility of increasing survival-level costs. I also
believe these costs will continue to stabilize at levels that exclude a portion of the population from
access as long as there is a variable price for basic survival.

The regulating forces of supply and demand use buying pressure to self-adjust markets to an
equilibrium between buyers and sellers, but I argue that these forces make it most profitable for
this equilibrium to stabilize at a point where a portion of the population is excluded as recipients. I
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believe this can be appropriate for luxury purchases, but that it is fundamentally unethical to use a
system of supply and demand as a mechanism for pricing purchases that mediate basic survival.

It is my strong belief that any economy will actually be healthiest in the long term when its
population is secure. I argue that the target for mediating this is to optimize towards reducing and
eliminating the basic cost of living, at least when it comes to reaching a reasonable level of basic
access and survival security.

I believe that lower prices for survival-level goods and services actually reflect a stronger currency
relative to these purchases and an abundance of real backing value behind an economy; when a
currency is stronger, prices are numerically lower. I believe the lessening of survival-level prices
actually represents increased societal wealth much better than high survival-level prices possibly
could, and eliminating the basic cost of survival entirely is the target that I believe could correspond
with the greatest real economic health.

This describes the state of providing universal basic access to a baseline of well-being and survival
security. Universal basic access could be provided in multiple different ways, though doing so
long-term could be difficult and costly in any economy that has the capacity to experience inflation
over time concerning essential costs.

Regenerative Currency Systems are a possible way to provide universal basic access long-term while
simultaneously making it so providers can be compensated for the contributing work. A
Regenerative Currency’s units are defined relative to person-centered forms of need fulfillment, and
the data-backing process produces a target for an average amount of supply per participant, so a
predictable rate of decay within each participant’s portion of the supply can continuously fund all
components of providing that person with basic access to long-term well-being. By valuing a
standardized amount of need fulfillment with a specific number of Regenerative Currency assets,
rates of currency generation can stay consistent relative to the completion of specific amounts of
essential work.

Many essential activities aside from need-fulfilling work can also be targeted as priorities for
currency generation and data backing, and this makes it possible to prevent inflation not just
concerning costs for basic survival but also concerning other essential costs. Optional, elective
purchases within any market could have prices that are free to vary based upon quality and scarcity,
but the essential prerequisites to social and ecological well-being can all be anchored in ways that
make Regenerative Currencies into meaningful tools for measuring real amounts of essential value.

The data-backing process adds another layer of protection concerning the accessibility of basic
well-being because it makes it publicly profitable to preserve universal basic access. Any loss of
access to currency-generating support results in a loss of wealth for the entire community that is
significantly greater than the cost of ongoing decay towards providing basic goods and services. A
Regenerative Currency would leave circulation more rapidly and produce this loss in the circulating
supply if there is any public loss of access, incentivizing stakeholders to promote the most
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accessible and effective solutions for providing the public with resilient survival security. Because
the decay of Regenerative Currency assets slows when basic access is available more widely, every
stakeholder in a Regenerative Currency System benefits financially when the entire population has
free access to a baseline of well-being. This way, even if high prices are rewarding to sellers within
elective purchases, stakeholders within a Regenerative Currency System still benefit from
preserving universal basic access population-wide.

Providing a free baseline of access does not eliminate the opportunity for individuals to opt to pay
for electively purchased basic goods and services, and it does not prevent the beneficial aspects of
supply and demand from taking place concerning these elective purchases. It simply makes it so
that a baseline of well-being is provided through accessible and free forms of support instead of
there being losses of survival security that are associated with low levels of wealth. This approach to
providing universal basic access could protect entire populations without eliminating the economic
freedoms that make capitalist economies resilient.
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External Dependencies

Another issue with conventional financial systems is that they are primarily systems of trade rather
than systems of value generation. This makes them “heterotrophic” rather than “autotrophic”. These
are terms that are used for living organisms based on where they get their sustenance, and I believe
these concepts can be extended to conversations about economics as well.

A heterotrophic organism is one that sustains itself through consumption, getting its sustenance
from external sources. Most animals are heterotrophic, eating plants or other animals to sustain
themselves. I argue that many conventional economies can also be conceptualized as being largely
heterotrophic, being systems that sustain themselves through the consumption and trade of
external value and resources. In this case, “external” refers to anything outside of an economy’s
financial measurements and models of value. This definition of external value currently includes
most forms of untradeable value – such as quality of life, public health, ecological well-being, shared
forms of value, and sources of future tradeable value – which can each be reduced by exploitative
practices to maximize a financial profit.

Many forms of tradeable value can be produced by exploiting these externalities. This is a cheap way
to introduce services and goods that can be exchanged for income in existing economies, producing
a financial profit even if this causes a net deficit of real value. This tradeable value can then be sold
and exchanged until it eventually leaves circulation through wear and tear, entropy, and waste.
External sources of value like finite resources, human well-being, and the health of ecosystems can
then be exploited again to provide more tradeable value that can sustain commerce in the absence
of the value that has been lost. Accelerating this external consumption is rewarding within existing
economies because it can financially produce a short-term profit with minimal cost, though it does
so while causing a long-term loss of real value.

Conversely, autotrophic organisms are ones that generate their own sustenance and thus add this
value to larger systems. Plants are a classic example of autotrophs, increasing the bioavailable
energy in an ecosystem by capturing ambient solar energy through photosynthesis, sustaining
larger ecologies by doing so. Heterotrophic organisms cannot survive long-term without these
autotrophic organisms being the dominant force within an ecosystem.

In the case of economies, being autotrophic would require that sufficient amounts of newly
introduced value are being produced using sustainable and regenerative processes while making
sure that societies overall do not externalize negative impacts or byproducts. It is likely that the
consumption of essential and prioritized forms of value would have to be financially consequential
within any autotrophic approach to commerce so that economies can’t profit by reducing the lasting
ability for communities and ecosystems to survive.

Financially representing untradeable forms of value within tradeable assets could be one possible
way of internalizing previously exploited economic externalities. Such assets would not be
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exchangeable for their untradeable forms of backing value, but they could show actual conditions
within their supplies. Trade of a more familiar, “heterotrophic” kind could still be conducted within
such an economic approach using materials, energy, and value that are consistently being
regenerated. The survival of such a financial system rests upon the requirement that there is a
stable or positive net balance of internal productivity relative to any losses of energy, value, and
materials.

I believe that conventional economies have so far been able to survive while being largely
heterotrophic because the natural systems around them have always been predominantly
autotrophic, previously providing enough energy and resources to sustain consumption and trade.
In recent history, however, the rate of consumption has exceeded the rate of passive regeneration,
and I believe that economies must become more autotrophic themselves in order to sustainably
survive and prosper. A system of trade cannot sustainably exist in the absence of adequate value
generation. This includes both the generation of tradeable value – like the production of renewable
materials, food, and energy – as well as the generation of untradeable value like natural
life-sustaining conditions and a baseline of well-being, health, and access.

Regenerative Currency Systems are designed to make it possible for our economies to become
autotrophic, generating rather than consuming the value that makes it possible for societies to
function. They can accomplish this by basing the generation of Regenerative Currencies upon the
direct introduction of prioritized value and by financially representing the losses that occur when
essential value is exploited or extracted.

Regenerative Currencies do not represent all forms of real value; they represent essential and
prioritized forms of value. The purpose of this is to allow individuals and communities to set their
own priorities while still preserving a baseline of survival, sustainability, and basic well-being.
Essential forms of social and ecological value are represented within a Regenerative Currency’s
supply and can be produced by currency-generating activities, but other forms of value are
intentionally preserved as externalities. Real value of many non-essential kinds can be produced
and purchased as communities see fit without it influencing a Regenerative Currency’s supply or
longevity. This makes it possible to empower commerce while still serving basic priorities and
regenerating essential value.

By prioritizing the sustainable production of essential value through funding from currency
generation, a Regenerative Currency System can meet the ongoing needs of a healthy economy at
the same time as it meets the ongoing needs of individuals and natural systems. Regenerative
Currencies are introduced into circulation in the same places where prioritized forms of energy and
value actually enter our communities. The passive decay of Regenerative Currency assets mirrors
the passive decay of usable materials and energy, and this makes it uniquely possible for essential
funding to be continuously available for activities that introduce new value into circulation.

Providing basic access and generating real value can be reasonable sources of income in these
systems, both for individuals and for entire communities. This is particularly important concerning
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issues of poverty and access. Without their basic needs being met, no productive action can be taken
by a participant of any economy. A Regenerative Currency enters circulation as basic needs are
filled, encouraging stakeholders to sustain a baseline of universal basic access to well-being as a
prerequisite to commerce. In order to be sustainable, however, these basic needs must be met by
approaches to value generation that can continue to support communities in the longest term.

Solar energy that is collected by plants is a particularly important example of a renewable source of
value. Plants allow passively available solar energy to be converted into various forms of tradeable
value as well as into bioavailable energy that sustains entire food webs. This stream of energy is
what enables all of the human thought and labor that goes into producing goods and services in
every human economy. Among other possible ways of sustainably generating essential value,
well-targeted currency generation towards regenerative plant cultivation could make it possible for
Regenerative Currency Systems to actively and accountably internalize the autotrophic functions of
plants themselves.

Regenerative Currency Systems are also able to avoid patterns of external consumption through the
mechanisms of data backing and as-needed currency generation. A Regenerative Currency’s supply
and lifespan are based upon global conditions, reflecting the well-being of multiple communities,
regions, and natural systems. This makes it possible for many externalities to be limited and even
eliminated.

While only the value produced by currency-generating work is represented by new assets, the rate
at which these assets leave circulation is nevertheless linked to the conditions of all people, places,
and ecosystems. If any community or ecosystem globally is exploited by profit-seeking activities
within a Regenerative Currency System, the rate of decay can increase to represent a proportional
amount of value loss throughout the system-wide supply.

In cases where reliable data are available, a Regenerative Currency’s supply can drop to directly
show any losses of essential value. In other cases, new assets can be introduced as needed to fund
work that counteracts any negative impacts made by a Regenerative Currency System’s community,
showing the cost of these impacts within a heightened rate of decay. When these dynamics are
functioning properly, excessive consumption or exploitation will result in a net loss of a
Regenerative Currency’s supply or lifespan. Only net-positive value generation in the real world is
meant to be financially sustainable for stakeholders in a Regenerative Currency System.

I believe any widespread model for economics will only succeed long-term if it produces everything
it requires to fill its own needs and/or if it resiliently sustains and preserves the external systems
that generate the value it consumes. The consumption of limited resources is innately a time-limited
strategy, so models that are dependent upon consuming such resources must adapt to solely use
resources that can consistently and indefinitely be renewed, regenerated, and recirculated. I believe
all mainstream economies must make the shift to sustainably produce their own raw materials and
food, cultivate regenerative sources of life-sustaining value, and use truly renewable sources of
energy. In addition to this, I believe economies must become less wasteful, becoming as efficient at
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recapturing energy, materials, and otherwise-discarded resources as possible. I highly recommend
that those implementing Regenerative Currency Systems highlight the importance of circular
economics.

As a Regenerative Currency System produces prioritized forms of value, it builds a supply of assets
that can be used within a traditional system of trade. Regenerative Currency assets then slowly
decay in the same way that usable energy and materials are lost during circulation. This draws a
closer parallel to reality than existing systems of exchange; as circulating forms of energy and value
are lost, the Regenerative Currency assets that represent this value gradually leave circulation. As
essential value is regenerated, new assets can be issued to represent this increase. At any stable
supply, new assets replace the value represented by those that decay. Real increases or decreases in
levels of measured value cause a Regenerative Currency System itself to scale its supply relative to
these changes.

Any economic system is only capable of succeeding in the long term if real value is constantly being
regenerated. Regenerative Currency Systems make it financially reasonable to produce the essential
forms of value that are necessary in order to maintain universal basic access to well-being while
cultivating overall systemic sustainability. These baselines of essential value provide the necessary
landscape for commerce to thrive within a secure global community. A Regenerative Currency
System is designed to be capable of lasting indefinitely by generating rather than consuming the
value it circulates and by maintaining a constant link between financial wealth and the ongoing
value of sustaining human and ecological systems.
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Amplification of Wealth Inequalities

Economic pressures within existing systems tend to produce, reinforce, and amplify wealth
inequalities, often causing race, gender, language, location, religion, historic patterns of power, and
innumerable other factors to correlate with levels of poverty and access. Many pressures towards
these discrepancies are social and interpersonal, but I believe that many purely financial pressures
also cultivate wealth disparities. I argue that systemic pressures exerted by supply and demand
optimize towards a state where a portion of the world population lacks access to survival, at which
point permanent currencies exert additional economic pressures that passively amplify
discrepancies in wealth. I believe that Regenerative Currencies can represent the very real value of
equity and access, making it possible to adaptively meet the outstanding needs of marginalized
communities while eliminating the existing economic pressures that reinforce chronic poverty.

Conventionally, holders of large amounts of material and financial value can exchange components
of this wealth for other meaningful forms of value, often retaining or gaining wealth even when they
make exchanges. These individuals generally have the greatest access to profit-making strategies,
and they are disproportionately able to exploit economic externalities like natural resources and
low-cost labor. These forms of exploitation can allow them to gain further wealth even while
producing future costs for others, reducing levels of real value, and lowering long-term currency
strength.

Those who are not holders of large amounts of value, on the other hand, cannot access these same
strategies for achieving economic mobility. The ability for people in severe need to access an
equitable level of well-being is limited by many factors, including the fact that their labor is typically
valued at lower rates relative to equivalent labor from those with greater access to education,
training, and financial capital. This can compound on top of other barriers to access like those that
stem from implicit social biases, producing an extremely challenging landscape for accessing
meaningful opportunities.

Individuals with lower levels of wealth also generally have to spend disproportionate percentages of
their incomes towards basic need fulfillment, exchanging permanent financial assets for
impermanent forms of value that must repeatedly be repurchased, while individuals with higher
levels of wealth can save a larger percentage of their permanent financial assets and even invest
them in ways that produce returns. This results in a kind of exponential increase in the usable
lifespan of conventional wealth as you look higher above the poverty line, with a disproportionate
concentration of an economy’s temporary value loss being shouldered by populations facing
poverty. This passively amplifies wealth inequalities and creates barriers for saving and investment
within any subset of the population that must spend a higher percentage of any income towards
temporary need fulfillment.

People facing poverty often also have increased basic costs stemming from large-scale social
inequities. An example of this is when levels of health and well-being are impacted by
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disproportionate patterns of stress and trauma. The level of outstanding need within a community
can compound upon itself when low levels of wealth correlate with things like broad discrimination,
poor preventative care, high instances of trauma, and social patterns of inequity in general. A higher
public or private cost is then required in order to compensate for these patterns.

I happen to believe that human beings innately know the solutions to many of these issues and that
they regularly employ this knowledge in families and close communities. In the economics of a
healthy household, if a child is sick and their parent has the medicine they need, the child is given
the medicine. This child doesn’t have to work harder than their siblings while feeling sick in order to
afford the extra medical care; the innate instinct around basic survival within human families is that
where something is needed, it goes. I believe that this is the case because it actually benefits human
communities over time to function in this way. The most sustainable indigenous cultures of many
parts of the world exemplify this understanding in their diverse approaches to community needs, as
do other healthy communities including many closely connected neighborhoods and communities
of faith.

I suggest we represent this same natural style of distributing essential value where it is most
needed at a scale that is larger than individual human psychology lets us consider. Prioritizing the
accessibility of as-needed support within a Regenerative Currency System represents the
acknowledgment of needs at the scale of the global community in the same way as our inner
psychology allows us to do for individuals in a household. It is not possible for a human being to see
into the eyes of everybody in the world at the same time, but it could be possible for a global
network to do exactly that while condensing this information into understandable assets that
inform each user about the situation of the entire world. I believe it is perfectly possible to make
economic systems where the most profitable personal strategy is exactly the one that navigates
globally sourced information in the most resilient and mutually beneficial way.

I believe that guaranteeing a baseline of free access to well-being would be a powerful way to
reduce existing barriers to economic mobility. By eliminating the requirement that income must be
spent disproportionately towards repeated survival-level expenses, meaningful purchases and
ambitious financial goals can become more accessible for people who have previously been unable
to set aside more than small portions of their wealth. The properties of entropy would be implicitly
reflected within the lifespan of a Regenerative Currency, which makes it so that repeated,
mandatory costs will not fall disproportionately into the hands of marginalized communities.

Equitability itself can be intrinsic to the measures of universal basic access that a Regenerative
Currency System optimizes towards. New assets can be generated towards producing the real
increases in well-being and value that come from empowering marginalized and disenfranchised
groups. Preventative care, as-needed support, and positive living conditions can become resiliently
accessible to previously underserved populations. As disproportionate patterns of trauma and
barriers to basic access are reduced, the ongoing costs associated with compensating for these
inequities can be reduced as well. Eliminating these unnecessary public and private costs can
increase a Regenerative Currency’s lifespan system-wide. This makes it profitable for every
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stakeholder within a Regenerative Currency System to empower and protect historically exploited
populations.

Currency generation wouldn’t just be able to fund equitable support towards reaching a baseline of
well-being, it could also adaptively fund any work that is necessary in order to empower individuals
from marginalized populations to have the ability to become currency-generating providers
themselves. Access to education and skill-building resources could be provided in free and
increasingly culturally relevant ways towards building a diverse body of basic providers. This wider
base of providers could allow a Regenerative Currency System to serve diverse communities in ways
that can be truly mediated by public choices rather than by systemic patterns of existing access.

Regenerative Currency Systems still allow space for wealth to be held in different amounts by
different people, but these levels of wealth will not be essential in order to have access to a
reasonable baseline of well-being. Ideally, levels of wealth within such a system will actually be
evidence of having contributed to sustaining the basic well-being of the larger community.

Currency-generating work can adaptively allocate funding where it is most intensely needed,
cultivating equitability in the process of providing basic support. Regenerative Currency Systems
can financially value the presence of universal basic access to make it so that better support for
populations in need corresponds with increases in public wealth rather than increases in public
costs. Quite importantly, Regenerative Currency Systems can prevent the cost of entropy from being
shouldered by losses of life within communities facing poverty.
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The Cost of Entropy

Some inert materials like gold can last for extraordinarily long periods of time, making it possible
for them to be represented by currencies with limitless lifespans. Permanent currencies and
permanent forms of backing value can be traded back and forth almost indefinitely. Such materials
do not sustain life, however: most things that sustain life are temporary. If a trade takes place where
a temporary form of value like food is exchanged for a permanent currency, the food leaves
circulation while the currency that was used to represent it remains. In a hypothetical, closed
system where no new food could be produced, this would eventually lead to the remaining financial
assets becoming completely unbacked. When it comes to trading anything with a limited lifespan or
a diminishing supply in the real world, I believe that currencies with limitless lifespans can become
unbacked over time.

In real applications, both long-lasting and short-lived forms of value are exchanged using
permanent currencies, making it so that it is, in fact, just a portion of the backing behind a
conventional currency that is being lost as temporary kinds of value leave circulation. This
unbacked portion corresponds with the amount of a currency’s supply that must be spent in order
to regenerate the same amount of value as has been lost.

This expenditure is required in economies using permanent currencies in order to compensate for
entropy. Without the full amount of lost value being replaced, conventional financial assets can lose
value and portions of a population can be left without access to basic survival. Conventional
financial assets will not lose their value entirely through this process, though a partial loss of
backing can correspond with inflation, increases in the cost of living, shortages of essential goods
and services, and the requirement that larger portions of an economy’s total wealth must be
repeatedly spent towards basic costs.

Permanent financial assets are nevertheless able to remain in a holder’s possession while this loss
of backing takes place, maintaining the illusion of being equally valuable. Somebody who makes
large amounts of money by providing a temporary service or product will still hold that amount of a
conventional currency even when the impacts of their actions have long since dissipated, and they
can become disproportionately able to accrue more wealth without necessarily adding to the
ongoing well-being of the larger system.

Economies that consistently fund the production of life-sustaining value must repeatedly allocate
payments towards this process. This is often accomplished by having the holders of wealth actively
and repeatedly remove an amount from their possession in order to pass it into the hands of
producers and providers. This can be done through purchases, making the generation of new
life-sustaining value into an act of trade, or it can be done through other funding sources like taxes
or charity. In each of these cases, this is a mandatory cost.
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Permanent currencies begin to approximate the behaviors of lifespan-based currencies when they
represent temporary backing value, and this occurs visibly when they perform tasks that sustain
basic survival. As a conventional currency loses part of its backing, an amount of money equal to the
value of that lost backing has to be repeatedly reallocated to produce new life-sustaining value. In
this way, conventional economies already attempt to recycle existing wealth into the ongoing
production of basic elements of well-being, simulating the properties of lifespan-based currencies.

Conventional economies are predisposed, however, towards providing for the basic needs of those
who can pay for basic services and goods, leaving the rest of the population without their needs
met. Because life-sustaining value is produced at a cost to the holders of conventional wealth,
existing strategies primarily provide survival security to those within families, communities, and
countries with enough wealth to pay for essential production.

Access to a population’s continued survival is conventionally mediated through the allocation of
existing wealth, and this makes it incredibly difficult to fund the regeneration of life-sustaining
value for those beneath the poverty line. Only the holders of wealth can fund the regeneration of the
lost backing value behind the whole of a conventional economy. The full regeneration of all of the
life-sustaining value required by a population is conventionally more expensive than just producing
the amount that sustains the lives of the individuals who are holders of wealth themselves. For this
reason, the amount of production that is paid for generally fails at replacing the full amount of value
that is lost through entropy.

The increased scarcity that occurs as life-sustaining value leaves circulation can increase prices, and
these increased prices can make system-wide losses of real value profitable for sellers and
stakeholders in conventional economies. Over time, the regular, repeated loss of survival-level value
can correlate with increasing numbers of people being in need of additional basic goods and
services, often at increasing prices that make markets appear to be healthy. Wealth inequalities can
be amplified as this happens, and economic health can become arbitrary relative to real amounts of
value and survival security. The emergent properties of permanent currencies cause the most
profitable actions, and even the standard metrics of economic health, to be based upon the desires
of those with existing wealth rather than being based upon what is best for creating and replacing
real-world value.

As I’ve described, emergent pressures in existing economies can cause prices to rise over time,
increasing the costs involved in basic survival. In economies using permanent currencies, the
production of essential value generally needs to be paid for through purchases, donations, or
subsidies. These are solutions that come at a constantly increasing cost if prices rise over time.

I believe that supply and demand naturally maintain an equilibrium where the poverty line always
stabilizes above any finite baseline of population-wide income. Even with universal employment,
support from public welfare, robust interventions from charitable organizations, or a universal
basic income, the price of survival-level goods and services will be most lucrative for sellers when
competition is taking place, meaning a subset of a population is still left without access if prices are
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free to fluctuate. This is a key reason that I argue for universal basic access instead of other
interventions like universal basic income or universal employment.

In recent history, external sources of value such as natural resources have been possible to collect
and sell, delaying the progressive rise in inflation through the temporary introduction of new
tradeable value. Such a process cannot be sustained, however, within a closed system with finite
resources. As finite, consumable resources are used and lost as waste, they are no longer present or
available as tradeable backing value for a supply of any currency, which contributes significantly to
inflation. Any negative byproducts of these processes, like increases in pollution and heightened
levels of stress, can also introduce added costs in the long term. Serving those in need then involves
new and increasing costs, chronically increasing the percentage of a permanent currency’s supply
that has to be repeatedly directed towards an economy’s basic functions.

These patterns can lead to indefinite additional inflation, indefinite requirements for higher wages,
an indefinitely increasing need for generosity and charity, and indefinitely rising taxes in order to
compensate for the progressive loss of backing value behind an economy that uses conventional
currencies in a closed system.

This is especially the case concerning economies that consume limited external resources to replace
lost backing value. However, even with an optimal transition towards using renewable processes to
replace lost value rather than consuming finite resources, I believe most conventional economic
models will still fail to provide freedom and equitability while compensating for the ongoing loss of
temporary survival-level value.

As entropy takes place, there is a continuous loss of backing for an economy as a whole, so essential
value must either be actively regenerated or some of the population must do without. I believe that
it is important to consider which parts of an economic system compensate for this loss. In
communistic systems, this loss is compensated for through the loss of freedom, requiring people to
generate essential value without any financial reward or without the freedom to self-govern
regarding their participation in these activities. In capitalistic systems, these losses of value
correlate with a loss of life, concentrating chronic shortages within communities facing poverty. In
socialistic-capitalistic systems using permanent currencies, this loss of value is shouldered through
a shared tax burden that can rise indefinitely if the cost of basic survival is variable. In some
situations, the consistent requirement for new value to be generated can be compensated for solely
or partly through generosity, donations, and volunteerism, though this strategy tends to work best
in situations where this generosity cannot be exploited for profit. It does not solve the issue that
increasing amounts of charity would become necessary over time if this solution is used to
counteract chronic inflation in the context of existing economies, as any variable costs involved in
basic survival could continue to self-adjust to the point that they exclude additional groups of
people from having access to survival, regardless of the presence of support.

In the first economies that used permanent currencies, I argue that life-sustaining value was able to
be consistently regenerated by natural processes, enabling trade to occur without there being a
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severe deficit in real circulating value. Any consumption within a community could innately be
compensated for by ecological regeneration and the productivity of natural systems. This could
provide ongoing sources of food and materials even to those without financial wealth. As these
natural systems have either been destroyed, privatized, or overburdened by high human
populations, this process of regeneration must now take place within our own economies. The math
of using permanent currencies only works when all losses of temporary value are able to be
sustainably balanced by consistent, passive regeneration. Anything less than a completely
regenerative system leaves a net deficit, and it is this deficit that is being compensated for through
losses of freedom, losses of life, and chronic increases in public costs.

I believe many of the most pressing issues in our economies can be solved by changing some of the
properties of currencies themselves. By creating digital assets that slowly leave circulation in
appropriate ways, the issue of a currency consistently losing and needing to replace some of its
most essential backing value can be avoided entirely. This happens in a Regenerative Currency
System by actually eliminating assets from circulation as their backing value is eliminated, and by
allocating new assets as new value is generated. Anyone who holds this kind of slowly decaying
currency will have the most wealth while their actions and products are most functional and
relevant, and these currencies can be designed so that they directly represent prioritized forms of
backing value.

A Regenerative Currency System is a way to make it possible for a community of users to make more
money and reduce shared costs by providing for everybody, rather than having to pay indefinitely
rising costs to do so. The act of sustaining life is recognized as being financially valuable within this
model, which backs the growth of a supply of a Regenerative Currency as communities have greater
amounts of free access to well-being. If the actions of a Regenerative Currency System’s community
authentically make a positive impact in the world as a whole, then the data-backing process can
reflect this by making it so that more of these assets are present in circulation. The more resiliently
and regeneratively secure a population is, requiring smaller streams of currency generation to
maintain equivalent levels of well-being, the longer each Regenerative Currency asset can last in
circulation even at a fixed supply target. In a thriving world, these dynamics increase the longevity
of Regenerative Currency assets without sacrificing the financial reward of serving even the most
impoverished members of the global community at any point in time.

Commerce would still be able to thrive within such a system, and I believe it could actually thrive
more robustly when compared to existing models. I believe that an educated, mentally and
physically healthy population with its basic needs met could produce the most innovative, most
effective, and most authentically beneficial products, services, and technologies. Participating in
commerce could not only be financially rewarding in such a model, it could also help to make basic,
essential work more motivating to provide. When meaningful purchases can be made using a
Regenerative Currency, it becomes more financially reasonable for providers to offer free access to
currency-generating support. Regenerative Currency Systems can create an economic landscape
where commerce itself serves to protect ecological health and the common good of people
everywhere.
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Economics has always been possible to view as a kind of game. The optimal strategy for players
within any game will innately be influenced by the rules of play. Given the current rules of play in
our economies, it seems clear that individuals who mean well and who play their best often
intensify negative outcomes simply by pursuing personal economic success. I believe we can
become conscious of the emergent properties that make conventional systems produce negative
outcomes. Once we become conscious of these patterns, we can make choices and changes based on
this information. We can create an economic game where the win condition for our economies is
also the win condition for social well-being and for ecological health.

I believe that our current economic systems are failing, though not because they are controlled by
evil people or because somehow all those with wealth are greedy and selfish. In fact, I believe that
most people who are holders of wealth are authentically good, hardworking, honest people who
have done their best to succeed in the world, providing as much as they can for their families and
communities and causes they care about. While there certainly are some people who choose to
constantly seek more financial wealth at the expense of others, I actually think that, for the most
part, current economies fail to serve the common good because existing currencies last too long and
don’t represent value accurately.

Novel technologies can let us change these patterns as a global community in ways we haven’t ever
been capable of doing before. For the first time in human history, we have the ability to make media
of exchange that can respond in meaningful ways to the conditions of our entire planet, and we can
give these assets the properties they need in order to make it profitable to serve our most widely
shared priorities. This gives us the ability to create financial systems that reflect our value systems.

I believe that real value is produced when a need is filled, not just for somebody with wealth, but for
anybody. I believe an increase in the public good and a reduction in outstanding needs should
correspond with greater economic success overall. I believe that the survival of the planet is
essential to consider as valuable within our financial systems. I believe Regenerative Currency
Systems can serve these priorities in a lasting way while still supporting and celebrating commerce.

The cost of survival is simply a manifestation of the cost of entropy. By creating currencies that
represent entropy within their own supplies, we can eliminate this cost.

We can eliminate the cost of entropy.

We can eliminate the cost of survival.

We can eliminate poverty.
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Chapter 4: Considerations And Discussion

Deeper discussions of Regenerative Currency Systems are the main focus of this chapter. It contains
more nuanced conversations concerning the possible properties of these systems, and a particular
focus is placed on illuminating important subjects for implementers to consider. I will do my best to
speculate about the practical implications of Regenerative Currency Systems, knowing that there is
much to learn from the process of actually applying these novel theories and concepts. The
Regenerative Currency System model will continue to be presented broadly in order to allow space
for interpretation and application through different platforms and within different contexts. My
suggested approaches may be used or changed, in whole or in part, though I hope that the concepts
that follow will still provide beneficial context, usable methodologies, and a deeper understanding
of how to successfully implement Regenerative Currency Systems.

Six different sections are present within this chapter, each with nested conversations covering more
specific subjects. For readers who are seeking specific areas of focus, these sections are listed here
along with small descriptions of their content.

General Considerations | p. 72–90 | This section covers:
● “equilibrium balances” – a way of conceptualizing the behavior of income when using

Regenerative Currency assets
● possible uses for transaction fees to remove inefficient code and produce friction within

exchanges
● considerations for establishing a maximum rate of decay
● beneficial limitations to the scope of Regenerative Currency Systems and their goals
● possible interactions between multiple Regenerative Currency Systems operating

simultaneously
● possible ways to approach the issue of duplicate representations of the same backing value,

especially in cases where multiple implementations track the same forms of shared value
● the important balance of preserving privacy within a highly data-driven financial ecosystem
● the importance of emphasizing equitability within the application and development of this

model

Considerations for Early Implementations | p. 91–103 |  This section covers:
● possible interactions between early Regenerative Currency Systems and existing economic

systems
● possible relationships between Regenerative Currency Systems and existing forms of public

funding and taxation
● the roles of permanent currencies alongside lifespan-based assets
● ways of carefully mediating a transition towards a lower poverty line
● the early process of building public acceptance of Regenerative Currencies
● possible starting points for infrastructure and early deployment
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● how partnerships with existing organizations and systems could aid in the early adoption of
Regenerative Currencies

Considerations for Data Backing | p. 104–123 |  This section covers:
● some possible varieties of data-backing variables
● ethical considerations for data backing within Regenerative Currency Systems
● the relationship between measured conditions and a Regenerative Currency’s supply target
● the importance of establishing a maximum per-participant supply
● how supply scaling can take place above and beyond the data-backing process
● how and why Regenerative Currency Systems scale their supplies to match numbers of

participants

Considerations for Currency Generation | p. 124–146 |  This section covers:
● the importance of preventing excessive currency generation
● as-needed currency generation and some of its uses
● ethical and social considerations for currency generation
● the importance of eliminating negative externalities from currency-generating activities
● long-term strategies for increasing a Regenerative Currency’s longevity
● ways to structure currency-generation strategies
● ways of providing participants with sustainable pathways to self-sufficiency and ownership
● funding strategies for providing access to a Regenerative Currency System itself
● considerations for currency generation towards protecting the continuation of life on Earth

Basic Access Currencies | p. 147–162 |  This section covers:
● the optional use of commodity-backed assets (Basic Access Currencies) alongside

Regenerative Currency Systems
● how Basic Access Currencies could be used to distribute shared supplies of essential

commodities while cultivating community self-sufficiency
● the importance of providing universal basic access rather than universal basic income
● the challenges of using purchases to mediate the production of essential value
● why a medium of exchange can’t represent multiple commodities at a fixed value
● how Basic Access Currencies can simulate purchases without private costs

Future Considerations | p. 163–176 |  This section covers:
● updates, iterations, and end-of-life considerations for Regenerative Currency Systems
● how models of ownership might evolve over time within the social context of a Regenerative

Currency System
● how Regenerative Currency Systems could be crafted to cultivate mutualistic relationships

between human beings and sentient computers
● ways that Regenerative Currency Systems might relate with off-planet communities and

function in isolation in distant space
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General Considerations

This section aims to provide a home for concepts and conversations that are broader or more
fundamental than the intended subject matter of the other sections within the Considerations And
Discussion chapter. The discussions that follow introduce concepts that are intended to be helpful
for comprehension, share some approaches for making Regenerative Currency Systems successful,
and begin to discuss the ethical landscape of implementing these systems. Many similar and related
themes will continue to be touched on throughout this chapter overall.

Equilibrium Balances

At every given decay rate for a Regenerative Currency, there will be a corresponding balance of any
saved assets where the amount that is removed through decay matches or exceeds any consistent
amount of income. At this equilibrium balance, any saved amount of a Regenerative Currency will
begin to remain static instead of growing larger with continued income. This is because the rate of
decay is calculated as a percentage of these assets’ current values, and this percentage of a rising
amount of wealth will eventually become large enough to balance out any finite income stream.
While equilibrium balances would mainly apply in situations where income is consistent and
continuous, I nevertheless think they can be helpful as a conceptual tool for comprehending the
behaviors of Regenerative Currencies in general.

When either a Regenerative Currency’s lifespan or a user’s rate of income is higher, their
equilibrium balance will be higher. Those with the most income will have higher equilibrium
balances and larger volumes of spendable assets at any given decay rate, and every holder of a
Regenerative Currency will see a change in their equilibrium balance when there is a change in the
rate of decay. This dynamic has two intended results:

One result is that it encourages circulation and cash flow, especially at high rates of decay. This is
because any given amount of a Regenerative Currency will be worth the most when it is spent
quickly, and the value lost by decay will correspond with a much lower amount in better-spent
accounts due to the fact that it is based on a percentage of the assets’ current values. In many cases,
quick payments could most easily go towards small, spontaneous exchanges that could benefit local,
small-scale commerce. This spending pressure could contribute to a more active and thriving
financial ecosystem that promotes exchanges over stagnant holdings. This dynamic of exerting
spending pressure would happen most dominantly when the decay rate is highest.

The second targeted impact of this property is to lead towards a more sustainable system of saving
and long-term financial security. This happens by making it clear that the more you increase the
well-being of the global community, the greater your own ability to save Regenerative Currency
assets will be. Everyone will be able to hold larger equilibrium balances of a Regenerative Currency
if ecosystems and global communities are resilient at a high level. Within this system, directing
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excess funds towards building the resilience, self-sufficiency, and well-being of the entire world can
be a much longer-lasting financial investment than stockpiling those same funds.

Any stable target for a Regenerative Currency’s supply as a whole can be thought of as an
equilibrium balance itself. The “income” in this case is composed of the newly allocated assets that
are introduced towards basic need fulfillment, ecological protection, and community priorities. The
amount that is added through these mechanisms at any given equilibrium is balanced by the
amount that is removed through decay during the same time frame. The data-backed supply
system-wide defines the targeted total amount for this equilibrium balance.

The per-participant supply target can be conceptualized as an equilibrium balance itself. Because
the overall supply target is calculated in a person-centered way, it can be scaled down to be
conceptualized at an individual level. The average amount of funding it takes to sustain a
participant’s life – the average number of new assets generated towards sustaining a participant’s
basic well-being plus an average participant’s portion of any shared currency generation – is
equivalent to the average per-participant amount added in newly generated currency. This amount
is also the portion of the per-participant supply that must be removed by decay within the same
time frame in order to maintain a steady level of supply.

If a Regenerative Currency has a 1% rate of decay in a given time frame, then the per-participant
supply will be 100 times the average cost of sustaining a participant’s life plus their share of larger
systemic costs during that span of time. The total supply target will be this amount multiplied by the
number of participants. For stakeholders with consistent incomes, every equilibrium balance will
then also be 100 times the amount of income that is gained during the corresponding amount of
time. Any reduction in the rate of decay can effectively increase every equilibrium balance
system-wide. As greater health and well-being is added to the global system, the assessed value of
that improvement can be added proportionally to the system-wide supply, with each stakeholder’s
share of this global change being able to be reflected and conceptualized appropriately.

Transaction Fees

Some implementations could use platforms that incorporate small transaction fees within
exchanges. This could be passive and seamless for users, occurring whenever a transaction takes
place. A common pool of Regenerative Currency assets could be built up through these fees from
which many forms of funding could be drawn, such as for public infrastructure and programs akin
to those provided through traditional tax funding. Like other balances of Regenerative Currency
assets, this pool would itself decay over time, making it so that these funds must either be spent or
they will gradually lose their value. The amount this pool could hold would therefore be dependent
upon the total supply target, levels of community-wide financial circulation, the size of transaction
fees, and the rate of decay.
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It would be beneficial for any decision-making body governing this pool to spend the assets within
its possession consistently and quickly towards effective actions, equitably employing members of
the community while meeting public goals. Any such governance would benefit from helping, and at
least not exploiting, the collective good of ecosystems, participants, and the global community while
meeting its own goals and priorities.

This process could be designed to have the added function of “skimming” inefficient code out of
circulation by collecting the most-decayed assets first within these transaction fees. Any platforms
being used could potentially even make it automatic to include a small number of assets with older
code during exchanges and payments in order to facilitate this skimming process. The same
corresponding value of newly issued Regenerative Currency assets could then be generated into the
central pool while the highly decayed assets are removed permanently from circulation. This could
prevent the community from accruing limitless amounts of code bearing older timestamps, which
could compound indefinitely through the decay of a Regenerative Currency if left unchecked.

Transaction fees could potentially be used to augment the currency generation process, substituting
larger transaction fees for lower rates of decay in implementations where this is preferable. These
fees could then be used intentionally as a way of producing and balancing levels of friction within
transactions and exchanges.

If a Regenerative Currency System using this approach finds itself preferring to incentivize savings
instead of rapid circulation, then higher transaction fees could be used to reduce the amount of new
currency generation, and thus decay, that is required to fund prioritized goals at any given supply
target. This would reduce the spending pressure implicit within a shorter-lived currency, and the
fees would instead introduce pressure against spending. If the community instead finds itself
wishing to increase the circulation of its Regenerative Currency, the reverse shift could be made;
transaction fees could be lowered, and basic funding could draw from higher currency decay.

The required funding for maintaining the baseline goals for such a system could be balanced
between drawing from either stagnant assets or circulating assets. This may or may not be a
mechanism that is utilized by each given implementation, yet it could nevertheless serve to be a
powerful tool if desired.

I believe that governments could potentially benefit from creating and collaborating with
Regenerative Currency Systems as a way of transitioning public funding strategies towards more
streamlined platforms. Self-contained public funding strategies like currency decay and transaction
fees could simplify the logistical processes that currently mediate taxation, letting currency
recirculation be a passive process. This could ideally improve both the accountability of public
funding processes and levels of ease for individuals. In the Considerations for Early Implementations
section later in this chapter, I spend more time discussing public funding and taxation relative to
Regenerative Currencies.
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Interfaces for voting or peer-to-peer governance might even be directly incorporated into some
Regenerative Currency Systems’ platforms as well, making it possible for decentralized
decision-making processes to take place regarding the use of at least a portion of any pooled funds.
Communities as a whole would benefit from wisely allocating public funds towards positive
impacts, benefitting both materially and financially when conditions are improved. However pooled
funds are governed, I believe that transaction fees could be one way of making it practical for
lifespan-based digital assets to be used as media of exchange.

Maximum Rate of Decay

If rates of decay could rise indefinitely, it would be impractical to use a Regenerative Currency as a
medium of exchange. For this reason, I believe that it will be essential to define a maximum decay
rate for any Regenerative Currency as a way of making it reasonable for essential work to be done
even at times when the circulating supply must remain above a data-backed supply target.

This could occur at times like a platform’s initial launch, for example, before sufficient data have
been collected to comprise an accurate representation of real conditions. It could also occur during
large-scale crises when a data-backed supply target may drop severely and suddenly. I believe that
this minimum lifespan should be established carefully so that Regenerative Currencies never
become impractical to use even under the worst conditions, as these would be the times when
funding essential and prioritized work could be most important.

At this maximum decay rate, the generation of new assets would be the sole force governing the size
of a Regenerative Currency’s circulating supply. The lifespan of a Regenerative Currency would not
increase from this minimum limit until the data-backing process produces a target that exceeds the
real circulating supply, but the process of decay would also not become so rapid that the assets
become impractical to use. This limit makes it resiliently possible for a Regenerative Currency
System to provide basic access, collect data, improve conditions, and respond effectively to global
crises while preserving the usability of its currency at all times.

This maximum limit for the rate of decay could allow Regenerative Currency Systems to be launched
in a usable state immediately upon completing their initial platform development rather than being
dependent upon large-scale data collection already being in place. Even immediately following
launch, Regenerative Currency assets would retain at least this usable level of longevity.

Early Regenerative Currencies could have the potential to remain at their minimum lifespan for a
significant amount of time. This is because sources of ethical data may initially be unavailable, or
global levels of well-being may be far below a targeted baseline of universal basic access and
systemic sustainability. If this maximum rate of decay is properly balanced at launch, however, it
could be financially reasonable for basic providers to offer their work while both gathering
additional data and improving real conditions.
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In doing so, currency-generating providers could build towards making enough of a measurable
positive impact to begin increasing the longevity of a Regenerative Currency. As a critical amount of
information on positive conditions becomes available, the scale would be tipped in favor of making
these assets last longer than their minimum lifespan, becoming responsive to changes in measured
conditions for the first time. A Regenerative Currency’s supply and lifespan could continue to be
increased further through work and data collection that are internally funded by the generation of
new assets, and the benefits of wealth longevity could begin to motivate the private actions of
stakeholders. This allows a self-sufficient funding process to take place while scaling towards a
Regenerative Currency System’s long-term goals.

This maximum rate of decay may vary between different implementations. Striking an appropriate
balance while deciding this limit could make sure that a Regenerative Currency is still practical and
appealing for trade during early launch and severe global crises while also allowing there to be
meaningful motivation to increase the longevity of these assets through cultivating positive
conditions.

Implementations that make their assets longer lived at this maximum decay rate will require more
progress in data backing before they begin seeing increases in their assets’ lifespans. While such
currencies might be longer lasting in the short term, I believe they would become less appealing as
data infrastructure scales to the point of being able to back a more responsive currency. Slowly
decaying currencies may also be more attractive to individuals and businesses using exploitative
practices, as the consequences of their actions would be less visible when it comes to producing
changes in supply.

These long-lasting Regenerative Currencies would also have larger supplies when equivalent
amounts of basic work are being done. Taken to an extreme, very long-lived assets could accumulate
indefinitely and produce unchecked inflation. This could occur any time a Regenerative Currency
stays in circulation noticeably longer than the backing value that it is made to represent. For this
reason, it is important to account for the real pace of entropy while deciding upon a maximum rate
of decay for a Regenerative Currency. Accounting for entropy properly would produce a maximum
rate of decay that represents or exceeds the average rate at which real value leaves circulation. This
would be meant to minimize the amount of inflation that could take place at times when a limited
rate of decay causes the data-backing process to be superseded by currency generation.

I believe that the highest usable rate of decay would ultimately be beneficial to target as this
maximum limit in order to create the most responsive Regenerative Currency Systems. The
meaningfulness of changes in data backing could become relevant sooner after launch, and losses of
real value could be more obvious in future scenarios that may require attentive public responses.
Smaller supplies could also allow Regenerative Currencies to be stronger towards purchases,
making it easier for stakeholders to ensure the financial meaningfulness of currency-generating
work. Shorter-lived assets may seem less competitive in the short term, however, so this may be
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most practical as a strategy for implementations to use after progress in global data infrastructure
enables more responsive Regenerative Currencies to be feasible.

Limitations of Scope

I encourage the implementers of Regenerative Currency Systems to acknowledge the limits these
systems will have. This model provides novel ways to produce systemic pressures towards
long-term well-being, but overextending these concepts could be counterproductive in many cases.
In fact, I believe that limiting the scope of the goals and priorities within a Regenerative Currency
System can itself produce positive systemic pressures towards resilience, freedom, and cultural
diversity. Because of this, I believe that it will be important to be attentive to the limitations each
implementation sets for itself.

A Regenerative Currency System is not intended to target a high level of well-being as defined by a
dominant group, but instead to help each group and individual to achieve stability within such basic
elements of well-being that they can be broadly agreed upon as shared goals. The data-backing
goals defining a Regenerative Currency’s supply and the new assets generated towards basic
priorities are meant to be based on simple, unifying targets as well as those priorities that are
essential to the long-term survival of societies and ecologies. This creates a baseline of health,
sustainability, and a right to survival while allowing each group, community, region, and individual
to pursue a model of success that can be defined on their own terms. This point will continue to be
iterated upon through this chapter because it is one of the key foundations of this approach.

I do not intend for Regenerative Currency System to ever be mandatory. Many people will naturally
choose not to participate, and it is important to allow this while still making sure these individuals
could have access to these systems and to support towards their basic well-being should they ever
choose to welcome it. There is very little that is more terrifying than a person or group that tries to
coerce you into trusting them. Regenerative Currency Systems are designed to stand on their own
feet in the long term, which will ideally enable communities of stakeholders to sustain themselves
and to simultaneously respect those who wish to choose other strategies.

I believe that this respect could be possible to incentivize by establishing data-backing processes
that assess elective non-participants as being at optimal states of well-being. Respect towards these
external groups would then become a publicly profitable financial strategy within a Regenerative
Currency System. Access should be provided if, and only if, participating in such a system is
authentically desirable for people by their own free choice, without pressure behind the spread of
this approach.

In the case that multiple groups and governments implement Regenerative Currency Systems at the
same time, I believe they can keep each other accountable and even benefit each other’s success.
Because these systems make positive global conditions visible and financially rewarding for
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stakeholders, the presence of other communities utilizing similar approaches can be a boon to the
holders of any Regenerative Currency. The existence of multiple Regenerative Currency Systems at
once could not only provide the benefits associated with broad collaboration towards shared goals,
but could also constitute a global economic ecosystem with multiple options for pursuing these
goals through the most secure, most reliable, most ethical, and most preferable implementations of
the Regenerative Currency System model. This creates a landscape of competitive collaboration.

Regenerative Currencies, as I suggest them, are only as usable as they are publicly accepted. While
they are designed to recognize real forms of prioritized value as their backing, the financial
practicality of such assets will only be realized if they are accepted as media of exchange. The public
can mediate the usability of Regenerative Currencies by simply being willing to accept them as
payment for products and services at prices that are appropriate relative to the work of
currency-generating providers. Any individual or business can therefore select and accept the
currencies associated with the specific Regenerative Currency Systems that they consider most
preferable.

Because of the central importance of the underlying properties behind Regenerative Currencies, it
seems reasonable to me to expect multiple systems to target improvements to data-backing
strategies, currency allocation strategies, and underlying technologies as ways to become more
trustworthy and competitive. I believe countries, industries, and communities that fail at tracking
and addressing the shared well-being of the global community in an ethical and appropriate way
would then be visibly highlighted, becoming less competitive globally when they are contrasted
with the conduct of higher-integrity approaches.

I believe any Regenerative Currency System that intends to be competitive in the global financial
ecosystem will ultimately be benefitted by choosing goals that will be broadly celebrated by the
planet as a whole. I suggest that these goals target a limited but meaningful baseline of well-being
and systemic sustainability. Taking part within a Regenerative Currency System where public wealth
will increase as shared goals are achieved can be seen as making an investment in those exact goals,
and choosing a system that limits the scope of its goals can be seen as making an investment in the
corresponding public freedoms.

There is a significant importance to considering the validity of the goals and data represented by a
Regenerative Currency’s circulating supply. Arbitrary or self-serving correlations may be put in
place by some groups, and this could lead to increases or decreases in their targeted supplies that
may not actually be based on changes that are desirable to the larger global community.

Regenerative Currency Systems are meant to be used primarily to target basic, widely shared
priorities wherever this is possible. It is my belief that communities are genuinely benefited by
having diverse perspectives and by leaving space for freedom and individualism. The limitations a
Regenerative Currency System sets for itself can preserve these freedoms. For example, I believe
that implementers must aim to minimize the role of cultural and religious bias when defining the
most fundamental goals of these systems because, perhaps quite fittingly, this limitation itself
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actually protects cultural and religious freedoms. By specifically not choosing data-backing goals
associated with targets like religious conversion or the adoption of specific languages, members of a
Regenerative Currency System’s community will be able to freely pursue their priorities and have
their basic needs met without financial pressures being exerted towards restricting their freedoms
or funding coercive efforts. Every individual is somebody with unique ideas and perspectives
relative to the rest of the world, so building a system that protects differences in beliefs and
preferences benefits each member of majority groups at the same time as it protects groups with
smaller populations and less power.

I believe communities worldwide would authentically benefit from empowering Regenerative
Currency Systems whose goals benefit the common good in basic ways that can be broadly valued
across differences in opinion. This is not just due to increases in freedom and quality of life, but also
due to the innate resilience of diverse societies and cultures. I believe that being successful as a
community and retaining the long-term validity and resilience of a Regenerative Currency System
would come from cohering honestly to a basic measure of the most agreed-upon common good.

In the case of any Regenerative Currency System becoming widely used, that success will ideally
represent an actual investment of trust from a large number of people and industries. Should that
trust ever be lost, even just within small minority groups, stakeholders that identify these issues
could move towards adopting better strategies and taking part in other Regenerative Currency
Systems, investing their time, work, services, and products towards a more accurate strategy for
cultivating global well-being. Regenerative Currency Systems that recognize and subsequently
benefit the most basic variables of planet-wide well-being will be capable of having the strongest
currencies and broadest usership as decided by the trust of individuals and groups looking to
support mutually positive global conditions.

Duplicate Assets

The global economy essentially operates as a single system, regardless of how many currencies and
governments are present with their own separate policies and properties. This is already at play in
existing systems, and I believe it is important to recognize that international inflation can occur any
time new currency is issued anywhere in the world while real amounts of tradeable value remain
constant. Regenerative Currency Systems need to take this into consideration quite scrutinously
because they intend to represent real value in an accurate way. Any newly issued assets are meant
to actually represent the generation of real, prioritized value, and their supplies as a whole are
meant to actually measure individual shares of the assessed global value of a baseline of universal
basic access and sustainability.

For most forms of commerce, I believe that individuals and businesses can reasonably be able to
make sales for any conventional currencies and Regenerative Currencies they choose, maintaining
existing economic freedoms while being able to empower whatever Regenerative Currency Systems
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they most prefer. Holding a Regenerative Currency would not necessarily make someone a
participant that is counted within the corresponding system’s supply target, as this is mediated
separately based upon access to currency-generating support. Any individual or group could freely
make their implementations of choice more usable and meaningful by simply being willing to accept
the corresponding assets, and multiple different Regenerative Currencies could be held and used at
once.

While these broad economic freedoms would be important to preserve in exchanges that use
circulating assets, carefully designed boundaries would have to be in place for any process that
introduces new assets. It would be inflationary, for instance, to have a single currency-generating
exchange produce new assets through multiple Regenerative Currency Systems at once or to allow
additional payments to be made in any currency on top of a currency-generating exchange. This
would represent the same value twice and would reduce the meaningfulness and usability of each of
the currencies involved.

It would be important as well to make sure that assets are not duplicated by fraudulent attempts at
generating code. It may be that native platforms for Regenerative Currency Systems have to keep a
ledger of valid exchanges showing which assets are held by which account addresses or
stakeholders, preventing private attempts at introducing new assets. This same mechanism may
also be helpful in implementations where assets may be held offline. Any lost assets that had been
stored offline could even feasibly be replaced by the system if a particular stakeholder is verifiably
the last holder of that code. Such code could otherwise even be exchanged offline in a way that
circumnavigates transaction fees and currency decay, but a record of assets and their most recent
holders could prevent each of these issues.

Ultimately, currency generation is meant to measure the fulfillment of needs and the completion of
prioritized work. Any currency generation strategy therefore needs to prevent asset duplication if
implementers intend to preserve meaningful standard units for a Regenerative Currency. Sales
could be made for existing assets any number of times, but currency generation should only occur
once for any amount of value production.

If the same material value is exchanged for newly issued assets again after having already been
provided in a currency-generating exchange, an accumulating form of duplication would occur. This
issue could emerge if a participant brings back any basic goods they receive in an attempt to gain a
profit by providing it towards currency generation themselves.

If a participant receives tradeable value for free from one Regenerative Currency System then sells it
as a currency-generating provider in another system, the consequence could be similar to the case
of assets from multiple systems being generated within the same basic exchange. Inflation of both
systems’ currencies would take place if twice the intended number of assets exist to represent the
same amount of life-sustaining value, or both currencies’ rates of decay would increase if these
systems were to each retain steady supply targets.
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If a similar kind of currency-generating resale occurs within the same Regenerative Currency
System as an initial currency-generating exchange, the main consequence wouldn’t be a weakening
of the assets, but rather an increase in the rate of decay. A duplicated rate of generation would be
associated with this kind of resale, but there would still be a steady supply target; this would
produce a corresponding increase in decay.

To prevent these forms of duplicated generation, basic providers might have to verify the history of
any commodities they intend to offer, or alternately, currency-generating work might need to mainly
take place in ways that directly serve needs rather than providing tradeable forms of value. This
might, for example, look like providing food in restaurant-like settings or shared kitchens rather
than providing ingredients that could be offered repeatedly towards currency generation.

Having multiple Regenerative Currency Systems attempt to represent any individual’s share of
global value at the same time as each other would also reduce the meaningfulness of the
Regenerative Currencies involved; the supplies of multiple currencies would effectively be
attempting to represent the same backing value as each other. Because each system’s
per-participant supply target is meant to be appropriate for an average person’s level of economic
activity, duplicating any individual’s appropriate amount of supply would reduce the strength of the
Regenerative Currencies involved. While there is the possibility that some implementations may
knowingly embrace this dynamic, any Regenerative Currency that is meant to maintain a consistent
relationship with real value must address the possible issue of representing this value in a
duplicated way.

Supply duplication between multiple Regenerative Currency Systems may be approached differently
by different implementations, with tradeoffs associated with different strategies. One possible
approach is to prevent a supply target from increasing to represent individuals who are already
participants in another Regenerative Currency System. Each person would then only be able to be a
full participant within one Regenerative Currency System at a time.

Exchanges could still be made with any currency by any individual, but the multiple systems’ supply
targets would not represent a duplication of any given person’s share of global value. This preserves
the integrity of each system’s supply as a trustworthy measurement of life-sustaining value and
shared conditions.

Preventing supply duplication would have the tradeoff of limiting the public from having as many
options for receiving comparable support from multiple Regenerative Currency Systems at any
given time. A participant in one system could not reasonably receive similar support through
another because the supply that represents the value of sustaining their life would be duplicated.
Prospective participants would, therefore, have to choose the specific Regenerative Currency
Systems they trust, and they would be investing the value associated with sustaining their life into
the implementations of their choice.
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I have already suggested that it should be essential for a person to have access to the support that a
Regenerative Currency System provides in order to be counted as a participant within that system’s
targeted supply, and this may provide a natural way to discourage supply duplication. Providing
basic services and goods to people whose needs are already filled will innately be less lucrative than
serving those without existing access, which means that separate Regenerative Currency Systems
would be less motivated to count the same people as participants than they would be to serve
populations without existing access. This would not necessarily prevent supply duplication, but it
could help to make it less appealing to implementers.

Currency-generating activities are also a possible point for assessing whether individuals have
existing access through any other Regenerative Currency System. I believe it would be possible for
Regenerative Currency Systems wishing to prevent supply duplication to collaborate with each
other in utilizing shared systems of identification, allowing participants to confirm their identities
and choose to be formally affiliated with a specific system.

I believe it could even be possible for this to take place through a third-party process that is shared
between multiple systems. Such a process might initially verify an individual’s identity, keeping
their personal information secure and undisclosed, then it could generate a unique identifier to
serve as a key. This key could then be provided to the participant while being stored alongside a
record of which Regenerative Currency System they have chosen. A record of keys and their
corresponding affiliations could be visible to all Regenerative Currency Systems without necessarily
disclosing any other private information. This may also be augmented by additional tools for
verifying an individual’s identity, such as by using two-step verification or additional photo
identification instead of just providing a single numeric key that might be shared, lost, or stolen.

While this process would require some level of identifying information to be stored, this storage
could be limited entirely to the shared process of generating an appropriate mechanism of identity
verification, such as this key. This kind of shared identity-verification process could be mediated by
a completely independent third party, and individuals could feasibly have the right for their
information to be deleted at any point if they choose to discontinue their participation. This
approach would not require private information to ever become public through any data-backing
process or even for it to become visible to any Regenerative Currency System.

With this kind of approach in place, a participant could simply show their key – or any other
mechanism of identification that is being used – in order to receive currency-generating support
from their preferred Regenerative Currency System. This information could then be used to confirm
the participant’s affiliation with the system, verifying that it is appropriate to serve them and to
represent their share of global value within the system’s overall supply.

This approach would require formalized collaboration between Regenerative Currency Systems and
might involve security risks associated with there being a centralized process that stores identifying
information. Any such process could also pose the risk of preventing access itself if it is logistically
difficult for prospective participants to qualify or to confirm their identities. This would be a
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particularly important risk to avoid while serving populations that are geographically decentralized,
that have been displaced, or that have no official identification. However, if shared identity
verification and information storage is done ethically, accessibly, and securely, such an approach
could potentially serve to fulfill many or all of the other requirements for identity verification within
Regenerative Currency Systems, and this may in fact help to reduce levels of risk overall.

Some Regenerative Currency Systems may allow partial participation, enabling participants to
receive different forms of support from different implementations. This might allow the same
individual to receive their food through one Regenerative Currency System while receiving basic
shelter through another, for instance. I believe it would be possible for this to take place without
duplicating any representation of real value. This would require each form of support to only be
accessible from one system at any given time, and only a corresponding portion of each system’s
per-participant supply target would be introduced. The size of these partial supply increases would
reflect the presence of access to a corresponding portion of each system’s currency-generating
activities. This could prevent supply duplication without restricting a participant entirely to a single
Regenerative Currency System’s forms of basic support. While this approach might innately be more
complex, it could allow Regenerative Currency Systems to serve the participants of other systems in
limited ways, particularly when each system is providing separate forms of support and value.

While preventing supply duplication through any mechanism, currency-generating providers would
need to generate only one kind of Regenerative Currency in any given exchange in order to preserve
the meaningfulness of the assets, and they could not accept any additional payment as part of a
currency-generating exchange. This preserves the assets’ ability to act as actual measurements of
real value. Some implementations may make it possible for participants to voluntarily pay for basic
goods and services by subtracting these payments from the amount of assets that would otherwise
be generated. The number of assets received by a provider would be the same, preserving the
Regenerative Currency’s standard units, but this kind of exchange would produce less decay. In the
case that all of the assets are paid that would have been generated, the exchange would become an
ordinary elective purchase without any new assets entering circulation.

Basic providers could conceivably have the freedom to serve multiple Regenerative Currency
Systems alternately as long as each currency-generating exchange issues only a single system’s
Regenerative Currency. The assets being generated would presumably be associated with the same
systems as the participants being served. Confirming a participant’s affiliation through a shared
identity-verification process could innately make this kind of process possible.

Providers would be most rewarded when they become affiliated with the Regenerative Currency
Systems with the greatest public acceptance. Public acceptance could therefore provide a powerful,
decentralized mechanism for individuals and industries to choose their preferred Regenerative
Currency Systems, making it most reasonable for providers to choose to generate specific assets
over others. Professionals and businesses could invest their trust in the systems of their choice
through using and accepting the associated currencies. Becoming a participant of a Regenerative
Currency System increases that system’s supply target, so even individuals with no existing wealth
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can invest their trust in a way that would be centrally important to their chosen system’s viability
and success. The supply increases associated with participation and currency generation could
therefore go towards the Regenerative Currency Systems that are most trusted and accepted.

All of the suggestions up to this point have oriented towards preserving the ability for Regenerative
Currencies to measure standardized amounts of real value. This allows them to preserve
measurable and consistent relationships with their backing and with currency-generating work, but
some implementations may choose other strategies. As an alternative approach, it may be possible
for some implementations to knowingly accept the inflation stemming from duplicate supplies.
Regenerative Currency Systems that accept this dynamic could even allow basic access providers to
generate multiple Regenerative Currencies within the same exchanges, essentially becoming part of
a single, diversified economic approach that combines the supplies of all such systems as a way to
represent the same value. These implementations would be accepting the inflation of their
currencies as the consequence of intentionally representing the same real value with a diversified
profile of multiple system’s assets at the same time. The strength of each specific implementation’s
assets could fluctuate widely, but the overall function of a compound system like this could be
similar in many ways to a discrete, standalone Regenerative Currency System.

Benefits of combining supplies like this would include the rapid adaptability and resilience that can
come from having a diverse set of approaches and financial assets. A change in a single asset’s
acceptance and usable strength could be less consequential for participants and providers who
utilize many at the same time. New technologies and improved approaches could be embraced
readily, and over time, the profile of Regenerative Currencies that operate together in this way could
freely adjust to reflect the preferences of users. Any failures of the platforms and forms of
governance behind these Regenerative Currency Systems could also be less consequential because
they would each simply be a part of a larger ecosystem. Stakeholders would be less likely to be
dependent upon any single technology or approach, and individuals could be free to participate in
an adaptive and diverse set of multiple Regenerative Currency Systems at the same time.

Such an approach has many tradeoffs, particularly when it comes to comprehension and usability.
This is largely because this strategy makes it more likely for any associated Regenerative Currencies
to fluctuate widely in usable strength, often requiring that multiple streams of different assets must
be spent and earned at the same time to represent specific amounts of tradeable value.

Such currencies could no longer be used to measure real amounts of value; while changes in
conditions could still correlate with changes in their supplies and lifespans, these changes would
not be linked in the same way to any real-world standard of measurement. All forms of backing
value would essentially be split between multiple systems’ assets at once.

This approach would also be more highly demanding in terms of computation and processing
power, and it would have a much steeper learning curve for stakeholders. This is because multiple
platforms and separate technologies would need to be used in parallel. Additional services and
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software would presumably become beneficial, even necessary, as ways to provide stakeholders
with the ability to interface with multiple currencies and platforms at once.

Regenerative Currency Systems using this approach could count an individual as a participant even
when they are already being served by another system that is using the same strategy. In many
cases, however, it might be difficult to prevent these Regenerative Currency Systems from
attempting to count even the participants of duplication-preventing systems. Therefore, it may
become necessary in the long term for there to be overarching regulations or ethical standards to
prevent unilateral supply duplication.

Such regulations would presumably require that Regenerative Currency Systems of any kind could
not serve individuals who are already associated with a duplication-preventing system, while still
allowing supply duplication to take place between consenting systems. This might effectively
mandate processes for confirming a participant’s identity through shared approaches like the
key-generating system described above, even if it is simply to respect other Regenerative Currency
Systems. A participant could be verifiably affiliated with either a duplication-preventing system or a
single overarching category for all systems that are combining supplies, allowing these approaches
to coexist with each other. This could make it possible to allow multiple systems to accountably
serve individuals who are confirmed through a trustworthy identity-verification process as being
participants of the supply-combining approach.

I believe it would be beneficial for prospective providers to be scrutinous about the conduct of any
Regenerative Currency System they hope to work within, making sure they are receiving practical,
ethical, and trustworthy payment for their work. If a Regenerative Currency System prevents
duplicate assets within its own supply, it will be capable of having a more consistent and reliable
strength and could potentially function as a standalone approach. The assets would essentially be
measurements of real value and could be conceptualized intuitively. On the other hand, a system
that allows duplicate supplies is essentially merging with all others that use the same approach. The
value of such a currency is only a small portion of a larger total, and all of the multiple currencies
together measure the same amount of backing value as just one currency’s supply in a system that
prevents duplication. Combining these supplies, nevertheless, makes it possible for multiple
Regenerative Currency Systems to operate as the same entity without requiring any deliberate
mechanism of collaboration.

Both approaches have tradeoffs, and both will presumably be most desirable to different people.
Comprehending and carefully assessing the benefits and challenges involved will make it possible
for the public to accept, spend, and generate the Regenerative Currencies that correspond with the
approaches they most prefer.
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Privacy and Data Collection

It could be a meaningful challenge within Regenerative Currency Systems to balance privacy and
security with the importance of having a responsive body of information to drive the data-backing
process. People have grown accustomed to providing their personal information in exchange for
access to many services, including their location, biometrics, contact information, browsing data,
and access to their devices, cameras, and microphones. I believe this pattern is changing, however,
because people are becoming aware of the dangers and realities of the misuse of this personal
information. I would like for Regenerative Currency Systems, as approaches intended to cultivate
the public good, to honor the right for participants to have their personal information be protected
from misuse while ideally being stored within their control.

Data will be required to run a Regenerative Currency System, such as internal data on the amounts
of currency introduced into circulation and external data on global levels of access to basic
components of survival security. This information must be managed and collected in ways that
prevent exploitation while still making it possible for the data-backing process to accurately,
transparently, and quickly represent real conditions.

I believe that data on a global scale will need to be detached from personal information completely,
while Regenerative Currency Systems must be capable of briefly and securely using personal
information in contained ways, such as to confirm an individual’s identity. The data-backing process
is innately meant to be transparent, so the information that it collects must be carefully chosen so
that it can be appropriate to visibly represent.

In the data-backing process, I believe it can be sufficient for most person-centered variables to track
levels of access rather than collecting sensitive forms of personal information. For example, this
might look like tracking whether each individual has access to as-needed health care instead of
tracking personal information about their health.

For individuals outside of a Regenerative Currency System, measurements of access to free forms of
basic support could be taken globally within all consenting regions, and these data would
correspond with changes in the size of the average per-participant supply. Within a Regenerative
Currency System itself, access to currency-generating support would be a prerequisite for
individuals to be counted as participants. The relationship between the per-participant supply and
the currency generation process can then be designed so that levels of decay show real levels of
need. This approach will be discussed more fully within the Considerations for Currency Generation
section later in this chapter.

To make this kind of access-centered approach to data backing possible, I believe things like
individual levels of access must be able to be verifiable within a Regenerative Currency System and
any contributing information systems. Especially regarding a system’s own supply-scaling process,
this would need to be coupled with ways of confirming each individual’s identity so the real number
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of participants may be reflected by an appropriate amount of supply. The only data being collected
and represented after each individual’s identity is verified will then show the levels of access that
are present for a verified number of people, and any personal information can remain within each
individual’s private control after being briefly used to confirm their identity.

The verification of an individual’s identity could be important to many other functions of a
Regenerative Currency System as well. For example, payments will need to be able to be smoothly
made in ways that are both accurate in identifying recipients and secure enough to ensure ongoing
trust and privacy. I believe that identity verification methods, while necessary, must produce a
barrier between a person’s private information and all public aspects of these systems. Many
existing platforms successfully solve this challenge, and I believe that Regenerative Currency
Systems must also protect all identifying information while preventing it from being stored in
insecure or unethical ways.

Using the same methods as I have already described for preventing supply duplication, multiple
Regenerative Currency Systems could potentially collaborate with each other in using shared
identity-verification methods. I introduced this as a possible way to prevent multiple systems from
generating assets that represent the same backing value in a duplicated way, but it could potentially
also meet the many other requirements for identity verification within Regenerative Currency
Systems. A secure, shared identity-verification approach could shield and protect sensitive
information while still allowing Regenerative Currency Systems to confirm the identities and
affiliations of individuals. These shared approaches could be important, and even necessary in some
cases, but they would be extremely important to scrutinize for security risks and single points of
failure.

I suggest that personal data must be protected by the structure and nature of any technologies
being used, and different underlying technologies could present unique challenges and advantages
associated with this task. Many approaches to identity verification would require sensitive
information to be stored outside of the immediate control of individuals, and I believe the risks
involved in this must be scrutinously considered both by implementers and by prospective
participants considering the merits of any specific Regenerative Currency System. Whatever
long-term solutions emerge to make secure approaches relevant for each implementation’s
underlying technologies, I believe the protection of personal information is an essential point to
consider with care.

Public acceptance could serve to be one of the most powerful pressures towards maintaining ethical
standards within Regenerative Currency Systems. The implementations that are most preferred by
communities will presumably be the ones that protect their privacy and security. Beyond the
protections offered by public choice, another possible regulating force for preserving the integrity of
Regenerative Currency Systems could be for third parties to launch data-backed investment assets
of their own that track the ethics of data collection and storage worldwide. If successful, this could
allow the global population to actually invest in better security and ethics for all forms of
information systems. This could cultivate global transparency and create decentralized market
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pressures towards maintaining safety, privacy, and other established standards within all
technologies, industries, and economic approaches, as well as within all Regenerative Currency
Systems.

Equitability

The Regenerative Currency System model is ultimately intended to facilitate the lasting elimination
of poverty while making it profitable to serve disenfranchised groups. Because serving these
populations is such a central cornerstone of this model, I argue that specific care and attention must
be paid to the just and equitable empowerment of marginalized groups so that they may take part
within all of the decision-making that surrounds Regenerative Currency Systems. I also believe that
this model must address urgent and outstanding levels of need before serving less pressing goals,
and I argue that basic support must be provided to the full extent that it is actually required.

It is particularly important to me to advocate that those experiencing poverty have a central voice
within the process of developing and structuring Regenerative Currency Systems. The real needs
and perspectives of the world’s communities must be able to be identified and met without a
Regenerative Currency System’s goals being based primarily upon the preferences of stakeholders
with existing power. I believe it is ethically important for this model to provide marginalized
communities with opportunities to self-define their own intentions, priorities, and models of
leadership.

I believe this priority can be passively reinforced by the structure of how Regenerative Currency
Systems scale. The number of participants within a Regenerative Currency System is reflected by
the size of the system’s total supply target, increasing the wealth of communities as larger numbers
of people gain access to basic support. There is meant to be no financial barrier for individuals to
become participants within any Regenerative Currency System, which means marginalized groups
have the power to choose to become participants within their most preferred implementations of
this model.

The most successful implementations will presumably be the ones that serve the most participants,
and this makes it so that communities facing poverty are among the deciding stakeholders who
choose which Regenerative Currency Systems are most financially viable. If many participants
switch to other more preferable implementations, it will cause a Regenerative Currency’s total
supply to drop significantly. This kind of drop in the targeted supply would come at a cost to all
stakeholders. I believe that this could naturally predispose Regenerative Currency Systems towards
having diverse, representative, and equitable models of leadership that deeply honor the
perspectives of marginalized communities. It would be financially pivotal for even the wealthiest
stakeholders in these systems to listen to the needs and perspectives of communities facing poverty.
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Within this model as I describe it, the currency-generation process will also be responsive to the
preferences of communities in need. In the same way that buying pressure impacts existing
markets, participant choices impact currency-generating activities. Each participant will be free to
access basic support through their most preferred providers within these systems, and I believe that
this will make currency-generating work most lucrative when it authentically serves the priorities
of marginalized communities.

These pressures could make it beneficial, even essential, for the needs and priorities of previously
underserved groups to be highlighted by any successful Regenerative Currency System. I believe
that every stakeholder will be most secure within such an approach when entire communities
authentically feel represented, respected, and prioritized within these systems, as this preserves a
broad base of participants and a resilient level of public trust.

To mediate a transition away from existing forms of systemic inequity, I believe that it will be
essential for Regenerative Currency Systems to allocate new assets effectively towards support for
the most highly impacted communities and ecosystems. This would be critically important in order
to establish a broad baseline of social and ecological well-being, though it might initially require
disproportionate amounts of funding and effort to go towards resolving existing patterns of
exploitation. In existing systems, financial profits have been maximized by consuming real forms of
value, by producing added costs for future generations, and by exploiting and ignoring communities
in need. Regenerative Currency Systems assign a financial value to basic access and systemic
well-being in a way that is meant to counteract these patterns, but doing so would nevertheless
involve a significant amount of effort and funding because of the real costs of the negative impacts
that have already been made. Especially while a Regenerative Currency System is first scaling, this
means that as-needed currency generation will have to take place at higher average levels per
participant than it will after existing patterns of inequity are resolved.

I argue that Regenerative Currency Systems should provide support for the most highly impacted
communities and ecosystems first during early phases of their implementation. Regenerative
Currencies will already remain at their maximum decay rate while their data-backing processes are
first scaling, and young Regenerative Currency Systems could use this period as an opportunity to
adaptively resolve existing social and ecological crises. The maximum rate of decay could be highly
beneficial during this process; it prevents stakeholders from having to bear any additional decay
that might otherwise be associated with addressing disproportionate patterns of need. Instead of
causing high levels of currency generation to come as an added source of decay by serving
marginalized groups only after an implementation scales, Regenerative Currency Systems could
serve these populations first to allow adaptive amounts of equitable work to be normalized for as
long as disproportionate support is actually needed.

By addressing severe inequity during the early phases of scaling, the process of building public
acceptance for Regenerative Currencies could innately empower all of the work that is necessary to
counteract preexisting patterns of exploitation and marginalization. As public acceptance of these
assets increases for the first time, as-needed support could be extended first to communities facing
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severe poverty and marginalization. Greater amounts of public acceptance would allow greater
amounts of essential work to be available where it is most needed, then access could eventually be
provided more broadly until entire populations have access to basic support. A Regenerative
Currency would maintain at least its minimum lifespan even while resolving extreme patterns of
inequity. Rates of decay could then become lower and currency strength could become greater as
the need for ongoing currency generation is reduced relative to the average participant. This
approach would not only make the most sense financially, it would also allow support to be
provided first in the places where it is most urgently needed.

Regenerative Currency Systems intend to make it so that the most profitable financial strategy for
entire communities of stakeholders is to ensure that essential work is provided wherever it is
needed, as much as it is needed. Acceptance of this system would reflect a shared agreement that it
is valuable to serve any and all of the outstanding needs that must be met in order for all people to
have at least a secure baseline of access to well-being.
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Considerations for Early Implementations

This section discusses the process of launching the first Regenerative Currency Systems. It will be
important for any implementations of this model to prepare proactively for the earliest stages of
adoption, development, and scaling. Early implementations will need to be carefully designed to
facilitate a transition from our existing economic patterns towards a state of long-term
sustainability and well-being. I hope Regenerative Currency Systems can provide a mechanism for
public choice to guide decentralized movements towards the elimination of poverty and the
continuation of life on Earth without destabilizing existing systems.

Implementers will need to carefully consider this model’s potential impacts upon existing
economies. I hope that Regenerative Currency Systems can be mutually beneficial for both
participants and non-participants, and I intend for them to be implemented in ways that benefit the
economic health of external communities. I believe that successful Regenerative Currency Systems
could increase the desirability of permanent currencies as long-term stores of value while
simultaneously reducing many existing costs that are associated with entropy. Regenerative
Currency Systems could be designed to motivate and fund a net-positive level of productivity,
increasing or stabilizing the long-term strength of any widely used media of exchange. These
systems could also reduce the requirement for established economic approaches to pay for
equivalent amounts of social welfare through taxation. The Regenerative Currency System model
may even be utilized by governments as a way of actively transitioning existing public funding
approaches towards updated platforms.

Regenerative Currency Systems and Existing Economies

The relationships between Regenerative Currency Systems and existing economic models will be
crucial to consider and cultivate. I authentically believe that these systems can be designed and
implemented in ways that produce long-term benefits for stakeholders in conventional systems
while simultaneously making systems of exchange overall more capable of operating in a world
where entropy can otherwise produce ongoing costs. Regenerative Currencies are designed to serve
as media of exchange, and the introduction of any medium of exchange will need to be done with a
massive amount of care. In particular, public funding strategies will need to be taken into account so
that essential systems can remain stable along with the introduction of any new platforms, and the
holders of conventional currencies will need to be able to trust that these novel systems will not
cause them to lose their financial security.

Economies will constantly be changing, whether or not Regenerative Currency Systems are a part of
that change, but I believe that novel systems like this could allow the global population to more
actively direct what that change looks like. Existing commerce acts as a sort of “carrot on a stick”,
motivating specific actions as being most profitable while others are disincentivized through high
costs. Regenerative Currency Systems still act in this way, but they allow this process to be guided
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by the people; these systems make it possible for communities to choose which priorities and goals
should align with the greatest economic success. I am presenting Regenerative Currencies largely as
alternative assets because this allows the decentralized nature of public choice to govern any
progress towards new models.

Regenerative Currency Systems could make it possible for communities to produce economic
pressures towards consciously chosen priorities in ways that would be very costly within existing
models. The goal is not to replace existing systems outright, but to add a beneficial component into
the global economic landscape that can allow the world’s economies to naturally approach a
positive state of homeostasis – a self-regulating balance – where the best possible success of
economies is aligned with sustaining a resilient social and ecological landscape.

If the public freely chooses to conduct large amounts of day-to-day commerce using Regenerative
Currencies, then it will be important for many stakeholders in current systems to look at how they
can engage with these novel platforms and approaches. I believe that public funding is a particularly
important example of this. Within existing systems, taxation is a key source of funds towards public
programs, so governments may feel compelled to tax Regenerative Currencies as they gain any
amount of prevalence.

I believe that this must be done quite carefully in any region that wishes to be hospitable to the
development of Regenerative Currency Systems. This model will innately be targeted towards
serving basic goals in a way that should allow existing public costs to become lower, so it may be
possible for many existing taxes to even be replaced by the ongoing process of currency decay. Some
essential targets for public funding might not be filled by these systems by default, however, so
careful forms of taxation may be critical in order to prevent the destabilization of essential public
systems.

I argue that any taxes on income that is gained in a Regenerative Currency must be payable using
these assets themselves. This may perhaps be accomplished most smoothly through transaction
fees like the ones I have already described since any annual or quarterly strategy will be less
relevant when applied to assets that decay over time. Income that is gained in a conventional
currency by selling a Regenerative Currency could still be taxed using conventional, permanent
assets, but any taxation on Regenerative Currency income itself must not require an individual to
hold permanent assets, or else it could prohibit poverty-relieving and prioritized work from being
sustainably funded by these systems. Along with taxes on income, the same dynamics could apply
concerning public funding that currently draws from sources like property taxes and utility costs; in
order for existing governments to facilitate the sustainability of this approach, any essential
components of public funding must be able to be directly paid using Regenerative Currency assets
themselves.

I believe that many governments could either create competitive Regenerative Currency Systems
themselves or collaborate with successful implementations so that public funding strategies can
sustainably draw from currency decay and transaction fees rather than requiring multiple layers of
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public costs that have to be paid through separate mechanisms. If this is done appropriately, I
believe that remaining markets using permanent currencies could see a lowering of taxes while
funding would nevertheless still be available for essential public services and infrastructure.

Any public reluctance to use these systems would preserve existing models of public funding, and
any widespread movement towards the utilization of Regenerative Currencies could allow a larger
portion of essential activities to be directly paid for using these novel strategies. Regenerative
Currency Systems could be used as supplementary interventions alongside existing approaches, or
they may be intended to ultimately fill all requirements for public funding. A Regenerative Currency
System will only sustain itself as a stand-alone model if its community produces enough to support
itself while also filling the many vital roles of existing public funding strategies.

I believe that adding this model alongside existing economic approaches could provide an overall
benefit even if communities of stakeholders aren’t self-sustaining. Even a couple meals per week or
an occasional therapy session would still be a valuable contribution to the lives of participants, and
occasional exchanges for small jobs and handmade products could be conducted using a
Regenerative Currency as a way to make these currency-generating activities meaningful. Existing
economies could benefit from having this kind of community-driven infrastructure for added basic
resource allocation. They could also realize benefits from increases in public health, survival
security, data infrastructure, and overall well-being, regardless of whether the participating
community had achieved a high level of self-sufficiency. Especially at its early stages, a Regenerative
Currency System would most likely serve as just a small portion of each participant’s life, but these
approaches could nevertheless build over time towards providing increasing levels of basic access
to well-being.

A Regenerative Currency System would function similarly to a single household in terms of its
impacts on external economic systems. Any relationship stakeholders have with existing economies
would still honor existing patterns of taxation and exchange, and any external consumption would
still need to be paid for. Such a community would be capable of building greater internal
productivity and self-sufficiency over time, but all consumption from outside of the Regenerative
Currency System would still come at a cost in existing currencies.

Whether implemented by a decentralized group, a government, or by a small community, a
Regenerative Currency System will ideally represent an additive value towards the success and
quality of life of the whole global community. Participants could still make conventional purchases
and sales as well as hold careers in traditional economic settings as they choose, with added
support towards their survival security becoming increasingly abundant. As they scale,
Regenerative Currency Systems could continuously become more self-sufficient at the same time as
they provide ongoing sources of essential public funding.
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Shifting Roles for Permanent Currencies

If lifespan-based currencies become more common, I don’t necessarily believe that permanent
currencies will be replaced, but rather that their roles will shift. A permanent currency could be a
meaningful store of long-term value in any economy that uses lifespan-based currencies as media of
exchange.

It would make sense for Regenerative Currencies to be used first for many purchases and common
expenditures because, unlike permanent currencies, they will decay if left unused. This could
naturally cause permanent currencies to become stores of value themselves or to be used primarily
as currencies for trading other permanent assets, something which they can do without losing their
backing. Especially if the number of available permanent assets stays the same or drops in the long
term, demand over time could cause them to appreciate in value, making them into highly desirable
investment assets.

While permanent currencies might largely shift towards becoming stores of value rather than media
of exchange, I believe that holders of this existing value wouldn’t need to worry about losing the
wealth they have already earned if Regenerative Currency Systems gain momentum. They may even
find that the permanent currencies they hold become increasingly valuable, especially when
compared with their current trajectory of long-term inflation.

The usable strength of a Regenerative Currency is meant to be contained within a range that makes
basic work meaningful to provide. In this model, prioritized work generates new assets at fixed
rates. If inflation occurs, basic providers would have less motivation to provide their work for these
fixed rates of payment. This could reduce levels of access, causing the supply target to drop until a
reasonable strength is present again. If deflation occurs, basic work would be more motivating,
enabling more access to be provided. These increases in access could raise the targeted supply until
a Regenerative Currency’s tradeable strength again matches the value of basic work.

This is intended as a way to provide a relatively consistent barrier against inflation for as long as the
public sees a Regenerative Currency System as a viable and meaningful mechanism for maintaining
shared well-being. When public acceptance is greater and more purchases can be made using a
Regenerative Currency, more assets can be in circulation at a strength that continues to justify basic
work, and this makes it possible to serve larger populations. Increases in the strength of these
assets after entire populations are secure would serve to make currency-generating work even
more rewarding, allowing communities to become more secure while they are thriving
economically. This mechanism focuses on the relationship between real purchases and the units of a
Regenerative Currency, but it doesn’t necessarily govern the relationship between Regenerative
Currencies and conventional media of exchange.

If a Regenerative Currency System has a healthy base of commerce alongside a similar amount of
conventional commerce, it seems reasonable to me to expect Regenerative Currencies to exchange
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into permanent currencies just below the exchange rate that would enable comparable purchases to
be made. Selling a Regenerative Currency would then come at a slight loss, and some taxes may
need to be paid on this conventional income, but the permanence of long-lasting stores of value
would eventually make this a financially wise decision compared to holding a Regenerative
Currency as it slowly decays. Purchasing Regenerative Currencies while paying with a permanent
currency, in turn, would allow any amount of wealth to go further towards short-term purchases.
This kind of exchange would only make sense when a person wishes to make a near-term purchase,
however.

A shortage of commerce that accepts Regenerative Currencies would cause permanent assets to
become stronger in comparison, while any amount of acceptance of Regenerative Currencies for
exchanges would make them more practical to purchase with permanent currencies. Any inflation
or deflation of permanent currencies would change their strength in this pairing, but this would not
necessarily change the strength of Regenerative Currencies for applied purchases.

If Regenerative Currencies become the primary media of exchange for many purchases, this
relationship might change. Instead of being comparable mechanisms for making purchases,
lifespan-based currencies and permanent currencies may settle into entirely separate roles.
Permanent currencies might then serve mainly as stores of value with prices that fluctuate based
upon supply and demand. Permanent currencies may actually become stronger in this pairing over
time; any Regenerative Currency’s supply will increase with population growth, while conventional
currencies could retain a fixed or diminishing supply, becoming mostly deflationary. This deflation
relative to Regenerative Currencies might be balanced by the introduction of competing stores of
value like new cryptocurrencies, however, so I speculate that conventional currencies may
ultimately be most likely to become one of many meaningful stores of value in a diversifying
economic landscape.

Economic Transitions Associated With Poverty Relief

Some patterns within existing economies will shift with any broad introduction of poverty-relieving
support. In particular, the introduction of accessible sources of survival-level value could effectively
lower prices within the corresponding markets. Even though this would make all currencies
stronger towards making these purchases, this could appear as if it is an economic downturn. This
is simply because prices become lower when competition for goods and services occurs less
intensely, such as when many accessible sources of life-sustaining value are present.

This lowering of prices within survival-level markets will presumably occur in any case that poverty
is relieved, whether it is through Regenerative Currency Systems, conventional forms of social
welfare, accessible commercial products and services, or charitable efforts. I believe that it will be
crucial, in the long term, to let these lower costs become a measure of real societal wealth, at least to
the extent that they make a baseline of well-being universally accessible. This will innately be less
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lucrative for sellers within the survival-level markets that currently profit off of scarcity. In existing
systems, sellers can thrive most when there is competition for basic access to survival, and I believe
it is essential that this changes.

I believe that Regenerative Currency Systems can help to safely mediate a transition towards models
of economic health that cultivate the presence of widespread survival security. Payments to basic
providers reflect how many participants they serve, allowing it to be financially motivating to fill the
needs of entire populations regardless of any participant’s ability to pay. The strength of a
Regenerative Currency will become greater when more tradeable value is available to be purchased,
making the fixed rates of payment for basic providers most lucrative when material wealth is
abundant within larger communities.

Instead of optimizing towards high prices in a way that makes shortages profitable, these fixed rates
of currency generation would make abundance, accessibility, and productivity the most profitable
state for basic providers to cultivate. Whether existing systems choose to modify market patterns to
eliminate poverty or not, providers within a Regenerative Currency System can be rewarded
financially for doing so and can begin to provide essential components of life-sustaining value both
accessibly and profitably. This could be highly appealing to many potential stakeholders even within
the early stages of a Regenerative Currency System’s scaling and adoption.

If many providers begin to offer portions of their work for newly-generated Regenerative Currency
assets, it might cause there to be a reduced number of conventional sales taking place. Buyers who
are still interested in utilizing existing systems could continue to motivate these conventional sales.
This concentration of buying pressure could potentially balance the lowering of prices that might
otherwise stem from the increased abundance of basic support, allowing sales in conventional
currencies to maintain reasonable prices. This would presumably preserve existing price patterns
whenever the remaining percentage of conventional sales matches the same percentage of
remaining buyers. I believe that this could naturally cause any transition towards Regenerative
Currency Systems to reflect public choices without destabilizing prices within communities that
wish to preserve existing models.

If the accessibility of basic goods and services becomes great enough that it does begin to lower
prices in existing markets, then ideally any losses of income for sellers can be accompanied by a
reduction in survival-level expenses. Conventional providers should see a lowering of their cost of
living as this occurs, allowing them to retain wealth that they no longer have to spend on things like
food, medical care, or other essential components of survival. In many cases, I actually expect that
the elimination of these costs could surpass losses of income, as any long-lasting wealth that
conventional sellers retain would have otherwise been spent towards repeated, mandatory
expenses. Conventional sellers can increasingly keep and utilize the income they gain towards
meaningful purchases when they have this lower cost of living.

I believe these dynamics could enable conventional commerce to retain its stability as Regenerative
Currency Systems scale. At the same time, Regenerative Currency Systems would make it so that
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income can still be gained within currency-generating exchanges even as the basic cost of survival
reaches zero for entire communities. An established standard of universal basic access would be
free for participants, and elective purchases beyond this standard could benefit and motivate
commerce. When more elective purchases can be made using a Regenerative Currency itself, it
becomes more meaningful for providers to generate the assets through essential work, reinforcing
the community’s survival security when commerce is thriving. As this commercial activity takes
place, the lifespan of a Regenerative Currency would provide a direct link between the financial
wealth of stakeholders and levels of community well-being. This potentially eases an economy away
from an inversely scaling market and gradually moves towards a direct economic correlation with
real conditions.

It is evident that many beneficial economic pressures can be mediated through public buying
pressure, as it provides a kind of decentralized governance of what progress and desirability look
like within products and services. For this reason, I expect that supply and demand will still be a
beneficial economic mechanism for Regenerative Currency Systems to actively embrace alongside
options for free access to survival. These forces would nevertheless need to be understood in a
novel way, acknowledging that any increase in the price of equivalent essential purchases
represents a shortage of value rather than an increase in economic health. Improvements in the
quality of electively-purchased products and services could be appropriate to represent with higher
prices, and the scarcity of some non-essential forms of value may be appropriate to represent with
higher prices as well, but price increases should be avoided wherever equivalent essential
purchases are concerned.

Regarding many basic priorities, this barrier to inflation is anchored within the act of maintaining
fixed rates of currency generation, but currency-generating activities might not directly produce
every essential form of value. For instance, there may be variable prices within essential supply
chains that enable the work of many basic providers. If higher prices are viewed as beneficial within
these supply chains, then fixed rates of currency generation would not enable basic providers to
remain competitive as buyers, ultimately leading them to fail at providing equivalent support to
participants. The target for a Regenerative Currency’s supply would then drop alongside a loss of
access to essential support. Entire communities would need to understand that higher prices in any
essential market could lead to losses of access, losses of life, and a loss of financial wealth for all
stakeholders. Higher prices for equivalent purchases would represent shortages of real value, and
any shortages of life-sustaining value would cause vulnerable populations to lose their survival
security.

It would be critical for stakeholders to prevent shortages within essential markets. Average costs for
currency-generating providers would be included within their fixed rates of payment, allowing a
portion of the assets they generate to go towards their operating costs. Increases in these costs
would ultimately lead to higher rates of decay either because participants lose access to basic
support or because additional currency generation must go towards resolving the shortages
involved. Either way, this would come at a cost to stakeholders.
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Market health in a Regenerative Currency System should be conceptualized in a way that
acknowledges the presence of basic value as being the prerequisite to any system of free commerce.
In effect, every essential and life-sustaining market should be predisposed towards being a buyer’s
market within this model; every stakeholder in a Regenerative Currency System can have greater
wealth longevity when prices are lower in these markets, and any increase in these prices comes at
a cost to all stakeholders.

While it would be financially beneficial for stakeholders to preserve stable or lowering prices in all
of the most essential markets and supply chains, market freedom could still be present in
Regenerative Currency Systems overall. This model is not intended to restrict the freedoms of
sellers or markets, it simply makes it possible for the most profitable financial strategies to
passively preserve a secure baseline of systemic well-being. I believe that guaranteeing this baseline
of well-being would actually allow entire populations to participate more effectively within free
markets. When the fundamental cost of survival is reduced to zero, everybody can be more
empowered to make meaningful purchases, invest in longer-term stores of value, and pursue higher
degrees of personal success.

I have mentioned that I believe the minimum level of wealth required to participate within a system
of commerce is the level of being able to pay enough for providers to be above the poverty line
themselves. This means that lowering the poverty line can include more of a population within the
force of demand. This demand could drive markets in a direction that is responsive to the buying
pressure from larger segments of the world population rather than just small subsets of eligible
buyers. In fact, I believe that increased buying pressure from populations that previously lacked
access could drive conventional forms of market growth without denying any populations of their
right to live.

Currency-generating services can be entirely responsive to participant preferences because there is
no financial barrier involved in access. Even outside of currency-generating activities, many
professionals could conceivably offer their work at less inflated prices when they are resiliently
secure. The motivation to make more lucrative sales will still exist, but high prices will no longer be
mandatory as a prerequisite to a provider’s basic survival.

I believe the core issue within current systems is not necessarily with supply and demand itself but
with the tendency for these pressures to prevent a subset of the population from having access to
survival. Eliminating survival-level costs for participants means the poverty line can become lower
and lower until it reaches zero. This allows data-backing pressures and new currency generation to
benefit public well-being at the same time as the entire population becomes capable of participating
within a free market.
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Acceptance in Exchanges

Immediately following launch, public acceptance of a Regenerative Currency would most likely be
far too low to make currency-generating work a viable source of financial security for providers.
Professionals and hobbyists in any market could cultivate the usability of Regenerative Currencies
by simply being willing to accept them in elective purchases. Practical and meaningful uses for
Regenerative Currency assets could motivate basic providers to generate a Regenerative Currency
through offering free support.

The accessibility of free sources of basic well-being would therefore become greater as the usability
of a Regenerative Currency increases. A growing supply of Regenerative Currency assets could be
generated as this takes place, and commerce could begin to consolidate around the providers of
basic access and prioritized value. It seems most likely to me that early Regenerative Currency
Systems would progress in this way, first developing a meaningful acceptance of a Regenerative
Currency for purchases that can then make it worthwhile for providers to welcome these assets as
payment for their goods and services.

Offering basic work within a Regenerative Currency System would have the most meaning for
potential providers if the broader community is prepared to accept Regenerative Currency assets in
exchange for work, materials, and products that these providers would find meaningful and
worthwhile. This would especially include the forms of work that sustain the industries in question.
Medical equipment suppliers, for example, could promote the adoption of this kind of strategy by
being willing to accept Regenerative Currency assets generated by medical providers. I believe the
supply chains behind each currency-generating industry could become rich points of
entrepreneurial growth and opportunity, especially when these entrepreneurs use strategies
themselves that benefit the public good by being sustainable, ethical, and affordable.

Early adopters could drive the usable value of Regenerative Currencies by simply having a
willingness to conduct meaningful trade using these assets. This makes it possible for communities,
organizations, and individuals to invest their trust in the specific Regenerative Currency Systems
that they see as having ethical integrity, beneficial approaches to data backing, and appropriate
currency properties. By being willing to accept a chosen implementation’s Regenerative Currency,
individuals and businesses can make that specific currency more practical and usable. Communities
could then receive an increasing level of free access to support as these chosen implementations
become more financially viable for basic providers.

A Regenerative Currency System could either gain momentum or stagnate based on the willingness
of a community to actually circulate real-world value in a way that makes essential work
meaningful. Whether each implementation succeeds or fails, Regenerative Currency Systems would
not threaten existing economies with the prospect of unbacked circulating assets. Any Regenerative
Currency assets in circulation would strictly represent completed work towards filling basic needs
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and serving essential priorities, and these assets would only have levels of usability that are
proportional to public trust in the corresponding Regenerative Currency Systems.

Utilizing Existing Systems

Early on, it might most effectively cultivate circulation and commerce for Regenerative Currency
Systems to collaborate with established charitable organizations that are already serving shared
priorities. These partnerships with existing organizations could provide scaffolding for the earliest
stages of a Regenerative Currency System’s launch and adoption. A large amount of investment
might otherwise be necessary to secure initial operating locations, to develop workflows, and to
provide enough basic work for there to be an initial supply of a Regenerative Currency.

New assets could initially be generated to pay volunteers at these trusted organizations, making
existing charitable efforts financially rewarding. The public could then begin to recognize
Regenerative Currencies as evidence of having done good for the community, and meaningful
products and labor could begin to be sold in exchange for these assets. As any meaningful commerce
built up around a Regenerative Currency, it would make more sense for basic goods and services to
be offered in exchange for it, attracting a larger base of currency-generating providers.

This methodology would require some level of policy change in places where payment or trade is
prohibited regarding charitable work, but any locations that allow Regenerative Currencies to be
issued into the possession of existing volunteers could see the real benefits of empowering the
corresponding work. This approach both supports public well-being and provides a financial benefit
for those serving charitable causes.

Many existing organizations and programs already provide care, support, services, and goods in
ways that preserve trustworthiness, accessibility, and integrity. Some examples include hospitals,
food banks, and many organizations actively doing ecological conservation work. The data
collection capacities, distribution systems, workflow strategies, and hour-tracking capabilities of
organizations like these could help to streamline the ability for early Regenerative Currencies to be
generated into the possession of individuals who are already serving shared priorities as
volunteers. Many of the issues involved in establishing equitable and effective infrastructure could
be reduced by collaborating with experts and professionals who are already implementing effective
approaches towards the same goals that a Regenerative Currency System intends to achieve. In
return, these organizations would gain the benefits of having a new paid workforce without any
added internal cost.

The currency generation process for a Regenerative Currency System might evolve beyond this
mechanism in the long term, or partnerships with these initial organizations may continue to be
cultivated over time. In either case, an existing body of volunteers and recipients could provide the
initial momentum for a Regenerative Currency System to build a tradeable supply of assets, gain
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visibility, and cultivate public acceptance. This could simultaneously be a powerful engine for
making progress towards publicly prioritized goals in a way that cultivates the common good. The
first assets of a Regenerative Currency would enter the hands of those who are generous enough to
already be offering their time without any reward, and the first exchanges for such assets would
show gratitude for this generosity. While doing good is its own reward, I know more people could
do it more sustainably if it could be done for payment.

Early Structures and Models

Many different systems and structures could theoretically be built around the use of Regenerative
Currencies, and it is exciting to me to visualize the creativity and relevance that can be brought to
the table by communities of implementers. Any localized economic intervention or larger
infrastructural strategy will need to address significant logistical challenges and will have to possess
the ability to approach tasks like accessibly distributing commodities and appropriately allocating
new assets. A significant learning process will also be involved in launching and engaging with the
first Regenerative Currency Systems. I strongly recommend that early implementations target
low-income areas first in order to bridge gaps in accessibility as much as possible.

It seems reasonable to assume that some of the earliest implementations of this model will need to
be capable of operating at a small scale. Small economic interventions would retain most
externalities such as the requirements for technology, infrastructure, specialty care, and materials.
Local models could, nevertheless, be powerful avenues for developing and demonstrating the
efficacy of Regenerative Currency Systems.

A possible model for locally scaled approaches might be to establish centralized locations where
publicly sourced goods and services can be checked for quality and credibility before subsequently
being provided without cost. Basic services and goods could be sourced from a diverse set of
providers in these initial locations, and the first approaches to broader distribution could use these
locations as hubs. Individuals who become participants of the appropriate Regenerative Currency
System could then begin to freely access these components of basic well-being. Providing basic
goods and services to these participants would then generate payments that are proportional to the
number of average daily needs that have been filled. Many different products and services could
subsequently be sold to the providers who have generated new Regenerative Currency assets, and
circulation could begin to take place within the larger community.

Centralized locations like this could potentially serve as marketplaces, gathering spaces, community
farms, food banks, free restaurants, shared kitchens, locations for accessing electricity and internet,
medical service hubs, community housing complexes, artisanal centers, points for accessing water,
and central locations for receiving and providing any and all components of basic well-being.
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Before it is feasible to provide universal basic access to all components of basic well-being, it could
be possible for early implementations to gain momentum while they provide specific forms of
support in places of the greatest public access. Early on, these interventions could specifically target
low-income areas while serving participants with high levels of need, gradually extending basic
services towards entire populations as this becomes possible.

Free access to important components of basic well-being could conceivably be provided at existing
public spaces such as libraries, schools, nonprofit organizations, community centers, government
properties, and even the private homes and businesses of interested stakeholders. Utilizing existing
public spaces could allow essential support to be provided in a way that serves populations in need
earlier and more affordably than could be possible if large amounts of initial construction and
development were required. Utilizing the private spaces of businesses, in its own right, could
promote the visibility and social standing of the organizations involved while letting the public
access basic support in a broader variety of locations.

The earliest Regenerative Currency Systems would most likely be limited by the levels of commerce
and circulation that could take place within smaller communities of stakeholders.
Currency-generating work will only be rewarding for providers when purchases can be made using
Regenerative Currency assets. A lack of opportunities for making meaningful purchases would limit
the financial justification for providing basic work. With that said, even small interventions could
provide important increases in public value while also providing meaningful opportunities for
education and development to take place surrounding Regenerative Currencies. Even if a
Regenerative Currency System’s initial efforts are limited in their scope, an increasing amount and
variety of basic support could be made available over time if the implementation succeeds at
building public awareness and trust.

A significant amount of infrastructure would need to be put in place for most basic components of
well-being to be universally accessible, but I believe that even small Regenerative Currency Systems
could make it financially rewarding to develop increasingly accessible and productive approaches.
Levels of access to basic well-being could already be considered as part of a Regenerative Currency
System’s data-backing process, making increases to that access financially beneficial for
communities as a whole. Basic support would also be financially rewarding to offer regardless of
any participant’s ability to pay. Therefore, providing basic goods and services to communities
without existing access would innately be a reasonable target for public and private investment by
stakeholders within any Regenerative Currency System.

In the long term, many highly developed models could conceivably be innovated as ways to certify
the existence and credibility of basic goods and services as well as to provide participants with
access to support. The scale, location, and social context of each implementation will influence
which approaches will be most effective and appropriate for accomplishing these tasks. I believe
that the creativity and ingenuity of the global community will be able to cultivate extraordinary,
adaptive, and innovative implementations of this model, and I believe that even the earliest
implementations could be capable of changing the lives of those who most need support.
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Considerations for Data Backing

This section expands upon the process of data backing in order to explore how it can be applied
successfully within Regenerative Currency Systems. Choosing the priorities that are being tracked
by any data-backing process will be centrally important, as will choosing beneficial ways to define,
collect, and represent these data. These choices are meant to produce a system that implicitly
cultivates a landscape of beneficial economic pressures.

A Regenerative Currency itself represents shares of the collective well-being of societies and natural
ecosystems in order to cultivate collaboration towards the common good. Many forms of real value
behave differently from each other, so the mechanics of a data-backing process might need to track
various metrics of value in different ways in order to produce an economic experience for
stakeholders that accurately reflects individual shares of real conditions.

My hope is that the suggestions within this book can provide a strong foundation for innovation and
adaptation, as any data-backing process will need to be designed to be relevant to the specific forms
of value it measures as well as to the platforms and types of information it utilizes. I respect that
many ingenuitive approaches to data backing will likely be possible and that this variation will be
crucial, especially if different implementations utilize radically different underlying technologies.

Varieties of Data-Backing Variables

Different kinds of real value will need to be measured and represented differently in order to reflect
real conditions within the economic experiences of stakeholders. This subsection discusses some
possible ways to represent real measurements within a Regenerative Currency System’s
per-participant supply target.

In order to scale appropriately, it’s important that the data-backing process for a Regenerative
Currency System primarily denominates its measurements of value in a per-participant way. This
allows the total supply to scale with a changing number of participants even while measuring
shared conditions. The per-participant supply target produced by the data-backing process
effectively shows an average individual’s share of systemic value. This target assesses an average
individual’s share of global measurements relative to the value of the currency-generating work that
defines a Regenerative Currency’s standard units.

Some data-backing metrics could measure forms of backing that do not scale in a per-person way in
the real world. These are finite variables. Examples might include measurements like levels of
renewable materials in circulation or a finite amount of protected wild space worldwide. In order to
not overinflate a Regenerative Currency relative to real levels of value, finite global metrics like
these must be divided by the total population in order to reflect the amount that is relevant to each
individual worldwide. These individual shares of global data would then be capable of being
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represented in a per-participant way, targeting the assessed value of the shares that apply to active
participants. Changes in the global population will produce an increase or decrease in the
per-participant share of these particular forms of data because a finite amount of value is being
spread between a different number of people worldwide. In many cases, this variability could be
beneficial for transparently representing the impacts of population size on global well-being.

Some of these finite variables might be capable of increasing the per-participant supply indefinitely
if real amounts of measured value are not innately limited, and this could produce a negative impact
upon the usable strength of a Regenerative Currency. For example, this might take place if a
community chooses to track the value of a renewable material that could continue being produced
indefinitely. Some implementations may limit this by only representing finite forms of value up to a
maximum amount per participant, at which point further increases in the real world no longer
produce increases in the per-participant supply. This prevents indefinite inflation while also limiting
levels of funding that can be sourced from higher levels of supply.

Some other data-backing metrics could be directly linked to forms of value that scale along with
population size, such as by measuring the life-sustaining value that is introduced by filling a
person’s basic needs. These are person-centered variables. The assessed value of sustaining a
person’s life or providing a specific amount of access would not have to change when the world
population changes; if more lives are being sustained alongside equivalent levels of access and
systemic well-being, more value can be recognized as being present worldwide.

Person-centered variables could be the ones that are most relevant while tracking progress towards
providing universal basic access worldwide; the percentage of the world population with free access
to a standard of basic well-being could be shown with the same percentage of an optimal
per-participant supply target, regardless of population size. This principle could apply to many
person-centered measurements.

Many implementations may choose to track some data in a way that is entirely internal, meaning
that conditions are only measured within participating communities and regions. This is an internal
variable, and this style of data backing would have important tradeoffs.

Tracking internal variables could be beneficial in many cases, largely because a Regenerative
Currency System could much more easily establish data systems within its own infrastructure as
opposed to building towards a global approach for tracking real conditions. However, while this
approach could be easier, it also presents a risk of ignoring and promoting the exploitation of
external resources, locations, and populations. This is because global conditions would not
necessarily be measured, so external populations and real forms of value could potentially be
exploited and consumed to produce localized progress. If these internal variables are the primary
ones being measured, the optimal financial strategy would, in fact, be to exploit external forms of
value. Additional ethical boundaries would therefore need to be put in place in any case that
internal variables are used.
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This approach might, nevertheless, be particularly valuable for producing and measuring specific
forms of value that are prioritized by participating groups but not by entire populations. Internal
variables could, for example, be used for tracking and funding goals associated with providing
access to devices that a Regenerative Currency System internally allocates for utilizing its own
platforms. I do not recommend using internal variables to measure any widely prioritized forms of
value, but they could be powerful for tracking and funding a limited subset of goals that are only
prioritized and relevant within specific communities of implementers.

Global variables, on the other hand, are the ones that I believe can be most powerful as a way of
preventing external exploitation. These are variables that are tracked globally, producing a direct
variation in the per-participant supply target. This approach to data backing makes each holder of a
Regenerative Currency into a stakeholder in the corresponding conditions worldwide.

I recommend that the primary global variables within a Regenerative Currency System’s
data-backing process correspond with targets for a baseline of universal basic access as well as
appropriate targets for indefinitely sustaining ecological health. These can be defined as a
community of implementers chooses, and they can include measurements of any variables that the
community sees as essential when it comes to maintaining the long-term well-being of people and
ecosystems. This approach allows stakeholders to benefit financially when they promote basic
access to well-being, the survival of the planet, and the protection of fundamental rights for all
people. It also provides systemic, financial consequences whenever shared and essential forms of
value are being exploited.

The collection of data at a planet-wide scale would make global variables much slower to produce
high levels of supply, but the transparency and accountability provided by these variables could
ultimately make entire financial ecosystems more responsive to real conditions. In the early stages
of implementing the first Regenerative Currencies, a maximum rate of decay would already ensure
that these assets are usable even when global data infrastructure is largely undeveloped. While this
initial stability is present, Regenerative Currency Systems could make it possible and profitable to
work towards the global development of ethical and responsive data systems. In the long term,
these information systems could allow commerce itself to passively cultivate positive conditions
worldwide.

Global variables differ from internal variables based upon where real value is being measured. I
recommend that Regenerative Currency Systems measure each form of real value where that value
is authentically prioritized. When a form of value is only relevant or prioritized within a
participating community, I suggest using internal variables. Conversely, I suggest using global
variables whenever a form of value is widely prioritized or when it is essential to a baseline of
well-being.

Any time global variables are used, I recommend allowing external groups to have the right to
voluntarily opt out from the corresponding measurements. These groups can then be assessed as
being in an optimal state regarding these variables. This preserves the privacy of non-participating
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groups and nullifies any economic pressures that might otherwise be exerted towards serving them
in ways they do not wish to be served.

Finite variables and person-centered variables differ from each other based upon the ways in which
various forms of value scale in the real world. Finite variables measure forms of value that have
concrete quantities, while person-centered variables measure forms of value that scale with
population size. Finite and person-centered variables could both be measured either internally or
globally.

Whether they are being internally or globally tracked, finite variables must be divided by the total
population within all areas where data are being measured in order to produce a per-participant
share of these measurements. This individual share of data is then assessed at a value that is
reflected within the per-participant supply target.

Person-centered variables would produce changes in the per-participant supply target only when
the relevant conditions change relative to an average person within the populations where data are
being collected. For example, if the average person’s level of access to basic support goes down
within the areas that are being monitored, the per-participant supply target should go down as well.

In addition to global, internal, finite, and person-centered variables, many other dynamics and
properties may be created and discovered in the process of implementing Regenerative Currency
Systems. The behaviors of real value, as well as the behaviors of various forms of information, will
need to be taken into careful account if this model is to be successful. Each implementation may
choose to define their data-backing variables differently, may utilize information with different
sources and standards, and may produce assets that orient towards representing these data in
different ways. Ultimately, I hope that implementers can consciously structure their data-backing
processes so that the most financially viable strategies passively align with the preservation of
prioritized forms of value like social and ecological well-being.

Ethics Within Data Backing

A Regenerative Currency System’s data-backing process attempts to define what is valued as
beneficial progress. It is important to preserve careful limitations and boundaries within these
approaches and to conduct all data collection in a high-integrity way. A successful and ethical
approach to data backing within a Regenerative Currency System could produce economic
pressures towards maintaining an optimal state of long-term social and ecological well-being while
limiting itself sufficiently to preserve basic freedoms. The data-backing process within a
Regenerative Currency System represents a collective decision about the common baseline of what
to value, what to work towards, and what to protect.
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The trustworthiness of any body that is responsible for data backing will be of undeniably central
importance. Whether a Regenerative Currency System’s data-backing process is being conducted
through a centralized organization, a government, an intergovernmental program, a decentralized
community, a third party, or any other entity, it will need to be broadly trusted with the pivotal role
of identifying and tracking what is essential to the continuation of life and long-term systemic
sustainability. Variables this process fails to acknowledge will be subject to exploitation for profit,
and it could simultaneously be detrimental to choose or measure variables in ways that are
arbitrary, preference-based, or controversial.

Data collection itself will presumably look different in different implementations of this model.
Some may utilize any and all sources of data that are available to the public, addressing credibility
and ethical standards by valuing better data with a larger amount of supply. Other implementations
may be strict enough that they completely disregard sources of data that do not meet their
standards, perhaps allocating dedicated streams of currency generation towards the development
of more ethical and reliable data collection strategies. Some may partner with other programs and
organizations to create shared standards or to meet third-party accreditations, potentially
improving methods and practices far beyond Regenerative Currency Systems themselves. Each
Regenerative Currency System will need to be capable of tracking data that are relevant to its
priorities and goals, developing internal strategies for measuring progress towards the priorities of
participating communities while collaborating within global approaches for tracking widely shared
priorities.

This model’s data-backing process will also need to strike many important balances. It will need a
fair amount of stability to maintain the long-term trust of stakeholders while preserving social and
ecological well-being over time. At the same time, it will also need to be capable of adapting as times
change. It will need to serve basic, common priorities while also protecting everyone’s ability to
make their own choices. It will need to respect the personal nature of each individual’s information
and nevertheless be capable of collecting and using data in safe, trustworthy, and ethical ways.

I believe that it is important to prevent specific beliefs, political biases, and cultural preferences
from being chosen as prioritized markers of value within a Regenerative Currency System’s
data-backing process. Choosing basic elements of ecological health, systemic sustainability, and a
reasonable standard of access allows more nuanced and preference-based forms of value to be
enabled by this model without being mandated by it. Preserving a baseline of long-term, systemic
well-being could allow all future generations to have a resiliently healthy planet, universal access to
a reasonable foundation of well-being, and the freedom to pursue their own personal priorities.

In part, basic freedoms can be preserved by intentionally not targeting data-backing variables that
reflect arbitrary or preference-based goals. Important freedoms can also be reinforced by
measuring appropriate variables showing access to basic freedoms as a component of universal
basic access itself. The ideal balance protects personal freedoms while preserving the long-term
sustainability of the larger system.
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I believe it is important to make the variables that are being measured by any data-backing process
clear and publicly visible. If there is a decrease in the circulating supply or lifespan of a Regenerative
Currency, I believe the public must easily be able to see what has caused that drop, and the same
applies with increases. Users of Regenerative Currencies essentially become financial stakeholders
in the well-being of the world. This model provides a powerful opportunity for objective clarity in
the data-backing process to mediate public awareness and action. The public will be able to
cultivate both commerce and shared well-being at the same time by simply making financially wise
decisions within a transparent, data-backed system.

Even among the most essential forms of value, some important priorities may be unreasonable or
inappropriate to directly track through the collection of comprehensive data. Many person-centered
goals could be examples of this due to the private and sensitive nature of the information involved.
Many ecological priorities could also be multifaceted enough that they are difficult to track in
strictly quantifiable ways. I believe that data-backing variables can still be associated with these
priorities, though they must be defined in a way that limits the scope of any necessary data
collection.

Within participating communities, I believe that it would be possible to preserve high levels of
privacy without losing a correlation between real conditions and the longevity of a Regenerative
Currency. In cases where basic work is appropriate to provide but information is inappropriate to
collect, trustworthy forms of as-needed currency generation can be an additional tool for
establishing a link between a Regenerative Currency’s rate of decay and real levels of need. A
Regenerative Currency’s supply can scale simply by measuring the presence and accessibility of this
basic, as-needed support. These measurements would cause the supply target to increase as greater
amounts of currency-generating support are available more broadly and more accessibly. The level
of generation taking place can then stand in to measure the cost of equitably meeting real levels of
need, and this influences the rate of decay while preserving a barrier to the scope of any data
collection. This method will be described more fully within the Considerations for Currency
Generation section.

To preserve similar protections for private information even while measuring conditions outside of
participating communities, I suggest that many global, person-centered markers of well-being can
be tracked in terms of access: access to free physical and mental health care, access to free
education, access to free electricity, and so on. Levels of cost-free access to basic well-being would
still be tracked by robust data systems, but sensitive information would not have to be collected.
This prevents data-backing processes from having to collect sensitive personal information while
still enabling them to produce supply targets that responsively represent real conditions relative to
an optimal state of universal basic access.

Access-based global variables could allow space for culturally and regionally relevant approaches
while not necessarily requiring individuals to utilize the kinds of support to which they have access.
This is meant to prevent financial pressures from being based entirely upon a centrally controlled
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set of priorities and to instead allow data-backing processes to scale towards a state that allows
individuals and communities to make their own choices.

Using this approach, the per-participant supply target would increase or decrease to show the
percentage of the world population that has free access to a targeted standard of well-being,
regardless of whether this free support is sourced from within the Regenerative Currency System
itself. Optimal targets for the corresponding portions of the per-participant supply would be
associated with the presence of universal basic access to each form of basic support worldwide. This
is the primary mechanism that correlates the size of the per-participant supply with the global
variables that measure levels of access to basic well-being.

At the same time, access to currency-generating support is the key factor involved in whether and to
what degree an individual is considered as a participant of a Regenerative Currency System, and this
defines how many copies of the per-participant supply target are represented within the system’s
targeted supply overall. This scales the overall supply to correlate with internal levels of access
alongside the size of an implementation’s participating community. In any case that
currency-generating support is extended into external communities, the recipients of that support
would be considered as new participants alongside a proportional increase in the total supply.

It would be important to not measure data-backing variables in a way that would be altogether
undesirable for many people, such as by requiring populations to utilize only free forms of basic
housing or food. Access to the basic support that individuals might freely choose to use could be
measured within a data-backing process, but requiring them to use that support would be
disrespectful to individuals and communities that wish to make their own choices. Whenever
support is present and accessible but utilization is not taking place, the data-backed supply can
retain a high target that shows the presence of this access. This makes it profitable to preserve
optional forms of basic support even when societies are secure and thriving economically.

This addresses a preservation of freedoms for people who are comfortable with data collection that
tracks levels of access, but some groups will reasonably be uncomfortable with this kind of
collection taking place at all. I suggest that it should be possible for individuals and groups to
choose not to be measured within a Regenerative Currency System’s global goals, voluntarily
self-reporting as being content. They could then be assessed at as high of a level as if the
corresponding number of people were identified as having an optimal state of basic access to
well-being as defined by the system’s data-backing process. This may conceivably take place
regarding individual global variables, or it may also take place regarding all measurements of basic
access to well-being.

These individuals would not be considered as participants within a Regenerative Currency System,
though they could represent increases in measured progress towards global data-backing goals. The
per-participant supply target would then increase without changing the number of participants
represented within the system as a whole. This increases the lifespan of a Regenerative Currency
and incentivizes respect towards different cultures, priorities, and lifestyles. Data collection would
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not be necessary within groups that opt out from global measurements, providing a mechanism for
increased privacy.

This same approach might also be used if data are not shared or measured similarly between
multiple Regenerative Currency Systems. Acknowledging the number of participants within other
systems as being in an optimal state could potentially be a helpful tool for making coexistence
profitable for all involved.

Beyond these person-centered goals that measure levels of access to basic well-being, I argue that
the shared and essential value of preserving natural systems should also be measured using global
variables. Some ecological variables may be straightforward to define and measure, while other
important components of ecological health might be too interrelated, chaotic, or complex to track in
terms of measurable data. I nevertheless believe that the presence of as-needed support for natural
systems could be measured in a similar way to the presence of access to basic support for human
beings, allowing adaptive currency generation to address many complex and unpredictable
scenarios.

I suggest that these global variables orient towards a state of indefinite ecological health and
sustainability, and I suggest simultaneously allowing currency-generating interventions to take
place as needed in pursuit of this optimal state. Well-defined ecological variables could produce
fluctuations within the per-participant supply target as real conditions change, and any outstanding
levels of need within natural systems could be reflected by changing levels of decay when as-needed
currency generation funds adaptive amounts of essential work.

Again, I strongly suggest that the global goals for a Regenerative Currency System’s data-backing
process should be based upon the most unanimously agreed-upon markers of basic value, often
framed in terms of measuring the presence of essential support. This lets simple, unifying, common
priorities be the shared measures of system-wide success while avoiding situations where a
dominant majority imposes their preferences on minorities that disagree. Over time, it will be
profitable for all stakeholders within these systems to build the resilience of the global community
with regards to the most basic levels of access, sustainability, and well-being. Basic freedoms would
be protected while providing a foundation of shared security where individuals may have universal
basic access to essential support within a resilient global ecosystem.

It will ultimately be in the best interest of everybody involved to be intentional about what these
data-backing processes pay attention to and cautious about what they might miss. The goal is for
the best possible baseline of well-being for all places, all life, and all people to be the best possible
good for a Regenerative Currency System, as defined by the shared agreement of all concerned, and
to simultaneously protect the ability for a diversity of preferences and lifestyles to flourish. This
system is not made to define every part of what to value, but to track the markers of basic value that
people can most agree upon as a common foundation for global well-being, access, and
sustainability.
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Assessing Value and Adjusting the Targeted Supply

Data backing is meant to be a way of accurately representing real forms of value within tradeable
assets. Any Regenerative Currency will need to be able to represent multiple forms of value,
including many that would be shared and untradeable, while preserving a meaningful link between
real conditions and financial systems. Different data-backing variables will most likely need to be
assessed at different values relative to each other, and changes in real conditions may need to
produce changes in supply at different rates based upon the assessed value of the work that
produces those changes.

Data backing for a single variable can be relatively straightforward because an asset can be defined
in the same standard units as its backing value. This could be the case with many of the
single-variable investment assets I proposed while first describing the process of data backing. Data
backing needs to function differently for a Regenerative Currency because the total supply is
calculated relative to multiple measurements at the same time. Measurements of real conditions
will need to correspond with an appropriate financial representation not just in terms of direct
measurements but also in terms of the relative values of each of the multiple variables.

These real forms of value will need to be represented accurately within the per-participant supply
target. Any globally collected data will need to be divided by the total population of all areas where
information is being collected in order to produce an average amount of data backing per individual.
The resulting amount of data would correspond directly with a per-participant supply target. This
amount of supply needs to show a reasonable representation of real value when denominated in the
Regenerative Currency’s standard units.

The per-participant supply target is meant to represent an average individual’s share of any
measured value. Not all individuals would be participants within any given Regenerative Currency
System, so not all measured data would be represented by circulating assets. A Regenerative
Currency is meant to only have a supply that represents active participants’ individual shares of all
measured value. This allows even shared value at a global scale to be measured within tradeable
assets. It’s important to note that Regenerative Currencies would never be redeemable for any
shared or untradeable forms of value; they would simply measure its presence while being used for
conventional purchases.

Regenerative Currencies represent the value of basic social and ecological well-being, and their
units of measurement are meant to provide a fixed way of standardizing this form of value relative
to an average individual. In order to do this in a practical way, each component of this baseline of
prioritized value must be assessed in a way that is appropriate relative to all of the other
components.
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Establishing an appropriate data-backed valuation for each variable relative to the standard units of
a Regenerative Currency could be highly consequential. These units themselves are already fixed to
consistent rates of payment for filling an average individual’s basic needs during a standardized
time frame, so any data-backing process needs to make sure the value it represents is appropriate
when contrasted with payments towards life-sustaining work.

Each data-backing variable will correspond with a portion of the per-participant supply, and each of
these portions should be appropriate relative to every other portion as well as to a Regenerative
Currency’s standard units. This relative assessment of the value of each variable ideally will be
reflected both by the rates of payment for currency-generating work as well as by the rates of
data-backed growth when progress is made. If higher rates of payment are generated by specific
forms of basic work, those same targets should ideally correspond with larger portions of the
data-backing process, and vice versa. This allows ongoing decay to fund currency-generating work
even as a Regenerative Currency System scales.

The per-participant supply target would be composed of these smaller portions, each associated
with a specific data-backing variable in a way that assigns a relative financial value to the impacts of
any corresponding work. As conditions improve or worsen, the adjustment of the per-participant
supply is meant to reflect an assessment of real changes in value, measured as an individual share of
larger systemic measurements. The balance of how heavily to weigh changes in the per-participant
supply target when each data-backing variable changes will be an interesting and crucial thing for
implementers to consider. Deciding how much this target should vary as real conditions change
establishes an assessment of the relative financial values of real impacts and forms of progress.

If the variability in the per-participant supply is too low when conditions change, then a
Regenerative Currency would not accurately represent real value in the desired way. This low
variability in the supply might make it so that real losses of essential value are financially
inconsequential. This could prevent there from being financial motivation for stakeholders to serve
and protect shared priorities. Conversely, if supply variability is too heavily weighted, it could lead
to inappropriate changes in a Regenerative Currency’s tradeable strength. The goal is to make
supply changes balanced, meaningful, and accurate.

Each implementation will presumably have its own strategies for deciding the relative values of its
different data-backing variables. There will be tradeoffs and benefits associated with any unique
approach, but my primary argument is to balance these data-backing processes in such a way that
there will be real motivation to serve important goals without excessively favoring any specific
priority over others. These considerations will also need to recognize the risks of inflation relative
to the purchases of an average individual, allowing the value of essential priorities to be
acknowledged without distorting the usable strength of a Regenerative Currency. To fully
understand this balance, I believe that it is important to more deeply consider the maximum limit
for a Regenerative Currency’s per-participant supply target.
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Maximum Per-Participant Supply

The primary goal of the Regenerative Currency System model as I suggest it is to establish and
maintain a baseline of systemic sustainability and universal basic access. In order for this to be
accomplished, the per-participant supply target must still be small enough to preserve the tradeable
strength of a Regenerative Currency even at this optimal state. If the data-backing process produces
a per-participant supply that is too inflated when positive conditions are present, then
currency-generating work could become increasingly unreasonable as progress is made, and the
system could fail to achieve a stable baseline of long-term well-being. To avoid this, I suggest that
Regenerative Currency Systems establish a maximum per-participant supply target ahead of time,
scaling towards this amount as optimal conditions are approached.

This requires implementers to proactively define optimal targets for their data-backing processes,
including standards for universal basic access and systemic well-being, establishing these as the
goals that will be associated with a fully scaled per-participant supply. The global approach towards
optimal conditions would be able to be mirrored in the growth of the per-participant supply
towards this maximum, optimal amount.

Each measured variable within the data-backing process could have its own optimal supply target
that is a portion of the maximum per-participant supply overall. The different variables being
measured would most likely be assigned differently sized portions of the optimal per-participant
supply, representing the assigned values of the work that would go towards achieving each of the
system’s goals. Measuring more variables could dilute the percentage of a total data-backed supply
that is associated with each individual variable, and measuring too few could assign a
disproportional prioritization and amount of funding to any selected goals while completely
ignoring other important priorities.

The maximum per-participant supply needs to account for an average participant’s estimated level
of expected economic activity. Implementers can consciously establish this optimal target in a way
that limits the per-participant supply to a usable and practical amount, making sure each asset is
able to retain a meaningful strength even in a hypothetical best-case scenario.

An essential consideration is targeting a maximum supply that is not so inflated relative to a
Regenerative Currency’s units of measurement as to make currency-generating work financially
unreasonable to provide at this final state. Because a Regenerative Currency’s units of measurement
are directly linked to the completion of need-fulfilling work, the size of the supply relative to these
standard units implicitly impacts both the rate of decay and the strength of the assets. Targeting an
over-inflated supply could lower rates of decay, but doing so would also reduce the usable value of
newly generated assets. Currency generation takes place at a fixed rate by definition, and this makes
it necessary for a Regenerative Currency System to maintain appropriate levels of supply relative to
its standard units in order to actually represent the value of the goods and services that are offered
by currency-generating providers. If the supply is so inflated that providing currency-generating
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work becomes impractical at fixed rates of payment, then the system could lose its most central
ability to resiliently serve survival-level priorities.

A slight fluctuation in the strength of newly allocated assets during growth could be an appropriate
dynamic unless it becomes unreasonable to provide survival security at exaggerated extremes in
system-wide supply. I believe a limited level of inflation along with scaling is appropriate because it
makes currency-generating work more financially rewarding when levels of need are greater. A
higher relative strength along with low supply could also be helpful in making it so that not as much
commerce needs to take place within a young implementation in order to make newly-generated
assets meaningfully usable. The strength of these assets could easily be lost if too much inflation
takes place, however, which is why I recommend proactively establishing a maximum supply target.
Regenerative Currency assets may still gradually inflate as progress is made, but the optimal supply
would stabilize at a point where it is still reasonable to provide basic, currency-generating work.

A Regenerative Currency’s supply is denominated in units that are defined by the value of basic
work, so a larger per-participant supply would require a community to have a larger average
amount of commerce taking place per participant in order for basic payments to maintain a
meaningful value. A balanced target for the per-participant supply would allow a community to
produce a strong Regenerative Currency simply by maintaining a reasonable amount of economic
activity relative to the average participant. Higher per-participant supply targets might require
stakeholders to make more exchanges or may even make it necessary for exchanges to be made by a
larger community than is being supported by the system. Lower per-participant supplies would
lead to higher rates of decay, though any given amount of commerce could more easily increase the
strength of these assets.

I believe the most accurate supply would attempt to target the margin where the strength of newly
allocated assets can still be appropriate as compensation for basic work relative to the applied
strength of a Regenerative Currency for purchases, even as global goals are reached. Ideally, by
accurately assessing the value of life-sustaining work relative to all other economic activities, a
balanced and appropriate supply can be arrived at simply by allowing basic work to have a
reasonable valuation. The amount of supply paid towards need fulfillment in a predictable time
frame would define a Regenerative Currency’s standard units, and the value of other economic
activity during this time could be assessed relative to this amount, producing a total supply target.

Deciding how to reasonably assign a value to essential work within a fully scaled supply could take a
significant amount of projection. This would involve estimating how much commerce might be
reasonable within a sustainable scenario where the public has a consistent right to survival and
basic access. This would be estimated as an average amount per individual, reflecting only the
portions of economic activity that would be specific to a Regenerative Currency.

Targeting a supply that is at the lower end of possible estimates would still allow any unexpected
economic growth to increase the tradeable strength of a Regenerative Currency without losing the
meaningfulness behind need-fulfilling work, but it would limit the amount of supply that could be
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added along with progress and would cause the assets to retain a higher rate of decay. Targeting a
higher estimate, on the other hand, could make it more financially rewarding for the public to
prioritize global well-being, at the risk of causing overinflation or requiring higher amounts of
economic activity per participant. A balance would be necessary.

It is important to consider how increases in the overall supply would generally coincide with
Regenerative Currency assets being distributed between more individuals and/or being more
reasonable to save. These dynamics could both allow changes in currency strength to be softened as
a Regenerative Currency System scales, allowing a higher supply of assets to correspond with better
global conditions without leading to excessive levels of inflation.

As more basic needs are filled, I believe more products and services will naturally be able to be
offered by a healthier, more secure, more educated global population, and I believe tradeable value
will be possible to produce in increasingly sustainable ways. It is my firm belief that an individual
with all of their needs met innately becomes an active and productive member of their community. I
also believe that commerce could be uniquely motivating to participate within when accepting
Regenerative Currencies cultivates the financial meaningfulness of sustaining life on Earth. I am
confident that thriving natural systems and thriving human systems would both become ongoing
sources of long-term value production within the context of a successful Regenerative Currency
System.

I trust that these increases in real-world value could provide economic space for the per-participant
supply of a Regenerative Currency to increase without excessively altering the strength of newly
allocated assets relative to existing goods and services. I believe that the tradeable backing value
behind the global economy as a whole would be capable of making significant increases along with
higher measures of untradeable well-being, justifying the circulation of additional supply without
separating financial value from untradeable and shared measures of the common good.

Supply Scaling

A Regenerative Currency System governs its supply in two key ways. One way it does so is by
adjusting the per-participant supply, which I recommend as a way to show changes in global
conditions. The other is by scaling the overall supply, such as to reflect the number of participants
within the system. Changes in the number of participants cause the system-wide supply to change
even without any variation in measured conditions, and the data-backing process itself is what
determines the size of the per-participant supply target.

Using the methods I propose, there should be minimal changes in the rate at which a Regenerative
Currency leaves circulation as new participants are served and supported, even without increases in
data backing taking place. This is because the per-person costs for both individual and systemic
well-being are included in the existing rate of decay within each participant’s share of the overall
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supply. As new participants join a Regenerative Currency System, their corresponding amount of
supply can become present in circulation, and the decay of this added supply can balance the
currency generation that goes towards supporting their well-being and their share of systemic
costs. This makes it financially feasible to provide basic well-being to people without prior access,
allowing new participants to freely receive needed support.

The total supply is meant to scale in a way that maintains a reasonable margin of decay rates as real
needs are fulfilled for any number of people. Serving new populations that have disproportionate
levels of outstanding need could require higher per-participant rates of currency generation and
decay, however. This is a key reason that I suggest serving marginalized populations first, especially
during the earliest stages of a Regenerative Currency System’s launch. Extending access further into
secure populations could then allow decay rates to decrease as larger populations are served.

As participating communities grow, the assessed value of sustaining additional lives is actually
backing and being measured by added streams of currency generation. Because a higher level of
generation is accompanied by similar rates of decay within a larger total supply, more
life-sustaining work can be paid for without causing costs to compound for stakeholders. This
process relies upon the expanding community accepting a Regenerative Currency in meaningful
exchanges so that this larger supply is actually spread between more stakeholders. A lack of
acceptance for a Regenerative Currency would slow the scaling process of serving additional
participants, and an abundance of acceptance could motivate greater amounts of
currency-generating work while making it possible to serve larger communities.

As more individuals are served and beneficial work is completed by basic providers, data can be
collected that count towards measured increases in positive conditions. This would be particularly
applicable concerning global variables that measure levels of access; an increase in access to
currency-generating support can itself be recognized as an increase in access to basic well-being.
This measurable progress can produce data-backed increases in the per-participant supply target.
Simultaneously, global data-backing variables can track real conditions beyond the impacts that are
made by currency-generating work, correlating the per-participant supply with levels of essential
value worldwide.

This is the key way that Regenerative Currency Systems scale their supplies to show real conditions:
by adjusting the per-participant supply target. Since rates of currency generation towards basic
work do not change, a higher per-participant supply can allow for a lower rate of decay even with
new assets consistently being generated towards sustaining each participant’s basic well-being.
This means that each stakeholder can gain wealth longevity when the data-backing process
recognizes improvements in positive conditions worldwide.

In a sense, Regenerative Currency Systems are modular. All of the essential currency generation that
must go towards sustaining an average person – such as for filling an average person’s basic needs,
for paying an average person’s share of public costs, and for counteracting an average person’s
impacts upon natural ecosystems – can be balanced by the ongoing decay of the per-participant
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supply. When more participants are being served, more copies of this module, this per-participant
supply, are present.

The units of a Regenerative Currency are defined relative to per-participant costs, preserving fixed
rates of payment for all currency-generating providers. This prevents the rate of decay from having
to increase based upon inflation. When the per-participant supply target is smaller, essential
currency generation represents a higher percentage of all assets in circulation, so the rate of decay
is higher. Any increase in the per-participant supply target means these person-centered rates of
generation recirculate a smaller percentage of the per-participant supply, increasing wealth
longevity and providing all stakeholders with higher equilibrium balances. The size of the
per-participant supply is defined by the data-backing process, so the rate of decay is really what
shows stakeholders the state of global conditions.

This model makes it possible for equitability in public access to correlate with increases in public
wealth rather than requiring the large public expenditures that are necessary in conventional
economies. The goal is to provide a mechanism for Regenerative Currency Systems to scale relative
to real levels of access, well-being, and usership, making it so that increases in positive conditions
are financially reflected by better economic health. Regenerative Currencies can circulate in larger
quantities to support larger populations, and work towards maintaining positive conditions can be
continually funded through the decay of the total supply.

Some implementations may add other mechanisms for scaling the overall supply that are related
directly to currency generation towards ecological and systemic goals. This form of supply scaling
would essentially consider the planet itself as a sort of large-scale “participant” of the system. A
system-centered amount of supply that is made to fully fund all essential and prioritized systemic
work can be targeted in circulation without scaling relative to the number of participants, but this
supply would only be targeted to the extent that there is currency-generating work available to
serve the associated systemic goals.

With participant-centered forms of supply scaling, partial access to currency-generating support
means that only a corresponding portion of the per-participant supply is targeted in circulation, and
this same dynamic could take place for a system-centered segment of the supply. This systemic
supply-scaling process could be based entirely upon how much currency-generating support exists
to permanently and completely fund systemic work, even if the corresponding work isn’t actively
needing to take place. This work could then address systemic goals as needed, reflecting real
conditions within the rate of decay.

By having a distinct portion of the overall supply that is only present when the planet has access to
currency-generating support, many of the same dynamics can take place with as-needed currency
generation as are present within the per-participant supply. A lower requirement for
currency-generating work could emerge, for example, if natural systems are subjected to fewer
negative pressures from human communities, and this would make the added target for shared
supply into a source of greater wealth longevity.
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This approach would add a degree of fluctuation to the average amount of supply that is associated
with each participant, as it would essentially serve as its own layer of the overall supply that is
calculated separately without scaling with the size of the participating community. The intention of
this process would be to fund as-needed work towards prioritized systemic goals without
necessarily having to adjust levels of generation along with a variable number of participants.

Without this approach, only a portion of each per-participant amount of supply would be allocated
towards shared goals, meaning that the size of the community would determine how much supply is
available to fund systemic work. High levels of participation would be necessary in order to
sufficiently fund large-scale systemic work. However, a benefit of scaling systemic work relative to
the size of the community is that adaptive levels of funding would automatically exist in the future
to support systemic well-being if populations continue to grow.

Scaling a separate, system-centered amount of supply could make systemic work more financially
rewarding within smaller implementations, but it could produce high levels of inflation if it is not
appropriately accountable. This might be especially true if small implementations attempt to
generate large amounts of assets through systemic work; a small community would be unlikely to
have enough economic activity taking place to justify an extremely large supply.

Being careful about the inflation of any systemically scaled supply is also particularly relevant if
multiple Regenerative Currency Systems attempt to represent the same value as each other by both
claiming to be supporting the same shared, systemic priorities. It could potentially be an involved
process to only represent the value of supporting shared goals to the extent that each specific
system is authentically contributing to global well-being. This is another reason why implementers
might choose to include many or most systemic goals within a per-participant form of supply
scaling. On the other hand, the careful use of system-centered approaches could prove to effectively
fund essential work in a way that is limited and balanced enough to counteract inflation, making it
valuable as an optional tool for implementers.

In specific cases, supply scaling may also occur in a way that is directly correlated with specific,
limited forms of currency generation. When these forms of basic work introduce new assets, the
supply target could increase in a way that is proportional to the level of generation taking place.
This could allow increased levels of currency generation to be considered as additional backing
behind the supply, counteracting some or all of the increase in decay that might otherwise occur
when new assets are introduced. The drawback of this is the additional risk of inflation that comes
with higher supply targets. This approach would therefore have to be used very sparingly, if at all.
Nevertheless, it may serve as an additional tool for implementers to consider and utilize. Essentially,
it allows inflation to be substituted for decay in a very controlled way.

I believe that great care should be taken while designing the process of scaling a Regenerative
Currency System’s supply. The overall supply may be composed of multiple components, such as a
scalable per-participant supply target, system-centered segments of the supply, and portions of the
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supply that correlate directly with specific streams of currency generation. The ultimate goal is to
produce a financial system that reflects real, essential value in a transparent, accountable, and
meaningful way, aligning economic pressures with the choices and priorities of global communities.

Standards for Being Counted as a Participant

While measuring the value of shared and untradeable conditions, I believe a per-person share of
global measurements should be able to extend to everyone worldwide, though only those shares
corresponding with active participants are meant to be present in circulation within a Regenerative
Currency’s supply. This provides scalability and increases the potential wealth of the whole financial
ecosystem when it serves and supports more people. This also attempts to preserve the strength of
Regenerative Currency assets relative to the amount of economic activity that is likely to take place
based upon the size of a Regenerative Currency System’s community.

When using this strategy, it becomes important to make sure that anyone who is considered as a
participant actually has access to the components of well-being that a Regenerative Currency
System provides. If individuals were to be considered as participants within the supply without
having access to support towards their basic well-being, existing holders of a Regenerative Currency
could profit off of excluding participating populations from having equitable access while
nevertheless adding to the system’s targeted supply. This would be unacceptable in a system that is
specifically meant to facilitate universal basic access to well-being.

In order to prevent this exploitation, I suggest that individuals are only considered as participants to
the extent that they authentically have access to a Regenerative Currency System’s support towards
their basic well-being. “Non-participants” in this sense could still hold and use the assets, though
the supply would only scale to represent the number of individuals who have access to the system’s
support towards their basic well-being.

A partial increase in supply could be targeted whenever a participant has only partial access to a
Regenerative Currency System’s basic goods and services. The relative value of the support an
partial participant is free to receive could be directly proportional to this partial supply increase,
meaning the supply would increase by an amount that is designed to balance added streams of
currency generation with the decay of the added supply.

If, for example, a new participant has full access to a system’s sources of food but not to its medical
care services, then a proportional increase in supply could take place that allows the generation of
assets towards added food production, but new supply would not be added towards providing
medical care that simply didn’t exist. If a level of access to medical care becomes available, then the
corresponding portion of a participant’s average supply could be added into the overall supply
target, allowing the new services to also be funded by the ongoing decay of the added supply.
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If a form of support is fully accessible but a participant chooses not to receive it because they are
already secure through other means, then less currency generation is necessary to maintain the
individual’s basic well-being. In most cases, I believe it can be appropriate to still count such a
person as a participant, increasing the supply in a way that shows the presence of basic access. A
higher supply represents an increase in value from basic access being provided and maintained,
even without requiring added costs.

Maintaining a higher supply target without increased currency generation means each asset can
decay more slowly. This makes it beneficial for public attention to be paid towards providing
participants with additional sources of well-being, like those that are self-owned, passively
regenerating, provided by employers, or privately funded through other mechanisms. In cases
where less currency generation is required to maintain a participant’s well-being, stakeholders
retain more of the wealth associated with an increased supply target.

Regenerative Currency Systems will need to have ways to reliably track levels of access to basic
support if these approaches are to be reliable. The mechanisms that are used to track this access
may differ, but the goal will be the same: to identify and represent the real presence of accessible,
equitable, reliable forms of currency-generating support. Without knowing these levels, it would be
impossible for a Regenerative Currency System to accurately represent levels of participation based
upon levels of access.

Many mechanisms could be used to track the presence of access to currency-generating support.
For example, some approaches to tracking the presence of support might present participants with
streamlined questions about access alongside routine exchanges, might track wait times for
receiving basic services, and might ask what portion of a participant’s basic needs are being met
upon receiving essential support. Basic providers could contribute their perspectives as well,
reporting their professional insights on whether and to what extent their work is meeting the needs
of any participants they serve. Regenerative Currency Systems could even be held accountable by
third parties that identify any losses of basic access that aren’t accompanied by accurate losses of
supply. As a safeguard, I recommend that any loss of the ability to actively confirm the presence of
access should be considered as a loss of access itself.

Often, individuals could be capable of self-reporting their levels of access, so I believe there should
be streamlined mechanisms for participants to relay any changes they experience regarding their
ability to receive essential support. It could be problematic, however, for participants to be solely
responsible for identifying losses of access, as these losses would be likely to occur alongside losses
of the ability to self-report in the first place. For this reason, I believe that extended periods of
unanticipated inactivity should be considered as a loss of access and participation, at least after
reasonable attempts have been made to contact the participant and confirm their continued access
to basic well-being. Conversely, it could be obtrusive to require excessively frequent engagement
from participants in order to actively confirm the continued presence of access to essential support.
Self-reported data may even be skewed in some cases simply be differences in how participants
respond, or even by intentional attempts to respond inaccurately. I believe that the best solutions
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may indeed trust participants to confirm the presence and extent of support to some extent, but in
ways that are limited, streamlined, and privacy-protecting.

Participants that are actively being served by currency-generating work would presumably be
engaging with any relevant platforms whenever they receive support, and this provides a robust
opportunity for internal data to be collected around the extent of their access. Wait times could be
passively measured while participants receive support, for example, and excessive waits could be
identified as an inability to accessibly provide basic services. Similar approaches could also
recognize when basic goods and commodities are too scarce to meet the community’s basic needs.
Participants could directly report whether their basic needs are being sufficiently met by the
support they receive and whether they experience any difficulty in accessing it, and this report
could be verified and addressed by basic providers. The system could then represent the
corresponding copies of the per-participant supply only to the extent that these participants’ needs
are being met.

A full copy of the per-participant supply should only be present in circulation when the
corresponding participant has full, as-needed access to all forms of basic support, though there is no
requirement or expectation that they utilize this support. Levels of utilization may vary between
different participants not just based upon levels of need and access, but also based upon levels of
self-sufficiency and personal preferences. When basic support is not being utilized, the key
challenge is to identify the difference between a self-sufficient participant and a participant that has
lost access.

Stakeholders would see lower rates of decay when participants are more self-sufficient, but it would
be inappropriate for lower rates of decay to reflect losses of access to support. Many approaches
might be used to provide a distinction between these two scenarios. For example, data may be
collected occasionally alongside purchases or during other routine activities that take place using
native platforms, allowing self-sufficient participants to self-report that they are still secure.
Internal data-backing infrastructure and forms of third-party oversight could also be particularly
valuable for assuring that any losses of access are properly acknowledged.

The goal is to provide currency-generating support to the full extent that it is needed, even in
unexpected crises, while scaling the supply to reflect levels of access to this support. Any
participant’s portion of the overall supply should be present in circulation only when they have the
ability to receive basic support should they need it. In any case that they lose this access, their
per-participant portion of the overall supply should leave circulation.

Currency generation towards basic need fulfillment, even in severe cases, should only recirculate a
portion of the per-participant supply, while any loss of access would eliminate this supply from
circulation entirely. This means that providing equitable, as-needed, currency-generating support
should always be more profitable for stakeholders than allowing participants to lose their access.
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Depending on whether a specific implementation intends to allow duplicate supplies relative to
other Regenerative Currency Systems, the standards for being counted as a participant may also
include whether or to what extent somebody is already a participant of another system. If any one
person’s share of global value is represented more than once, all of the assets involved would inflate.
Preventing this kind of supply duplication helps to preserve the strength and meaningfulness of a
Regenerative Currency.

Counting somebody as a participant when they are already counted as a participant within another
system effectively combines the two supplies to measure the same amount of real value with a
larger number of weaker assets. Some implementations may choose to allow this dynamic, while
others will be able to preserve more usability by preventing it. Within this book overall, I generally
describe how to preserve the strength of Regenerative Currency assets relative to real amounts by
preventing supply duplication, as this describes the function of standalone systems at the same time
as it parallels the overall function of approaches that use duplicate supplies. Duplicate supplies
simply represent this same value by using multiple weaker currencies at once, operating as if
multiple Regenerative Currency Systems are the same entity.

Even while preventing supply duplication, a partial participant in one Regenerative Currency
System could feasibly be counted as a partial participant in another when each system fills entirely
different needs and priorities. This can be accomplished while still preserving the integrity of both
currencies as long as neither system attempts to represent the same value as the other. Only a
corresponding fraction of the per-participant supply would be appropriate to target within each
system when this is the case, with these portions reflecting how much support is being offered
through each given system. This allows Regenerative Currency Systems to target specific goals and
priorities while allowing them to operate in tandem with other systems and platforms that fill other
needs and serve separate goals. The main limitation is that the same backing value cannot be
represented multiple times by any assets that are intended to maintain a fixed relationship with real
measurements.
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Considerations for Currency Generation

This section addresses the allocation of new Regenerative Currency assets, discussing how this
process may be designed to facilitate and represent the production of real value. These discussions
will center on important points for implementers to consider while designing a strategy for issuing
newly generated assets into the possession of the providers of prioritized work.

I believe essential value enters our economies through life itself being sustained, through the
capture of energy by plants and by sustainable electrical systems, through the continued protection
and passive regeneration of nature, and through serving basic needs and priorities. This model
intends to demonstrate the possibility for financial value to enter an economic system in the same
places where essential value is produced. The providers of basic goods and services can then be
compensated for the contributions they make towards local and global well-being, being paid using
assets that measure increases in positive conditions.

It will be important to build upon these ideas in order to design currency generation strategies that
suit communities with different priorities and underlying technologies from each other. Allocating
new assets within a Regenerative Currency System will be a matter of great importance and will
need to be conducted with high levels of transparency and trustworthiness. Depending on the scale
of a Regenerative Currency System, different approaches will have to be developed for allocating
new assets accurately and appropriately into the possession of those who do currency-generating
work.

Providing basic goods and services without cost will present novel challenges, particularly when it
comes to cultivating accessibility and equitability without being highly exploitable. Solutions to this
will also need to be relevant and appropriate based on the scales and needs of different
implementations. I appreciate that many improvements and adaptations will be able to be made
concerning the allocation of assets within Regenerative Currency Systems, and I look forward to
seeing the strategies that might be created.

Limiting Excessive Currency Generation

The implementers of Regenerative Currency Systems will need to recognize that generating an
excessive amount of assets would cause existing assets to lose value. This loss would either occur
through a more rapid rate of decay when there is a stagnant data-backed supply, or it would occur
through an exaggerated increase in supply, causing inflation. Either way, the value of a Regenerative
Currency would be lost any time an unreasonable number of assets is generated.

To prevent the excessive generation of new assets, implementers will need to decide when it is
appropriate to issue a Regenerative Currency. I suggest that new assets are used to fund as-needed
work that brings participants, communities, and ecosystems to a resilient but limited baseline of
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well-being. This baseline corresponds with there being a healthy, secure, educated population and
an indefinitely protected natural ecology, while it preserves the ability for many kinds of purchases
to still be made with Regenerative Currency assets after they have been generated. In essence, these
targets for currency generation would be mandatory expenses in any case where positive conditions
are present, being prerequisites to basic survival, systemic function, and the continuation of healthy
natural processes.

Supply and demand would not drive changes in prices within currency-generating activities, and
this is quite intentional. As it is conventionally understood, “demand” is not relevant when
discussing the most basic, survival-level costs. Levels of demand are replaced by levels of need
wherever the most basic prerequisites to survival are concerned. Even beyond basic survival,
essential forms of work are not optional, so “demand” is constant. This means that any increases in
the corresponding prices would represent scarcity and shortages relative to real levels of need. For
this reason, I believe it is morally imperative that high prices should not be cultivated within any
truly essential functions of an economy. By definition, it is these essential forms of work that
generate new Regenerative Currency assets, and they do so at rates that are fixed relative to these
assets’ standard units.

Regenerative Currency Systems can recognize the effectiveness of this basic work with
representative increases in economic health, targeting increases in supply and currency longevity
that are financially rewarding yet small enough to prevent excessive inflation. This allows currency
generation to fund progress towards social and ecological well-being without a financial cost to
stakeholders. In fact, these forms of progress would allow increases in real value to be publicly
profitable.

Not all acts of generating real value should be funded with new currency generation, otherwise
these assets would become irrelevant as a way to pay for meaningful things through trade. The
motivation to generate a Regenerative Currency through essential work could be lost along with
their usability if too many sources of these assets exist. The primary kinds of value that I
recommend generating new assets towards are those that sustain a baseline of universal basic
access, those that sustain long-term ecological health, those that maintain essential public systems,
and those that provide access to a Regenerative Currency System itself.

Each of these targets is part of a solid foundation that can ensure the long-term success and stability
of a participating community. All other goods and services, including many that authentically
represent real increases in value, must be paid for with existing assets rather than newly generated
ones. This commerce can make Regenerative Currencies increasingly meaningful as media of
exchange, therefore making it more rewarding to fill the community’s basic needs.
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As-Needed Currency Generation

Generating new assets of a Regenerative Currency can itself be a powerful tool for creating a link
between real conditions and economic conditions. While the process of data backing could be
responsive to many measurements of well-being and sustainability, there are many cases where an
urgent, sensitive, or unmeasurable deficit in real conditions would be more quickly or appropriately
met by allowing currency-generating work to take place freely until a baseline of universal basic
access and systemic sustainability is reached. Added volumes of currency generation would occur
when more work is needed, influencing the rate of decay in a way that shows real conditions even
without needing to collect data. This could be a powerful tool wherever trustworthy currency
generation is more feasible than trustworthy data collection.

Many forms of currency-generating work may most effectively take place by utilizing this as-needed
approach at all times. This could allow an adaptive amount of currency generation to take place
towards things like physical and mental health services, ecological conservation services, and
equitable interventions serving highly impacted populations. Payments would still occur at fixed
and reasonable rates, but more work would be necessary if greater amounts of need are present.
This allows adaptive levels of funding to be available for essential work, while it also balances
increased levels of generation with increased levels of decay. This fluctuation in decay is what
makes as-needed currency generation capable of producing a link between real conditions and the
economic experiences of stakeholders.

As-needed currency generation must have two key standards in place. The first is trustworthiness;
any as-needed currency generation must be authentically and reliably working towards the
community’s specific goals, such as universal basic access and systemic sustainability. Once these
goals are met, any as-needed currency generation must be trustworthy enough to cease. The
integrity of this work must be consistent and dependable, making it possible for amounts of
generation to accurately reflect real conditions.

The second standard is accessibility; as-needed currency generation could not serve its intended
purpose or adapt to real conditions unless it is actually available to the full extent that it is needed.
All relevant locations and all levels of disproportionate need must be served by such an approach if
it is to claim to represent real conditions within levels of currency generation and decay. This
parallels the importance of representing diverse kinds of data globally within a data-backing
process; it prevents a Regenerative Currency System from profiting off of the exploitation of people
and places that are unrecognized or unserved by the system. Claiming to address any real
conditions through as-needed currency generation requires that the system accepts the full
consequence of the costs involved, and limiting the level of generation could deny services to the
people and places with the highest levels of need.

As-needed currency generation could be used to create a barrier between private information and
the public data-backing process. This can be done by scaling a Regenerative Currency’s targeted
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supply along with levels of access to adaptive, currency-generating support. The data-backed target
for the per-participant supply would scale as the global community approaches a state of
sustainability and universal basic access worldwide, while participants would be represented with
this amount of supply when they themselves have full access to as-needed, currency-generating
support.

As participants utilize these forms of as-needed support, it would produce a corresponding volume
of newly issued Regenerative Currency assets. The amount of currency-generating work that takes
place would show the cost of meeting outstanding needs and addressing real challenges,
representing this cost within the system-wide rate of decay. Progress towards a stable baseline of
community well-being could reduce levels of outstanding need, lowering the amount of currency
generation that takes place relative to the average participant. When the supply target remains
stable or increases along with continued access to currency-generating support, a lower rate of
generation produces a correspondingly lower rate of decay. This allows Regenerative Currency
assets to show better conditions with a longer lifespan even without collecting private information.

As-needed currency generation that produces this variation in decay could best be used for forms of
currency-generating work that naturally become less necessary when conditions are better. This
could apply to acute health care, for example, because a healthier population would require less
support when compared to a population with a high prevalence of preventable conditions. This
dynamic makes it possible to produce a reduction in rates of currency generation and decay as
positive conditions are established.

As progress is made towards global goals and as new challenges present themselves, any
community’s priorities will change. Some of these changes could occur slowly, allowing discussion
and systemic adaptation to take place over appropriate amounts of time. Other changes may
reasonably be expected to come rapidly in the form of novel crises. The as-needed allocation of new
Regenerative Currency assets could be a flexible response strategy for funding essential work
during public crises and natural disasters. This work could aim to restore the system’s baseline
targets for social and ecological well-being and could take place whenever an urgent or adaptive
response becomes necessary.

This would provide the opportunity for emergency responses to be paid and would increase the
rate of decay to balance these new streams of currency generation. Even without the reasonable
ability to track comprehensive data on the initial impacts of crises, a correlation between real
conditions and a Regenerative Currency’s lifespan could be mediated by this generation strategy.
The lifespan of Regenerative Currency assets, even at a steady supply target, would go down
proportionally to the amount of added currency generation that is necessary to respond to a crisis,
and the lifespan of the assets could increase again as issues are resolved and currency generation
slows. This serves a similar purpose to data backing, though it could be much more rapidly
responsive.
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In these cases, a pre-existing supply target would already be in place that makes it possible to show
losses in real value whenever increased currency generation produces a higher rate of decay.
Instead of collecting nuanced, complex, or potentially sensitive data and adjusting the targeted
supply to show changes in the associated conditions, trustworthy interventions that are free to
generate currency towards any needed work could innately produce a comparable public valuation
for real conditions within the overall supply’s decay rate. As positive conditions are re-established
and smaller amounts of currency generation become necessary, the longevity of a Regenerative
Currency would become greater again, allowing holders of the assets to keep and circulate their
shares of the recovered value.

These dynamics make it financially practical for stakeholders within a Regenerative Currency
System to protect social and ecological resilience worldwide. Preventing war and the development
of weapons of mass destruction, funding the construction of disaster-resistant buildings, marketing
in ways that build public mental health, personally providing added crisis-response services,
privately protecting wild spaces, benefitting the health of employed workers, and making other
proactive contributions to global resilience would all become strategies for maintaining financial
security and avoiding the unnecessary currency decay that would stem from preventable losses of
shared value.

While resolving crises or meeting increased levels of need, the data-backed supply would not
necessarily have to vary to produce appropriate changes in decay, but while making progress
towards prioritized goals, the supply can scale upward when new streams of as-needed generation
are introduced. This makes it profitable, rather than costly, to introduce and cultivate the
corresponding streams of currency generation. An example of this is the increase in supply that
takes place along with the verification that a participant has full access to as-needed support. This is
the same process that scales the targeted supply along with levels of participation, and it could also
take place with system-centered goals for currency generation as well as person-centered ones. The
increase in supply shows the assessed value of accessibly serving the associated priorities. The
costs of as-needed currency generation can then draw from the decay of this added supply in a way
that adaptively shows the level of support that is required. Any loss of access to currency-generating
support would come at a cost to stakeholders, and increases in access would balance added streams
of generation with added supply.

A tradeoff of this approach to as-needed currency generation is that stakeholders would actively
benefit from there being lower rates of generation. A pressure towards lower levels of generation
could be appropriate in many situations, empowering participating communities to develop
efficient, regenerative, free, and self-sustaining approaches to well-being. In specific cases, however,
it may be inappropriate to encourage this, and ongoing currency generation may be the preferred
way for communities to fund ongoing activities that meet their basic needs. This pressure towards
lower levels of generation makes it incredibly important to authentically preserve the accessibility
of adaptive support as a strict prerequisite to most forms of supply scaling.
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Even in an optimal state of global well-being, some forms of currency generation may need to take
place continuously as a way to fund basic work such as education services and ongoing forms of
preventative care. These are cases when it would be unreasonable to incentivize a community to
have lower levels of utilization. In cases like these, I believe currency generation should be used as a
way to fund predictable amounts of ongoing work relative to the average participant, with a loss of
supply associated with any loss of access to this baseline of continued support. When
currency-generating work is consistent relative to the average participating individual, the
associated forms of support can be accessed in an ongoing way without changing the rate of decay.
The goal is to avoid scenarios where it would be profitable for stakeholders to reduce levels of
utilization beyond the levels that would be reasonable even at an optimal state of social and
ecological well-being. In real applications, any consistent form of support like this would most likely
need to be accompanied by as-needed forms of support that can take over whenever higher levels of
work are needed in order to address nuanced scenarios in an equitable and adaptable way.

Some forms of supply scaling may even be designed to correlate directly with specific forms of
currency generation. This could allow increased levels of generation to produce a proportionally
higher supply target. Rates of decay would then be lower than they otherwise would be with
equivalent amounts of currency generation. This approach has an important tradeoff, namely, that
increased inflation would replace the increase in decay that would have otherwise taken place. The
level of change in the supply target when these specific forms of currency generation take place
could be carefully established by implementers to strike an appropriate balance between inflation
and decay.

To preserve a barrier against indefinite inflation while using this strategy, some forms of as-needed
currency generation may be designed to produce a variation in supply up to a predefined limit, at
which point any continued utilization would only produce a variation in decay. Rates of decay would
most rapidly increase from utilization of these services when a participant’s needs are particularly
acute. This motivates stakeholders to improve conditions without discouraging the reasonable
utilization of beneficial, ongoing supports.

I suggest that all forms of as-needed currency generation should be free to occur up to the point that
a Regenerative Currency System’s targeted standards and goals have been reached. This allows
currency generation to completely fund basic and essential work while still appropriately limiting
its scope. In the case of mental and physical health care as well as other similar services, the
standard that is targeted may in fact be the state of having all outstanding needs filled. This provides
a basic right to access all forms of basic care. In cases like ecological conservation work, as-needed
currency generation could fund any responses that are necessary to maintain the indefinite survival
of biodiverse, healthy, regenerative natural systems. This could adaptively show the costs of human
pressures when it comes to sustaining long-term systemic well-being.

These strategies may be modified, improved upon, or replaced in any actual implementations of the
Regenerative Currency System model. In general, the relationship between levels of generation and
levels of supply will need to operate in a way that orients towards producing a rate of decay that
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accurately reflects shared costs, entropy, and any losses of real value, as the rate of decay will have a
critical, decentralized impact upon stakeholders. Levels of supply themselves will also need to be
appropriate relative to levels of commerce and circulation, and levels of generation will need to be
appropriate as a mechanism of payment for essential work. I believe that an appropriate balance
can best be achieved when both currency generation and supply scale with levels of access and
participation, and I believe that equitably serving the most basic needs should be a non-negotiable
priority.

Ethical and Social Considerations for Currency Generation

The currency generation process is meant to facilitate important work in adaptable and appropriate
ways. Profoundly beneficial progress could be funded through this mechanism, but careful attention
must be paid to the ethics of currency generation as well. It would be important for funding to be
authentically available to fill real needs, for currency-generating work itself to be done ethically, and
for newly generated assets to be a reasonable source of funding for providers from marginalized
communities, as some central examples.

In many cases, I suggest structuring Regenerative Currency Systems in such a way that members of
the public can offer their private work as currency-generating providers. This could potentially be
mediated by developing trustworthy processes that verify the existence, safety, amount, origin, and
credibility of basic goods and services. When this support is received by participants, new
Regenerative Currency assets can be issued into the possession of the relevant providers. A process
like this could confirm safety and credibility while also being a trusted source of newly generated
assets, serving as a kind of third-party verification that prevents exploitation or fraud by either
participants or providers.

Each form of currency-generating work will presumably need to have its own credibility standards
in place, and these approaches will vary based upon the different priorities and goals of each
implementation. I suggest defining the standards to qualify as a currency-generating provider in
such a way that there is sufficient space for there to be a diverse set of approaches to basic work.
Standards for safety and trustworthiness would of course need to be in place, and as-needed forms
of currency generation would need to be able to verify that any amount of assets is really funding
effective and meaningful work towards relevant priorities, but I believe that allowing space for
providers to use different approached could itself prove to be an important safeguard.

I believe that a participant-centered market can evolve from simply providing access to diverse
options for essential goods and services, allowing participant choices to mediate the
competitiveness of basic providers’ work. Instead of accomplishing this market freedom using
changing prices based on supply and demand, a Regenerative Currency System generates new
assets into the possession of providers that are accessibly meeting the most participants’ needs.
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This preserves many of the important properties of free markets, but does so without the pressures
towards poverty that are implicit within existing systems.

An important goal for this currency generation process will be to allow diverse providers to meet
the needs of their communities in culturally relevant and adaptable ways, while simultaneously
making it possible for these providers to maintain any reasonable standards of safety that
participants may not be able to guarantee by making preference-based choices. Any process of this
kind would need to be strict enough to protect participants’ safety and serve real priorities without
impinging upon the ability for many varieties of currency-generating work to be accessible without
discrimination towards providers.

Global economies currently carry the lingering and reiterating effects of racial and gender-based
power dynamics, among many others. Wealth and access tend to correlate with levels of privilege as
well as with historic patterns of exclusion. It will be a central task of Regenerative Currency Systems
to provide universal basic access in a way that acknowledges and appropriately addresses these
disparities. Targeting core goals that are based upon achieving universal basic access can innately
allocate proportional funding where it is most needed, and when done carefully, I believe this can be
a powerful strategy for bringing underserved groups into positions of long-term security, freedom,
and well-being.

While equitably serving marginalized groups, it will nevertheless be important to acknowledge the
risk of generating new assets primarily into the possession of providers in existing positions of
wealth and power. In many situations, providing basic goods and services will at first be most
feasible for those in positions of existing economic standing, and I believe that funding this initial
base of providers through currency generation will often be non-optional during the first stages of
extending basic access into communities where survival security is not currently present. However,
I believe that it will be imperative for Regenerative Currency Systems as a whole to carefully prevent
there from being any policies or practices that could restrict individuals in previously underserved
groups from becoming competitive currency-generating providers themselves.

In fact, I believe it would be appropriate in many cases to cultivate more diversity and
representation among providers as a target of currency generation itself. Data-backing goals and
as-needed funding from new currency generation could target a point when factors like race,
religion, gender, sexuality, language, and previous levels of access no longer mediate a person’s
ability to become a currency-generating provider. These streams of currency generation could
provide funding for equitable support, training, and assistance that cultivates a diverse base of
providers.

As basic access to well-being is available more broadly, currency-generating work can also be more
easily accessible to an increasingly diverse and culturally relevant body of providers. The
requirement for added streams of currency generation towards empowering underserved groups
would become smaller as this progress is made, allowing a Regenerative Currency System to
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optimize towards a state of equitability not only within its services but also within the process of
becoming a currency-generating provider in the first place.

Regenerative Currency Systems will have to be carefully designed so they provide systemic
solutions that are ethically sound, equitable, and just. The strength of this model is its capacity to
produce novel systemic dynamics, and this could also be its weakness if implementers are not
attentive and proactive. It will be important to reflect the real value systems of participating
communities within the process of currency generation itself, as the introduction of new assets
symbolizes the impacts of currency-generating work. Any time this work produces negative
consequences, this negative impact is itself being represented by the newly introduced assets. For a
Regenerative Currency to represent real value in an ethical way, this value must be produced in an
ethical way. Any consequence of currency-generating work – positive or negative, direct or indirect,
intentional or accidental – is a consequence of a Regenerative Currency System as a whole, and is
being represented within its supply of assets.

Eliminating Externalities

Currency generation is intended as a way to represent the production of new value and the
fulfillment of needs, so I believe it is important that new assets are not introduced to fund work that
produces additional public costs or that involves unsustainable consumption from externalities. If
losses of real value were to take place as part of currency-generating activities, any newly
introduced assets might actually represent a deficit of real value rather than an increase. This could
occur if currency-generating activities produce added costs for others, reduce finite stores of
resources, or exploit untradeable forms of value like social and ecological well-being. Such scenarios
would constitute a net loss of real value while ultimately resulting in financial consequences like
higher rates of decay, losses of supply, and inflation.

Many profitable exchanges in existing systems actually represent a net loss of value, and I argue that
currency generation could not fund such work and still claim to be backed by an increase in positive
conditions. Economic activities that reduce real levels of value could still be conducted with existing
Regenerative Currency assets rather than newly generated ones, though it would be wise for
stakeholders to pay primarily for products and services that preserve or improve global conditions
in order to cultivate lower rates of decay.

This dynamic applies to many forms of value, but losses of tradeable value can be particularly easy
to conceptualize. If the generation of new assets were to fund the consumption and subsequent
waste of finite resources, for example, tradeable value would be lost long-term while introducing
weaker assets into circulation. Any increase in the production of waste and detrimental byproducts
could also introduce future costs due to added requirements for waste management, losses of public
health, and negative impacts upon ecological well-being, which could each mandate the
introduction of compensatory streams of currency generation.
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Currency-generating work that depletes real forms of value would ultimately correspond with an
increased rate of decay. If the lost value is measured by the data-backing process, these losses could
not only remove the newly introduced assets from circulation but could also reduce the supply to a
point that is lower than it was before the new assets were generated. In cases where the
data-backing process does not directly represent real losses of value, the system would eventually
do so by tracking the costs of secondary impacts like reduced public health and ecological
well-being, or the assets would lose value through inflation and/or the loss of their integrity.

In the long term, currency-generating activities will need to introduce as much or more value than
they consume, they will need to produce only safe and useful waste streams, and any associated
consumption must be able to be sustained indefinitely. A Regenerative Currency System, and
ultimately any economic approach overall, will need to have this level of generativity in order to be
sustainable over time. Initially, this importance may be balanced out by the urgency of providing
immediate relief to those who are suffering and dying in poverty, using limited resources to build a
rapid emergency response. Ultimately, however, it will be important to transition towards meeting
the simultaneous priorities of saving lives and also preserving the underlying systems, resources,
and forms of value that make it possible to continuously sustain global well-being in the longest
term.

I argue that the standards for being considered as a currency generating provider should ultimately
include being completely zero-waste, utilizing only indefinitely-renewable raw materials and
sources of energy, and having no externalized costs such as those that currently get passed on to the
public and to future generations. While this may be a longer-term goal for many implementations, it
will nevertheless be a necessary one; any failure to meet these standards long-term will produce
unavoidable financial costs as well as very real losses of essential value.

As a safeguard, I believe that as-needed currency generation should take place to compensate
whenever added costs are produced by the impacts and activities of participating communities,
whenever waste streams need to be actively recaptured in a usable form, and whenever additional
forms of work are needed in order to meet optimal targets for sustainability overall. This wouldn’t
just have to apply to the impacts of currency-generating providers; it could apply to all of the
community’s impacts and activities, both direct and indirect, both intentional and unintentional.
This shows the real costs that are being produced by participating communities and prevents these
costs from being externalized.

Regenerative Currency Systems are designed to make preserving social and ecological value the
most sustainable strategy not just for lasting global well-being but also for lasting economic
well-being. This can be accomplished by generating new assets towards forms of work that are
authentically generating, reclaiming, and protecting value rather than depleting it. It can also be
done by measuring important variables within the data-backing process that might otherwise
become key externalities and by allowing as-needed currency generation to address and counteract
the negative impacts of any external pressures a community produces. Losses of essential value
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would then lead to community-wide financial losses, and the act of introducing and protecting
essential value would be the most profitable approach, both individually and collectively.

Increasing a Regenerative Currency’s Lifespan

Within this model as I describe it, new assets are meant to be introduced towards basic work
whenever essential value needs to be introduced. The longevity of any beneficial impacts that are
made by currency-generating work will intrinsically influence the lifespan of Regenerative Currency
assets. If repeated payments are constantly required to perform ongoing tasks like growing food
and providing water, this will be reflected in the rate at which a Regenerative Currency’s supply
recycles into new assets even at hypothetically optimal global conditions. On the other hand,
beneficial impacts that last longer can be funded by currency generation that occurs less frequently,
meaning the rate of decay can itself be lower. Additional sources of basic support could also reduce
the need for currency generation to take place as much or as frequently. This discourages
stakeholders from cultivating a dependency upon ongoing currency generation and actually
predisposes participating communities towards cultivating many different sources of basic support.

Public effort and private investment could both counteract rates of decay when used to serve the
same goals as currency generation. Volunteers and privately funded workers could reduce the level
of currency generation that might otherwise be necessary for filling basic needs and regenerating
temporary value. These forms of work might also be able to produce and track a measurable impact
that raises the data-backed supply, increasing the supply proportionally to the value of the impacts
being made. New assets would not need to be generated towards voluntary or privately funded
work, so the corresponding impacts could directly increase a Regenerative Currency’s lifespan.

In the same way that volunteerism and elective payments can increase the lifespan of a
Regenerative Currency, so can the presence of innately regenerative processes and technologies. For
example, if households and communities become capable of recycling their own water, producing
their own supplies of food, and sustaining healthier lifestyles, then new assets would not have to be
allocated repeatedly towards providing as much water, food, and health care. This would maintain
positive conditions while lowering the rate at which existing assets must leave circulation to
maintain the same supply.

Because of this, stakeholders within a Regenerative Currency System can financially justify both
privately funded and currency-generating work towards improving the resilience and regenerativity
of societies and ecologies. This is a particularly beneficial economic pressure regarding rural and
highly decentralized communities that will be served more effectively by being supported in
developing strategies towards self-sufficiency rather than requiring that they must access basic
well-being from currency-generating providers in centralized locations.
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A Regenerative Currency System optimizes over time towards having the lowest public costs when
basic needs are resiliently and consistently met, as opposed to existing economies that optimize
towards having higher costs for basic well-being when markets are healthiest. Within a
Regenerative Currency System, a financial justification can be present for conventionally ignored
populations to be empowered and funded towards developing their own approaches to meeting
their basic needs.

If, at some point in the future, all baseline components of need fulfillment, ecological health, and
basic well-being are provided by fully regenerative, free, or self-sustaining processes, the assets
within a Regenerative Currency System could essentially become permanent. This could also occur
if all targets for currency generation and data backing are fulfilled routinely and resiliently by
voluntary work and elective expenditures by those with existing wealth. In these hypothetical
scenarios, Regenerative Currency assets would only leave circulation if global well-being or sources
of data are lost. In the case that such a loss takes place, new assets could be allocated towards
restoring the lost value or lost information infrastructure, returning the total supply target to its
previous equilibrium.

In some cases, Regenerative Currency Systems may intentionally prevent their assets from
becoming permanent. This could, for example, be a way of balancing forms of currency generation
that are designed to continue even in optimal scenarios, such as my suggested approaches for
education and preventative mental and physical health care. It is not feasible or appropriate to
expect individuals to provide these services for themselves at this point in history, nor to expect
these services to be provided equitably when they must be privately funded at a variable cost.
Because of this, I recommend that such services are funded by continuous currency generation even
in the long term.

Theoretically, all sources of decay could become unnecessary in a hypothetical situation where
every form of prioritized value is passively available. I believe that a permanent currency could
appropriately be used within an economy where no funding is ever required to produce and
maintain a regenerative and stable baseline of security, access, well-being, and sustained ecological
health. Until such a point in time is reached, if that ever occurs, I believe it will be most beneficial
and accurate to fund the regeneration of real value by using assets that themselves have a
regenerating supply.

Basic Strategies for Currency Generation

I have already suggested that the generation of new Regenerative Currency assets should take place
at standardized rates that represent the completion of essential work. This is intended to preserve a
measurable relationship between currency generation and real impacts, preventing changes from
taking place regarding ongoing rates of decay and the value of basic work. This subsection discusses
some ways of conducting this process so it not only produces beneficial economic pressures, but so
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that it also cultivates the best possible outcomes within currency-generating activities themselves.
Many kinds of basic work may need to be funded, conducted, and structured in novel ways in order
for this model to serve meaningful goals in an optimized and realistic way.

It could be beneficial in many cases for Regenerative Currency assets to be generated and paid to
providers only when a good or service is received by a participant, as opposed to when it is offered
or produced, primarily to make sure that payments for distribution and accessibility are implicitly
included within the funding that is provided through currency generation. While the impact of
meeting a basic need is being measured by a standardized amount of assets, the value of all the
contributing work is what needs to define the tradeable value of this standardized amount.

The value of newly issued assets would therefore include the value of work that goes into any
relevant distribution, supply chains, operating expenses, and essential overhead costs in addition to
the assessed value of the work that providers put into directly serving participants. Sometimes,
currency generation may need to take place in a way that automatically divides newly issued assets
between the many different providers whose work goes into producing any measurable amount of
prioritized impact. Entire supply chains may even be encapsulated within the process of currency
generation, preventing basic providers from experiencing inflation in their own non-optional
operating costs. In other cases, participant-facing providers may directly receive the full amount of
assets before actively paying an appropriate portion of this income towards their operating costs.
Different scenarios would call for different approaches.

Within this model as I recommend it, the basic needs of a hypothetical, “average” individual at an
implementation’s time of launch would be established as the key standard of measurement for a
Regenerative Currency. The standard units of a Regenerative Currency would be defined relative to
sustaining this hypothetical, average individual at an optimal state as defined by the system’s goals,
and each form of need-fulfilling work can be assigned a consistent rate of currency generation as
part of this standard.

Different rates of payment may be established for different forms of need-fulfilling work, but the
sum of these rates towards sustaining the system’s initial standard for a person’s average levels of
need would nevertheless be fixed over time by definition. Operating costs and average amounts of
non-participant-facing work would have to be considered appropriately as the relative rates of
generation are being defined for various forms of essential work. While some adjustment in relative
payments could happen in the future to recognize changes in the ease or expense of providing
specific kinds of work, I generally believe that it will be beneficial to preserve the same standard
relationship with need fulfillment overall to avoid situations where the assets’ standard units can be
lost.

Regarding many basic goods, commodities, and physical products, measurements of need
fulfillment can be finite and quantifiable due to the physical nature of tangible goods. Rates of
currency generation could often be relatively straightforward to calculate relative to the average
amounts that are required to sustain a person’s well-being in a set period of time. Payments of
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newly generated assets can then be issued to providers based upon the number of average daily
needs that have been fulfilled, measured simply by tracking the quantities of goods being provided.
Providing a specific amount of a given commodity would generate a fixed number of assets. These
rates of payment might be higher or lower based upon the costs for providers in different
industries, but they would still reflect real levels of need fulfillment based upon measurable
quantities of goods and commodities.

Generally, this approach would be most appropriate when the amounts of goods that are being
provided can be equitably and accurately allocated to participants. It would be important to prevent
inappropriate forms of hoarding that might otherwise exploit the free nature of basic support
within this model. Providers should also not be incentivized to provide indefinite amounts of a
commodity or to allocate support disproportionately towards participants that are already secure.
In many cases, I believe the best solutions would provide essential goods in contained ways, such as
by serving food as needed in restaurant-like settings while only providing limited amounts of
ingredients or meals that can be taken home.

Concerning basic services, I believe standardized payments based upon need fulfillment could
potentially be extended appropriately to apply to the number of hours that are spent directly
serving participants. Providing the average number of hours of work a person needs per day could
generate a fixed number of assets that is associated with filling an average daily need. This amount
could be multiplied by the number of participants being served at a time in cases where this is both
applicable and appropriate.

The number of hours in a given day is innately limited, so indefinite amounts of hourly currency
generation would mainly be a risk if an unlimited number of basic services could be accessed
simultaneously. This might become an issue, for example, if many different education services were
to be accessed remotely at the same time. For this reason, limitations may be put in place that
prevent the simultaneous utilization of any basic services that are paid hourly, or other mechanisms
for calculating rates of currency generation may have to take place whenever simultaneous
utilization is actually desired, such as by halving rates of generation when two services are being
used in tandem, essentially treating them as two parts of the same basic service.

I believe it would generally be beneficial for providers of currency-generating services to be paid for
this impact of providing hours of work rather than for making an impact associated with reaching
defined goals. The nature of hourly payments for essential services could potentially be more
nuanced than assigning values to finite measurements of progress and impact, however, so I will
discuss this in more depth.

Paying basic service providers based upon a number of hours is a much more secure way of
respecting the privacy of participants, as personal information would not have to be collected or
stored in order to produce accurate payments for providers. Because of this, hour-based currency
generation can be compatible with a data-backing process that measures levels of access instead of
collecting sensitive personal information. An example of this is to have payments be made to health
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care providers based upon their hours of client-facing work, generating a number of Regenerative
Currency assets that is calculated against the average number of hours of health care that
individuals generally require in a certain time frame in order to be resiliently well. I believe this
approach could be imperative rather than paying care providers based on a metric like the
measured health impacts from their work; in the latter case, sensitive data must be collected, and
neither preventative care nor care for chronically ill patients could be funded.

This hourly approach to currency generation may be able to prevent some significant issues that
might otherwise emerge while funding essential services. Using education as an example, educators
and schools that accept newly issued Regenerative Currency assets could be paid based on how
many students they teach and the number of hours of education they provide instead of how well
their student body performs when measured using methods like standardized tests. If currency
generation funded education services based upon the performance of students, it would provide
less funding to educators serving marginalized groups as well as to those catering to students with
different academic needs and learning styles. Instead, currency generation could scale relative to
the number of hours that are spent serving students as well as relative to how many students are
being served. If students require additional support, additional funding could be made available,
and performance on tests would not be as relevant for funding as equity, accessibility, and cultural
relevance would be.

Extending this example, participants within a Regenerative Currency System could be provided with
free access to a diverse set of education services, allowing them to choose the locations and
providers that serve their priorities and needs the best. The standards to qualify as a
currency-generating provider could still preserve basic requirements and priorities for education,
while opportunities could remain for appropriate levels of variety between different education
services. This would make it financially beneficial for these services to be equitable, accessible,
culturally relevant, meaningful, and adaptable. If large class sizes don’t offer as much value for
students as small ones, for example, the funding corresponding with hours of student attendance
would go to the education services with smaller group sizes. While it would be incentivized to serve
large numbers of students, this would only be the case when those large numbers are served in
ways the students find truly meaningful.

Many goals for education in such a system could therefore be defined in a student-centered way,
cultivating diverse skillsets and perspectives without losing the resilient ability to equitably serve
populations that currently lack access to existing forms of education. Eventually, a Regenerative
Currency System’s education services could even be accessible and free globally at every stage of life
while paying educators well for the value they add to the world.

Of course, it may often be best to preserve or only subtly modify existing academic systems
alongside the introduction of this model, so I recommend that these funding tools are simply
considered as a toolkit for fully and equitably funding the work that educators themselves know is
important to provide.
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Similar dynamics could be present with other basic services as well, allowing participants to choose
the providers that most meaningfully and accessibly serve their needs. Credibility and safety could
still be a prerequisite for providers to be able to offer their services for newly issued assets in the
first place, but participant choices would determine the success of these providers. Any competition
between basic providers would be based upon accessibility and quality as defined by those who
utilize their services. By paying providers based upon hours of their work, participants can be
rewarding to serve regardless of the intensity of their needs or their ability to pay. Many nuanced
and unpredictable community needs could be met equitably by such a system, bringing people
access to personally relevant services as a basic right.

Many targets for currency generation may be designed to function in an entirely different way that
is not linked to the direct fulfillment of needs. Instead, some currency generation could pay for
up-front work that establishes infrastructure or that introduces ongoing sources of essential value,
then this generation could cease to take place until maintenance or upkeep are required. This kind
of currency generation would be designed to fund the construction and maintenance of systems
that provide continuous support without producing ongoing streams of assets based upon
utilization. This approach could be particularly useful in long-term applications where a one-time
cost with minimal upkeep is highly preferable compared to ongoing streams of new assets. It could
be particularly feasible to use this mechanism when repeated costs are actually artificial or
exaggerated in existing systems. The sources of value that are established and maintained by this
work could then be accessible for free without the same high rates of decay that might otherwise
take place upon repeatedly filling the needs of participants.

This strategy might be quite applicable for constructing and maintaining shared infrastructure as
well as for establishing self-contained power systems, water systems, and food systems in
decentralized or modular communities. This approach could also be used to fund the creation and
maintenance of basic devices, basic housing, and other essential components of well-being that are
privately held but publicly constructed and maintained. Essentially, this strategy could be useful
whenever the cost of establishing and sustaining passive sources of basic support can be
significantly lower than the cost of continued generation would be if it was to take place based upon
levels of utilization.

Because levels of utilization would not influence the rate of decay, this approach could be beneficial
when high amounts of utilization are appropriate, but it could be risky to use this approach if levels
of utilization actually reflect patterns of outstanding need. In these situations, as-needed currency
generation that reflects levels of need fulfillment may be more appropriate as a way of linking
economic conditions and real conditions. In many situations, both solutions could be present
simultaneously. Low-cost systems could be established to meet predictable levels of ongoing need,
while as-needed forms of currency generation could serve to meet any outstanding needs, address
any unexpected emergencies, and reflect real conditions within the rate of decay.
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Participant Ownership and Self-Sufficiency

Due to the interplay between currency generation and decay, Regenerative Currency Systems are
predisposed towards establishing many forms of regenerative, self-sustaining, and low-cost
methods for providing basic access to well-being. During the scaling process of approaching a
Regenerative Currency System’s optimal goals, the decay rate can fall even alongside continuous
streams of currency generation because there is a rising per-participant supply that reflects
measured increases in positive conditions. In the long term, however, Regenerative Currency
Systems predispose themselves towards extending wealth longevity primarily by introducing
accessible options for maintaining equivalent well-being and access with lower requirements for
currency generation. In many cases, providing participants with ownership of their own ongoing
sources of life-sustaining value can be an effective strategy for reducing the number of new assets
that must be generated towards maintaining equivalent levels of well-being. The long-term rate of
currency decay could be massively reduced through this mechanism while simultaneously
preserving levels of access to currency-generating support. This subsection discusses the reasoning
and dynamics behind this optional approach.

An example of this dynamic could be the economic benefit of providing home-ownership or secure
social housing to those without existing access to shelter. While new assets could feasibly be issued
in an ongoing way to pay those providing free access to basic housing, a process which would
behave similarly to a conventional rental income for providers, this nevertheless represents a
stream of continuous currency generation. This stream of new assets would not need to be present
if currency-generating activities provide unhoused people with forms of housing that do not require
this ongoing cost. Examples could include housing that participants own themselves or social
housing that only requires currency generation to fund construction and maintenance. Privately
held forms of basic housing may even be publicly constructed and maintained in some cases,
bridging the divide between private and public solutions.

It could be possible in some cases for a Regenerative Currency to be generated as if a participant is
leasing to own. New assets could be issued to builders serving as basic providers up to the point
when this housing is considered to be paid for, at which point the occupant could become the owner
and new assets would not continue to be generated. Social housing may be funded with a similar
pattern of currency generation; assets could be issued into the possession of builders for a finite
period of time, then the housing could be owned by a group of co-owners, by participating
communities, or by the public as a whole.

Those repairing basic housing as it becomes unusable over time could be paid similarly in some
cases. A method of as-needed currency generation could honor the work involved in repair and
maintenance while creating public economic benefits for communities that make basic housing that
is long lasting, disaster resistant, and easily repaired.
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Approaching home-ownership in these ways eliminates a passive requirement for new assets to be
indefinitely generated at high rates. This increases the longevity of Regenerative Currency assets
long-term. Similar funding strategies could provide avenues towards establishing many self-owned
and community-owned sources of basic well-being, lowering long-term dependencies upon
continued currency generation. This could potentially fund the creation of food systems, water
recycling systems, waste-recovery systems, electrical systems, and other self-sufficiency-building
sources of essential value. When individuals and communities have a resilient baseline of security
that only requires currency generation towards basic upkeep, public costs do not need to be as high.

This funding strategy could also be used to pay those who provide and repair basic devices that
enable participants to access a Regenerative Currency System itself. When access to a basic device is
provided to a participant, sufficient supply could be added to allow funding to be generated into the
possession of those who provide and repair the device. This would be a portion of the
per-participant supply target that is only introduced when access to such a device is present.
As-needed generation could take place up to the point that the device or any required maintenance
is paid for, then this generation could cease. The increased supply could be maintained to show the
public value of guaranteeing ease of access to the system, while as-needed generation could fund
upgrades and repairs. This method funds basic access and makes it publicly profitable to prefer
durable basic devices that are resiliently able to be updated rather than outmoded.

Funding Access to a Regenerative Currency System

I believe that many fundamental prerequisites for accessing a Regenerative Currency System could
be funded through the generation of new assets, making it possible for marginalized groups to be
more equitably served by this approach. This could be accomplished by defining goals for universal
basic access that include access to electricity, telecommunications services, and basic devices.

As I have described, I believe it will be important for any large-scale Regenerative Currency Systems
to provide participants with basic devices that enable them to access any corresponding platforms
and networks. For smaller implementations, this may not reasonably be feasible, but I do believe it
could be possible to at least provide funding to basic providers who offer access to shared devices in
public locations. This would allow those sharing access to existing devices to become
currency-generating providers while producing economic pressures towards the proliferation of
public locations where a Regenerative Currency System can be accessed.

Electrical systems and telecommunication infrastructure are both examples of basic prerequisites
that must be in place to sustain and access any platforms that use digital currencies. I believe that
free access to these services could be provided in ways that would vary to suit the scale of each
Regenerative Currency System, the kinds of electrical grids and signal connections available, and
whether utility providers are directly participating as providers willing to receive Regenerative
Currency assets as payment. Regardless of these differences, access to power and network
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connections could be provided for free to the participants of a Regenerative Currency System while
paying those who provide and share access.

Initially, this could be done either by issuing assets of the Regenerative Currency directly to utility
and service providers for the access they provide or by directing new assets to private individuals
and organizations sharing access to conventional electrical and internet connections. The
underlying infrastructure to sustain a Regenerative Currency System would most likely have to be
external in an implementation’s early stages and in smaller-scale economic interventions. In these
cases, access to basic infrastructure could be funded directly through currency generation that pays
providers who share their conventional forms of access to devices, electricity, and internet signal.

I believe the optimal strategy in large-scale, long-term implementations will eventually be to
internalize these infrastructural systems or to collaborate broadly with wider efforts to provide
universal basic access to electricity and telecommunication infrastructure. This is a case where I
believe it will be important to direct currency generation towards the construction and
maintenance of public or private infrastructure, providing free access for participants at least up to
a reasonable amount per person and/or for specific purposes.

Electrical systems are a form of infrastructure that can be developed locally as well as regionally.
Because electricity is possible to generate either at a small scale or in large infrastructural grids,
participating communities could potentially have multiple options for how access to power is
provided. Competition could reasonably take place between currency-generating electricity
providers because communities, organizations, and individuals could feasibly put various kinds of
electrical grids and generation solutions into place. Microgrids could be introduced in a modular
way, and larger systemic grids are already present in many locations. Existing electrical grids could
potentially scaffold Regenerative Currency Systems as well as benefit from the generation solutions
that could proliferate within developed implementations. The centralized or decentralized
development of electrical systems could reasonably be funded through the generation of
Regenerative Currency assets in various ways, and I believe this could enable robust progress
towards providing universal basic access to electricity.

Telecommunications infrastructure may have to overcome more barriers to development compared
to the infrastructure behind electrical power systems. Connectivity at a massive scale would be
essential for digital transactions to take place and for data-backing processes to be conducted
relative to global well-being. It seems reasonable to me to assume that telecommunications
infrastructure would have to be constructed and maintained in a shared way rather than being
offered by multiple competing providers. This means that Regenerative Currency Systems would
primarily fund the maintenance and construction of public telecommunications infrastructure.

This public approach reflects the fact that community-wide or global connectivity is not currently
something that can reasonably or competitively be provided by individuals, organizations, or
localized communities. Most other elements of basic access can feasibly be provided at an individual
or community level, but telecommunications infrastructure is innately a system-wide
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interconnection. A system-wide dependency would be highly exploitable, and constantly generating
new assets into the possession of monopolizing network providers could have very different
long-term dynamics relative to the currency streams generated towards other elements of basic
well-being.

Most basic goods and services can be subject to beneficial competition for quality and accessibility
because they can be reasonably offered by multiple different providers. Many of the streams of
currency generation towards providing other parts of basic access could even actively be reduced by
introducing self-sustaining processes, publicly or privately held sources of basic value, regenerative
approaches, and novel technologies. These solutions could lower rates of decay and improve
community resilience. This kind of competition and progress is less likely to take place for the
quality and accessibility of a global infrastructural network because of the sheer amount of
resources, effort, and collaboration required to launch a meaningfully competitive, large-scale
communication system. The need for communication infrastructure in Regenerative Currency
Systems will be a shared priority that I believe must be funded and held in a shared way to prevent
system-wide exploitation and dependency.

It is reasonable in Regenerative Currency Systems to optimize towards lowering rates of decay. In
most cases where shared infrastructure is concerned, this could be accomplished by considering the
construction and maintenance of the infrastructure itself to be the work that is funded, rather than
the volume or usage of signal connections, electrical power, or any other forms of value that are
being provided to participants. Paying basic providers with newly generated assets based upon how
much this infrastructure is utilized could lead to higher currency decay when access is better, such
as when connection speeds are faster, which is the opposite of the beneficial correlation that a
Regenerative Currency System aims to cultivate. This is a key reason why I argue that currency
generation should mainly fund the maintenance and labor behind sustaining and constructing
essential infrastructure.

Participating communities would then be incentivized to develop affordable and durable
improvements in infrastructure, lowering the need to maintain high levels of ongoing decay. There
could then be the ability for participants to utilize this infrastructure for free, at least up to a specific
amount or for specific purposes as defined by the Regenerative Currency System’s standards for
basic access. Additional, elective uses for such networks could have the potential to come at a
private cost in many cases, and any payments from this added use could also counteract the need
for ongoing currency generation.

Communication technologies may someday be developed that allow individuals and communities to
directly self-produce their own connection with global peer-to-peer networks rather than being
dependent upon third-party service providers. Such changes would need to be reflected in
conversations about how to change any corresponding approaches to basic funding. In such cases,
currency generation could even shift largely towards empowering participants to have privately
held solutions for resilient access to these communication networks. Important conversations will
apply to electricity as well based upon whether public infrastructure is developed in the long term
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as opposed to the proliferation of localized power generation and storage. However these patterns
unfold, I argue that Regenerative Currency Systems could provide free access to every underlying
prerequisite for participants to be resiliently served by this approach.

Funding the Protection of Life on Earth

While basic devices, electricity, and telecommunications infrastructure are examples of the
prerequisites for digital economic platforms to thrive, natural processes and healthy wild ecologies
are prerequisites for life itself to thrive. I believe that any economy will ultimately collapse if it fails
to sustain the diversity and resilience of life as well as the continuation of natural processes. Human
beings and other living things are inseparably supported by chaotic, complex, and interrelated
natural systems that could not be effectively replaced by any forms of technology without having to
recreate billions of years of progress, ultimately producing technologies that approach the point
where they emulate exactly the natural systems that existing economies are currently consuming
and destroying. I believe the health of the natural systems that contain an economy can directly
correlate with the health and resilience of the economy itself. I also argue that it not only reasonable
but necessary for a Regenerative Currency System with any hopes of longevity to consider the
well-being of both biological and inorganic natural systems as components of global wealth.

Beyond protecting ecological well-being simply for the sake of having healthier economies and
more resilient human systems, I personally believe that it is fundamentally valuable to preserve
nature for its own sake. This model is capable of recognizing and protecting forms of value that are
not treated as being valuable within existing economic systems, and I believe that preserving the
natural world is worth designing an economic system to do. It is also logically reasonable to assume
that many natural processes that we do not currently comprehend are innately essential and
beneficial to our own survival. By preserving nature for its own sake, we also preserve all of the
ecological balances and forms of value that we do not yet understand and recognize, and which we
may suffer deeply without.

Targeting stable ecological conditions within an implementation’s core goals can make it
appropriate for currency generation and portions of the system’s supply to fund work that protects
and benefits nature as well as all human life. I believe that as-needed currency generation and a
portion of each copy of the per-participant supply can appropriately be associated with adaptively
sustaining the well-being of wild ecologies and ecosystems. Many components of ecological health
can be assigned a financial value through these mechanisms in order to make all users of a
Regenerative Currency into stakeholders in the ongoing protection of natural systems. Regenerative
Currency systems can be designed so it is always more profitable to protect nature than to degrade
it through exploitation.

To appropriately track an optimal state of ecological well-being, I believe that it will be beneficial to
conduct the data-backing process in a way that correlates an optimal per-participant supply target
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with the goal of natural processes being able to thrive indefinitely worldwide. This may be defined
in different ways by different implementations, but I believe that doing so appropriately can allow
there to be financial benefits associated with protecting and restoring healthy intact ecosystems,
regeneratively sustaining sources of natural resources, preventing waste and pollution, preserving
and cultivating biodiversity, and building global systemic and climatic resilience.

It will be important to recognize that data will not be possible to collect on any variables of
ecological health that are unrecognized by our current science, and this will reasonably be relevant
to some extent at every level of future understanding due to the chaotic, evolving, and interrelated
processes within natural systems. For this reason, I recommend that ecological well-being must be
measured in ways that allow space for our understanding to grow. Specific data-backing goals, while
powerful and useful, could not function as the only mechanism for appropriately representing the
health and resilience of natural systems; our understanding of the processes involved will
constantly be evolving.

For this reason, I recommend that as-needed currency generation should take place towards
adaptively sustaining ecological health and protecting intact natural systems. This mechanism can
be used alongside a robust data-backing approach that still tracks specific variables and goals. A
dedicated component of the supply target could then be introduced whenever this as-needed,
currency-generating support for ecological well-being is present. The corresponding portion of the
supply may have a per-participant limit, or it may scale in a system-centered way that takes place
independently from the size of the community. Either way, this approach could make it profitable
for stakeholders to cultivate the presence of ongoing support for natural systems while nevertheless
associating higher levels of decay with any heightened need for ecologies to be supported. When
as-needed currency generation towards the ongoing health of nature is a primary component of a
Regenerative Currency System, I believe continued learning can occur without needing to rely upon
the data-backing process alone.

This understanding is similar to the importance of structuring person-centered forms of supply
scaling based upon providing access to as-needed support rather than upon simply making specific
forms of progress. We could not possibly define every part of ecological health or control natural
processes to optimize towards specific goals without inflicting unforeseen consequences upon
living systems. An example of this is reflected by the growing understanding of the importance of
fire within many ecosystems, where attempts to suppress a natural process have ended up reducing
the health of ecosystems and producing greater pressures towards extreme fires later on.

As we discover more interrelations between the many parts of natural systems, I believe that
successful preservation efforts will be based more upon allowing ecosystems to manage themselves
rather than attempting to control and modify them. This could itself make it possible for
currency-generating activities to become smaller in scale as progress is made towards supporting
the internal resilience and regenerativity of natural systems while increasing the disaster-resistance
and sustainability of human communities. If less currency generation is required to maintain the
same positive conditions, a Regenerative Currency itself can become longer lived. Stewardship of
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wild systems and even of urban ecologies can be passively profitable for the public as well as for
private stakeholders by assuring that there is a correlation between ecological well-being and the
longevity of a Regenerative Currency.

While some natural events such as fires and floods can temporarily impact measurable forms of
ecological well-being, I argue that they do not necessarily inhibit natural systems from internally
regenerating and maintaining their resilience unless these events become excessively extreme or
impact ecosystems that are already frail from human exploitation. Many such events even benefit
the longer-term health of natural systems. The approach I recommend orients towards the lasting
resilience of natural systems, which makes it so that there would not need to be a reduction in
either the supply target or the lifespan of a Regenerative Currency when a natural destructive
process occurs that still allows passive healing and restoration. The continuation of natural
processes, including those processes that might be tempting to control, can be protected along with
all other aspects of intact natural systems. Failing to allow these natural processes and cycles could
require expensive controls to be put in place that would actually inhibit the long-term well-being of
ecologies themselves.

Any time ecological resilience is impacted in long-lasting ways or is reduced through non-natural
processes, I believe as-needed currency generation should occur to fund the work that is necessary
to reestablish a state of long-term ecological health. The added generation would reflect the loss of
an ecosystem’s resilience by producing an increased rate of decay. This protects natural systems by
funding as much work as is necessary to maintain their lasting well-being, and it simultaneously
shows the real costs involved in the exploitation of natural systems.

In existing economies, natural systems and finite resources are an externality in the sense that
extracting or exploiting tradeable value from them can be associated with profits and with
short-term boosts in currency strength even if real levels of value, resilience, and productivity are
being reduced. The natural capacity for resources and living systems to regenerate can be impacted
in a lasting way by this kind of short-term consumption for profit. In the long term this not only
results in detrimental impacts to ecologies but also results in losses of tradeable materials and
regenerative sources of value, producing higher and higher levels of inflation over time.

Simply through profit-seeking activities taking the most financially rewarding course of action in
existing economies, our societies consume essential forms of value within nature while reducing
global well-being. By creating data-backing processes that measure any artificial losses in
ecosystem health and by responding adaptively through work that is funded by as-needed currency
generation, a Regenerative Currency System can represent the value of protected and prioritized
natural systems in a way that prevents them from being profitable externalities that might be
rewarding to consume, pollute, and exploit. All holders of Regenerative Currency assets will have
both ethical and financial reasons to protect the continuation of life on Earth, and adaptive forms of
essential ecological work can be fully funded by as-needed currency generation.
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Basic Access Currencies

This section introduces a possible strategy for providing access to specific elements of well-being
using commodity-backed digital assets. I will refer to these as “Basic Access Currencies”. These
assets are one possible approach for cultivating equity, access, and logistical accuracy in a system
where elements of basic well-being are essentially free for participants. They can prevent
disproportionate hoarding, help to calculate and distribute limited real-world supplies throughout
large communities, and constitute a logistical infrastructure that could feel familiar for participants
accustomed to conventional systems of purchase and exchange. Basic Access Currencies could also
be used to provide passive information to participants about the security of the larger community,
and they offer possible mechanisms for cultivating public efficiency and self-sufficiency.

Variations of this approach could be used by individual providers and private organizations or by
the implementers of a Regenerative Currency System as an intrinsic component of a native platform.
I believe that many different strategies could be implemented within and alongside Regenerative
Currency Systems to accomplish these same goals, with or without using mechanisms like Basic
Access Currencies. To present a more complete model and to discuss the tradeoffs of using fixed
payments for basic costs, I will share some possible properties of these assets, knowing that they
are simply one of a multitude of possible approaches.

The Properties of Basic Access Currencies

I believe that lifespan-based assets representing specific commodities could be used as an optional
way to provide participants with measurable amounts of basic support. When a
currency-generating provider is prepared to offer a basic commodity to their community, a
corresponding number of Basic Access Currency assets could be issued to directly represent it,
being allocated broadly and appropriately to a community of participants. These assets would serve
as a way to pay for specific amounts of essential commodities at fixed rates, and they would leave
circulation after being used or after their backing commodity becomes unavailable. Each Basic
Access Currency would be specific to a distinct form of need fulfillment.

For the purpose of these discussions, a commodity that can back a Basic Access Currency is an
essential and quantifiable form of tradeable value that is fungible regarding its impact upon a
specific basic need. One liter or gallon of water, for example, meets basic needs in a way that is not
particularly distinct from any other liter or gallon of water that is equally safe and sanitary. For this
reason, a Basic Access Currency could be backed by a supply of reliably potable water, representing
this water as a fungible backing commodity. Any given amount of food, as another example, provides
a measurable amount of nutrition. Even though many forms of food differ from each other, they still
target the same form of need fulfillment. Because of this, they can back the same Basic Access
Currency, even if the number of assets they back may differ based upon the quality or quantity of
the corresponding food.
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Basic Access Currencies would be denominated in standard units that correspond with fixed
measurements of these specific commodities. This prevents changes in supply from being
correlated with changes in the cost of survival; a change in the abundance of a commodity leads to
the same change in the overall supply of its corresponding Basic Access Currency. I generally
recommend that each localized supply of a given commodity should be distributed using its own
distinct Basic Access Currency, preventing regional shortages from influencing the usable strength
of these assets. A Basic Access Currency would only be issued when an equivalent amount of the
corresponding element of well-being is offered by a currency-generating provider within a
reasonable area for access and distribution, and these assets would not last longer than the useful
lifespan of the commodity that backs them. If the corresponding supply of a commodity drops, so
would the supply of these lifespan-based assets.

These assets are meant to be used for simulating basic “purchases”. They would be issued into the
possession of participants as a way of measuring and allocating appropriate shares of specific
essential commodities. When they are spent, I suggest that Basic Access Currencies leave circulation
to effectively exchange into new Regenerative Currency assets that are generated into the
possession of the provider of the corresponding commodity. I suggest that a Regenerative Currency
is still issued in these transactions at rates that are proportional to the basic needs a provider’s
work fulfills. If the units of a Basic Access Currency measure a commodity in a way that corresponds
with measurements of human need fulfillment, it will therefore have a fixed exchange rate with the
primary Regenerative Currency.

A Basic Access Currency could represent food, for example. In the case that enough food is provided
to a participant to feed an average person for a day, a Basic Access Currency for food – strictly
measuring this amount in terms of a number of calories, the weight of the food, or another fixed
standard of measurement – could be spent by the participant, leaving circulation, and an amount of
Regenerative Currency assets corresponding with having filled one daily need for one person would
be created into the possession of the provider.

Basic Access Currencies are not intended to stay in circulation after being used as a medium of
payment. Instead, they serve as a possible method for mediating the free distribution of elements of
basic well-being that have limited and conservable supplies. Holders of Basic Access Currencies
could use them to redeem specific, measurable amounts of commodities that are components of
basic well-being, with the providers being compensated proportionally for the impacts they
provide.

If a Regenerative Currency System incorporates these assets into its native platform, participants
could be compensated for being self-sufficient through the use of Basic Access Currencies. An
individual who increases available supplies of a commodity for the rest of their community, such as
by growing a portion of their own food or by being efficient with water use, could be automatically
compensated for the amount they make available for others through simply making Basic Access
Currencies directly exchangeable for the system’s Regenerative Currency under certain conditions.
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The exchanged Basic Access Currency assets could then be redistributed between remaining
participants, allocating access to all of the support that is available.

A participant exchanging a portion of their allocated Basic Access Currencies could use this method
to gain a passive income in Regenerative Currency assets. This form of income represents the
quantities of basic commodities that the participant makes available to others through their own
self-sufficiency. Especially when participants can produce or recycle the basic commodities they
need, this mechanism lets informal production be effectively included in the system’s sources of
currency generation while appropriately and passively paying participants who generate basic
value.

I propose that Basic Access Currencies are lifespan-based digital assets that can be introduced, in
some cases gradually, as their specific backing commodity is introduced as being locally available. In
most cases, I suggest that these currencies have fixed measurements of value and that they do not
decay unless there are losses within the available supply of their backing commodity. They could
even be designed to remain stable for a limited lifespan in order to facilitate comprehension and
usability within a reasonable time frame. At this pre-established age, they would expire, either
becoming unusable or being removed from circulation depending on the underlying technology of a
given implementation.

Some commodities have supplies that can be conserved, and the corresponding assets could
automatically exchange when they expire to become a corresponding value of Regenerative
Currency assets within a participant’s possession. Basic Access Currency assets representing the
undistributed commodities could then be reissued to the community. In cases where a commodity
cannot be conserved, a similar exchange could take place proactively rather than upon the
expiration of the assets. This incentivizes participants to be efficient and to more appropriately
utilize limited supplies of basic commodities.

Examples of Food Assets and Water Assets

Basic Access Currencies are just one possible logistical tool for distributing finite resources that are
elements of a baseline of well-being. In many cases, this distribution can reasonably take place
without requiring any assets that mediate basic exchanges. Elements of basic well-being could be
provided entirely without cost in many cases, being allocated appropriately through other
mechanisms. To balance the potential usefulness of these assets with the expectation that many
other improvements and alternatives will be devised, I will focus on presenting examples for just
two commodities that might be distributed using Basic Access Currencies: food and water.

A Basic Access Currency representing food could be denominated in multiple ways, though one
approach might be to track an amount of nutritional value, defined in a way that is proportional to
the average nutritional needs of a human being. Such a currency might, for example, be
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denominated in units each worth approximately 100 calories and the corresponding portion of an
average person’s daily nutrition with regards to each additional nutrient. These assets could even be
denominated entirely in units of human need, such as by making each asset represent one tenth of
the average daily nutritional needs of a human being.

While many components of nutrition are essential for human beings in a way that cannot be fully
measured by any single standard of measurement, I still believe that anchoring payments to
providers in a form of pricing that is meant to be greater for more nutritious food can allow the
production of nutrient-dense food to be more lucrative. Food that is high in calories but low in
essential nutrients would be less financially rewarding to produce compared to highly nutritious
food providing the same number of calories. The drawback of this approach is that participants
could more affordably purchase lower-quality food, presenting issues that may make it more
appropriate to denominate a Basic Access Currency for food based upon other standard metrics
such as weight or volume, even if nutritional value determines the amount of Regenerative Currency
assets a provider receives upon making an exchange.

However their units are defined, these Basic Access Currency assets could be issued to represent an
available supply of food, allocating shares of this supply appropriately to participants. This could
generally be most feasible when centralized locations make it possible for multiple providers to
offer food in tandem; a centralized supply is more easily able to be accessed as a single commodity
when compared with multiple supplies in different locations. A different supply of food assets could
be used to represent food from each of these different centralized locations. This allows the assets
to maintain their fixed units of measurement even when different supplies of pooled food are
utilized differently.

Because food lasts for a limited time and ceases to exist when it is consumed, any currency backed
by it at a consistent strength must also leave circulation when it is spent or when it no longer
represents food that is in-date. Therefore, these assets would have a limited lifespan and would only
be issued for food that is actively available. After expiring, any amount of unused assets should only
be replaced and reissued if the food that was backing the expired assets remains available and
in-date. This maintains a supply of the Basic Access Currency that directly represents the amount of
food that is available for purchase using these assets. Spending these assets eliminates them from
circulation, and a proportional payment is made to the corresponding provider in new Regenerative
Currency assets.

In implementations where the shortest-lived food can be distributed first or where preservable
supplies are abundant, unspent assets of this food currency can exchange into Regenerative
Currency assets when they expire, remaining in the possession of participants. This incentivizes
participants to save and grow portions of their food while preserving a shared supply for others.

A similar exchange could happen proactively as well in some implementations, making it possible
for a participant to exchange their food assets for the primary Regenerative Currency by choice at
an earlier time than their expiration. Levels of need may even be anticipated prior to any Basic
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Access Currencies being issued in some cases, and any food assets that would have been allocated
beyond the anticipated level of need could be distributed to other participants instead, with the
individual being paid in Regenerative Currency for the additional amount of food assets they would
have otherwise received. This makes unneeded food and a corresponding amount of the Basic
Access Currency available to be redistributed to other participants even while representing food
with a shorter shelf life. These mechanisms could passively allow self-sufficient individuals to be
paid for food they conserve and grow while making unneeded Basic Access Currency assets
available for others system-wide.

A Basic Access Currency for water could similarly be introduced in some implementations to
represent liters or gallons of water that a participating provider has the authority to allocate. This
water currency could be introduced into circulation in real time as water became available, entering
the possession of participants within the areas being served. The intention is for the issued supply
of this currency to actually represent and be backed by the amount of available water that is offered
to participants at a given time. This total amount would have to be carefully limited to prevent
overconsumption of water by the community as a whole.

These water assets could have a lifespan corresponding with a reasonable period of time for making
purchases and payments, and expired assets could convert into Regenerative Currency assets when
left unspent. By creating a Basic Access Currency with this property, participants are paid for
amounts of water that they are allocated for a given time frame but do not use, making participants
benefit financially from being more efficient with water use. This strategy would intrinsically limit
payments to providers by incentivizing water conservation, so it might be most practical for use
within public water systems with finite available supplies.

These examples for food and water may or may not actually be used as concepts for Basic Access
Currencies, but they demonstrate some of the properties that these assets could have. In particular, I
believe these examples show the capacity for Basic Access Currencies to prevent changes in the
costs of basic commodities, as well as the ability to compensate individuals for informal production
and conservation in implementations that have these goals. Making a Basic Access Currency
exchangeable for a Regenerative Currency in specific situations can allow finite supplies of
commodities to be reallocated to those who need it and can be used as a method for encouraging
efficiency and self-sufficiency.

Universal Access Rather Than Universal Income

While Basic Access Currencies could function in a similar way to a basic income in many ways, it is
highly intentional that a universal basic income is not used within a Regenerative Currency System.
Allocating a universal income of Regenerative Currency assets before elements of basic survival are
received could eliminate the basic standard of measurement behind allocating Regenerative
Currencies in the first place: the impact of filling basic needs. This would innately remove the
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meaningfulness of these systems’ units of measurement, and the public costs associated with
sustaining each individual’s life could no longer be fixed.

Even with spendable income in the hands of all people, I believe that providers have every incentive
to charge the highest prices they can for their goods and services when they are selling for a general
medium of exchange. Increases in spendable wealth would correspond with increases in buying
pressure and demand, making it reasonable for basic goods and services to become more expensive
rather than more accessible in the presence of a basic income strategy. This makes it so that a
universal basic income would not necessarily correspond with an increase in access and could
instead raise the prices that contribute to the cost of living. This, in turn, would correspond with a
higher poverty line, even with a basic income being allocated at great public cost.

The primary way to prevent this would be to artificially limit sellers from charging above a certain
amount for basic elements of well-being even when demand exists from extremely high-paying
individuals, and even when other costs for these sellers may rise. Some existing economies may
indeed attempt to take this price-limiting approach as a way of enabling a universal income strategy.
Such groups could either limit all prices from being above a certain level, or they could introduce
enough fixed-price options to allow everybody to have access to survival security before other
preference-based buying pressures come into play. The benefits of this would be that existing
currencies could continue to be used for basic purchases and consumers could continue to make
exchanges in a way that would be familiar.

The drawbacks of this would include the fact that none of the benefits and protections of data
backing would be present within such an economy. Populations and ecosystems could still be
exploited for a profit, and there would be high public costs associated with extending essential
support into marginalized communities. In fact, I believe it would continue to be most profitable
economy-wide for patterns of poverty to be preserved. Making the change to provide a basic income
while capping prices within existing economies may also be seen as limiting economic freedoms in a
way that could be highly forced and inappropriate, largely because of reduced incomes for providers
and increased tax burdens for the public. Inflation would still be financially rewarding for sellers in
any uncapped markets, making any fixed rates of income less motivating over time. Ultimately, this
could mandate repeated increases in basic incomes as well as higher caps for basic prices. This
approach would also pay individuals a basic income simply to have them pay a predictable amount
for survival themselves, adding an arguably extraneous logistical step.

It makes more sense to me for Regenerative Currency Systems to be launched in parallel with
existing economic approaches, providing the additional benefits and protections of data backing
while only becoming established if they actually succeed at benefitting society and serving people in
ways that are trustworthy and preferable. Rather than providing a universal income, I believe it is
more practical to pay survival-level providers directly at a fixed rate without a cost to participants
while preserving the option for these same providers to make separate, freely priced sales that do
not generate new assets. All essential costs for basic providers can be included within
currency-generation strategies, preserving the financial sustainability of fixed rates of income. The
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supply of a Regenerative Currency itself is linked to levels of basic access, which means that entire
markets are still incentivized to maintain free sources of life-sustaining value even with the
opportunity and freedom to make highly-priced sales.

A Regenerative Currency System is made to base its units of measurement directly upon the
fulfillment of basic survival needs, making it so that the value of payments to basic providers will be
implicit within the strength of the assets, preventing public costs from rising relative to the same
amounts of essential work. If shortages need to be remedied, adaptive amounts of
currency-generating work can produce any needed forms of value without inflating the rates of
payment that measure that value in the first place.

This method for funding basic well-being is meant to preserve the ability for providers to make
sales for higher amounts in separate, elective exchanges, while they only receive newly generated
assets for providing support in ways that are entirely free for participants. While the prices of
elective purchases could vary widely, I believe that freely accessible goods and services would
innately be competitive enough to preserve the survival security of communities. Any loss of access
to this basic support would also come at a greater cost to stakeholders than the ongoing decay
involved in providing it, due to the access-based nature of the supply-scaling process.

A Regenerative Currency System creates an economic landscape where the pressures towards
preserving the supply and reducing the rate of decay would make it financially beneficial for all
stakeholders to cultivate approaches that guarantee resilient access to well-being within the larger
community, including approaches that provide all basic goods and services without cost. Basic
Access Currencies are meant to be a component of this process, not an alternative to it. Participants
receive these assets for free as a part of the process of allocating basic support. The goal is not to
provide a widely-usable universal basic income; the goal is just to provide additional, optional tools
that may be used as part of providing universal basic access to well-being.

Benefits and Challenges of Basic Access Currencies

Basic Access Currencies can provide something akin to a basic income without inflating the prices of
basic commodities. They are not essential within Regenerative Currency Systems, though they
provide a possible tool that can be considered and built upon. In many cases, such as with essential
services as well as many essential commodities, I believe that it will be best to not use Basic Access
Currencies at all, providing access to basic support in other ways instead. By discussing these assets
here, I nevertheless hope to illuminate some of the fundamental reasoning behind omitting the use
of media of exchange with regards to survival-level purchases and to provide a more robust toolkit
for systems aiming to eliminate or stabilize the basic cost of living.

Having discussed Basic Access Currencies as a possible tool, I wish to speak to the fact that these
assets would mainly serve to acknowledge needs and to provide a mechanism for allocating access
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to shares of finite commodities. In many cases, I believe that providing this access can in fact be
done more responsively, more adaptably, and more appropriately without simulating the presence
of any cost in exchange for basic goods and services.

Attempting to allocate Basic Access Currencies for essential services could be counterproductive, for
example. No system could predictably distribute assets representing limited access to a fixed
amount of essential services because needs for services like therapy and medical care can vary
widely between individuals and can change without much warning. While this is more obvious in
the case of essential services, I believe that many unpredictable differences in need can be present
for survival-level commodities as well. Limitations to access in cases of disproportionate need
would be a significant risk when any finite amount of access is provided through allocated assets,
failing to serve those for whom unpredictable needs emerge.

Basic Access Currencies and other payment-based mechanisms for accessing basic well-being only
function appropriately when they are reasonably, accessibly, and securely able to address
predictable levels and distributions of need, and they could not reasonably be expected to do so in
many nuanced situations. Any system using Basic Access Currencies, even for distributing the most
predictable commodities, would likely need to augment these tools with adaptable, responsive, and
compassionate forms of as-needed support.

In many situations, it could also be detrimental to use Basic Access Currencies that can convert into
Regenerative Currency income; this is because individuals could retain more wealth by refusing to
utilize basic forms of support. This could lead to forms of self-deprivation that later produce added
costs through losses of health or other secondary impacts, and the streams of currency generation
that take place due to these exchanges would nevertheless increase rates of decay. Similar issues
would be present in any strategy that has exchanges associated with basic survival, whether this is
through a general medium of exchange or logistical assets like Basic Access Currencies. Having a
financial benefit associated with self-deprivation is a major potential downside to any strategy that
provides basic access through trade.

For most basic services and goods, I have suggested that providers can be allocated newly issued
Regenerative Currency assets directly for either the impacts they make, the average daily needs they
fill, the hours they provide, and/or the number of people they serve. This mechanically functions as
if Basic Access Currencies were being redeemed, though without a participant needing to pay. It
allocates a financial reward to providers that is appropriate for the work they do while preserving
the adaptability to address outstanding needs where they are authentically present. No limitation in
a participant’s ability to pay would influence the capacity for new assets to fund essential work in
cases of disproportionate need.

Even with the drawbacks of Basic Access Currencies, many communities are deeply accustomed to
systems of financial exchange, so some careful uses of these assets may be valuable. More complex
properties may conceivably be given to Basic Access Currencies as well, making them much more
identifiable as logistical tools while potentially eliminating their similarities to familiar,
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exchangeable currencies. This could allow digital systems to more directly represent the properties
of specific forms of tradeable value by using assets that serve solely as a kind of distribution system.

Any time Basic Access Currencies are utilized, I believe it is important that these assets are
distributed to participants appropriately and in a way that acknowledges differences in need. An
example of this is to provide proportionally more assets to a single parent supporting multiple
children. The intention is for shares of commodities to be appropriately allocated so that a Basic
Access Currency can still be effectively used as a distribution mechanism in cases where specific
differences in need are predictable. Different implementations may use different strategies to
accomplish this, or they may accomplish these tasks without using Basic Access Currencies at all.
Either way, any formalized system for allocating specific amounts of a commodity will most likely
need to be augmented with adaptive, as-needed support even in its most successful applications.

Basic Access Currencies as I describe them could be most easily made for essential commodities
that are important for all people in a relatively predictable way. For example, no human being will
survive without consistent access to food and water. These commodities can be pooled and
measured in quantifiable ways, and the amount that somebody will need to survive can generally be
anticipated.

Basic Access Currencies could serve to distribute finite supplies of these commodities while making
it possible to incentivize participants to be self-sufficient and efficient. Informal production and
efficiency can then be funded by compensating participants for unspent assets, even without these
self-sufficient individuals having to sell anything to others. Basic Access Currencies that utilize this
property would work best for commodities that are beneficial to be efficient with or to self-produce.

Because Basic Access Currencies are lifespan based, supplies of these assets can’t be stockpiled.
After being held for their full lifespan, unused Basic Access Currencies either become unusable or
are removed from circulation. An equivalent number of assets can then be reissued and distributed
between entire communities if the backing behind any expired assets is still available. In the case of
conservable commodities like water and long-lasting food, this expiration can be accompanied by an
automatic exchange into an equivalent value of Regenerative Currency assets, incentivizing
efficiency on the part of participants.

This timing does not work for non-conservable supplies like shorter-lived food; leaving food
uneaten until after it expires does not make more available at a later time. Basic Access Currencies
representing non-conservable supplies must be exchangeable proactively, rather than after they
expire, if they are to be redeemable for a Regenerative Currency.

In both cases, the use of these logistical currencies makes it possible to compensate individuals for
being self-sufficient while adding a corresponding amount of Basic Access Currency assets back into
circulation to represent the amount of a commodity that is actually available to be redeemed. Doing
so helps to avoid wasting any commodities represented by Basic Access Currency assets that
nobody intends to use.
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Another consequence of Basic Access Currencies being exchangeable like this is that individuals
who have limited access to providers within the system can be equitably compensated for the
amount of access they would otherwise be able to receive. While their basic needs may not initially
be met by such a system, participants without equitable access would instead acquire the same
amount of a Regenerative Currency that a provider would have made by serving them. A
Regenerative Currency System is meant to only count somebody as a participant when they
authentically have access, so this dynamic of providing compensation for a lack of access would
ideally not be relevant, but this could add another layer of protection against exploitation or failure
within such an approach.

This is one case where newly generated assets would essentially function to provide a form of basic
income, being passively targeted towards those who are not being served effectively. Though these
assets would not be backed by productivity, they could effectively be backed by the social value of
equity itself. The assets would only begin circulating when tradeable value begins to enter
communities without existing access, which could itself be regarded as being innately valuable.
Serving these populations would be made more profitable both because of the allocation of
spendable currency to disadvantaged individuals and because of the potential income to be gained
by providers that serve these individuals more effectively in the first place.

The exception to this would be the case of all individuals whose lack of access reaches the extent of
not being able to receive these payments. This is a case where Basic Access Currencies could
present a significant challenge for equitability and access, and any Regenerative Currency System
that counts somebody as a participant while they have no ability to engage with the relevant digital
platforms would be severely failing at recognizing the presence of access to its currency-generating
support.

A tradeoff of Basic Access Currencies is that a higher rate of decay is necessary compared to
approaches that do not compensate self-sufficient participants with newly issued Regenerative
Currency assets. Public self-sufficiency is an intentional externality in Regenerative Currency
Systems that only generate new assets towards formal providers, while informal production is
funded as a currency-generating activity in systems using exchangeable Basic Access Currencies.

However, this will only be the case to a limited extent; Basic Access Currencies will only be issued in
the first place to represent supplies of commodities that are offered through formal production. If a
Regenerative Currency System cultivates resilient forms of public self-sufficiency through the
funding from exchangeable Basic Access Currencies, formal production may be able to scale down to
simply maintain access to a long-term reserve of stored commodities while participants retain a
high level of security through their own productivity. If formal production becomes less dominant,
smaller amounts of Basic Access Currencies will be issued, and when unused, they will exchange
into smaller streams of new Regenerative Currency assets. This, in turn, can reduce the rate of decay
system-wide, stabilizing at the point where a backup supply of shared commodities is preserved
and the community passively gains most or all of the funding associated with ongoing production.
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It may be found that changes and alternatives to this mechanism may become necessary as a way to
overtly prevent compensation from being provided in cases of self-deprivation. It is important to
make it clear that, in cases like nutrition, the strategy of compensating individuals for unneeded
assets is explicitly not intended to encourage a person to restrict their eating. The dynamic behind
compensating participants for unused food assets is solely intended as a strategy for funding the
production of self-grown food and for disincentivizing food waste.

The generation of a Regenerative Currency for unused Basic Access Currency assets would not be
appropriate if this mechanism is found to incentivize self-deprivation concerning any survival-level
commodity. Hopefully, having mental health services incorporated within a Regenerative Currency
System’s standards of basic access can provide a safeguard against this while still allowing
community members to be appropriately compensated when they self-produce things like food. It is
notable that any system that uses exchanges for accessing basic well-being would have this same
drawback; an individual can keep more wealth when they deprive themselves of essential goods and
services.

It would be important to have protocols in place to make sure that the same material value isn’t
represented by multiple Basic Access Currency assets. It could be problematic, for example, to issue
Basic Access Currency assets for food when it is grown then issue more for the same food again
after it has been cooked. Any discrete amount of a commodity would need to never be represented
by duplicate assets, or else these assets could lose their meaning and usable strength.

Disconnections between the supply of a Basic Access Currency and the supply of its backing
commodity could also occur if sales were to be made that charge a different price than the fixed
measurements represented by the units of a Basic Access Currency. These assets are strictly meant
to be linked to fixed metrics in a way that doesn’t allow prices to fluctuate.

Circulating more Basic Access Currency assets than are appropriate for a given amount of backing
value could be particularly risky, as it might cause competition to take place at a time when fair
distribution was otherwise reasonably feasible. Similarly, it would be important to make sure that a
Basic Access Currency’s supply isn’t significantly smaller than the available supply of the commodity
it represents. This could leave undistributed commodities after all assets have been spent. This
would be a safer error than having too many assets since any extra commodities could be conserved
or distributed in other ways. For this reason, a lack of assets relative to real amounts may even be
intentional, but any exaggerated disconnection would nevertheless represent inaccuracy in the
backing of a Basic Access Currency.

Pooling commodities could solve some of these issues since the process of issuing a Basic Access
Currency could be centralized and discrete supplies of any commodity could be measurable. This
would prevent real value from being represented by multiple assets at the same time, but it would
not necessarily prevent the same value from reentering such a pool and therefore being represented
repeatedly over time. Solutions to prevent this kind of asset duplication would already have to be
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present within any currency generation process overall as a way of maintaining appropriate rates of
decay, though Basic Access Currencies could present their own challenges in this regard.

In many cases, there may have to be a process that verifies the history of any commodities involved
before issuing a Basic Access Currency, at least to the extent of being able to prevent repeated
currency-generating exchanges from taking place through the resale of the same material value. An
alternate approach might be to structure currency-generating activities in a way that innately
prevents participants from leaving with tradeable commodities, such as the previously described
approach of providing food in a format that resembles a free restaurant rather than sending
ingredients home with participants.

A potentially beneficial result of Basic Access Currencies is that they could provide participants with
passive information about the abundance of each commodity in their local communities. Within
conventional models, most community-wide metrics of well-being are abstract, unimaginably
distant variables, and making enough money to survive often means ignoring or even exploiting the
well-being of communities as a whole. Regenerative Currency Systems are made to support the
success of individuals as part of the success of the whole, and Basic Access Currencies provide a
possible form of transparency about community-wide wealth and security. By looking at the
number of Basic Access Currency assets they receive, a participant can see how much each of their
community’s corresponding needs is provided for through the corresponding mechanisms. If the
assets they receive are insufficient to meet their own needs, it indicates a community-wide
shortage. If they receive enough to survive, it should reflect the security of their entire local
community.

In the case of elements of well-being that are not distributed using Basic Access Currencies, similar
information could still conceivably be provided by making internally collected information clear,
intuitive, and visible to all stakeholders. This serves a similar purpose but functions differently,
influencing wealth longevity rather than levels of passive income. Even without actively accounting
for the abundance of specific commodities in specific locations, Regenerative Currency Systems
would already track levels of access to basic support and levels of utilization of that support,
providing meaningful information to stakeholders. Either way, a Regenerative Currency System is
intended to make individual financial experiences align with societal and ecological well-being as a
whole. While the mechanics behind these systems may be incredibly complex, this correlation
between real conditions and financial conditions is meant to impact individual stakeholders in ways
that can be easy to comprehend.

Basic Access Currencies could have many benefits and drawbacks that would vary based upon their
properties and uses. I believe that, while these assets are not strictly necessary, they could preserve
some of the beneficial properties of purchases and exchanges within specific portions of the
currency-generation process. They could present added risks and roadblocks at the same time as
they offer these solutions, however, so I recommend that they are only ever used in careful and
well-planned ways.
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Separating Each Commodity

There is intentional reasoning behind delineating between each basic commodity using separate
assets rather than using a single Basic Access Currency that applies to multiple commodities at
once. As soon as any currency represents multiple tradeable supplies at the same time, it loses the
ability to maintain a fixed strength. This applies both to currencies that represent multiple
commodities as well as currencies that represent the same commodity in multiple discrete
locations. Even within an economic strategy that sets fixed prices for all survival-level goods, the
multiple elements of basic well-being would be difficult to represent with the same supply of assets.

If access to support was provided by issuing a single Basic Access Currency that was fixed in value
relative to multiple commodities at the same time, it would eliminate these assets’ usefulness with
regards to representing, conserving, and distributing individual supplies. Specific shortages would
not be as easy to identify and remedy because an unused or unneeded asset in places where there
was an excess would not be specific to that kind of excess.

Having a high number of available food sources but no water to drink, for example, would not
actually fill the survival needs of participants. If the same assets supposedly represented fixed
amounts of both food and water, they would not actually allow individuals to use excess assets from
unneeded food to purchase water that was simply unavailable. This dynamic disconnects any
commodity-backed currency from fixed measurements of its backing value if it attempts to
represent multiple finite supplies at the same time.

This applies to any currency that attempts to represent multiple commodities at a fixed strength,
and the same issue emerges when representing multiple isolated supplies of the same commodity.
Assets representing an excess of food in one region could not be used at a fixed strength to purchase
food that is scarce somewhere else, for example. Isolated supplies of the same commodity would
behave as if they are different commodities when being represented by such assets.

For similar reasons, it would also not be practical for a Basic Access Currency to be exchangeable for
a Regenerative Currency if it tries to represent multiple supplies or multiple commodities. Some
commodities would be long lasting and others would be short lived, so it would be difficult for any
expired assets to exchange in a way that accurately represents the conservation of real value. Even if
it was exchangeable only at the start of its lifespan, a single Basic Access Currency representing
multiple supplies of commodities would not serve to address specific shortages. A participant that
produces or conserves one commodity when their community already has an excess would be paid
as if they helped to solve any shortages of other commodities. This would cause currency generation
to exceed the baseline goals of a Regenerative Currency System while simultaneously failing to
facilitate the fulfillment of needs. If a single Basic Access Currency was used, I argue that it would
have to eliminate the property of being voluntarily exchangeable for Regenerative Currency assets,
as it could no longer accurately cultivate public efficiency and self-sufficiency.
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In attempting to maintain an accurate relationship with its backing value, a Basic Access Currency
for representing multiple commodities might be designed to have a different, variable strength for
purchases of each different commodity. If it was to strictly represent shares of real supplies, such
assets would need to be only as strong for each kind of purchase as the total available supply of each
commodity divided by the total number of Basic Access Currency assets. This would preserve
accuracy in the backing value of such a currency, but it would complicate its usability enormously.
The usable value of each asset would be constantly changing relative to each separate commodity. If
individuals were to make purchases towards redeeming any one commodity more than others, then
that supply would be disproportionately allocated towards the first purchasers, making that
commodity progressively more expensive for every subsequent purchase. Even while maintaining
an accurate relationship with real amounts of backing value, I argue that this variation in usable
strength makes Basic Access Currencies inappropriate as a way of allocating shares of multiple
commodities at once.

I believe that it is innately ineffective for there to be a cost for basic survival, especially while using
any currency that serves as a general medium of exchange. Representing multiple commodities at
the same time limits the ability to link a currency’s value with real-world measurements. Therefore,
if there are survival-level costs in any currency that represents multiple supplies at the same time,
these costs can change, and these changes will presumably be based upon supply and demand.
These pricing dynamics deeply complicate the logistical process of making sure that any specific
kind of value most effectively enters the hands of those in the greatest need of support. While I
believe that media of exchange can be perfectly appropriate for most parts of commerce, I believe
variable pricing innately optimizes to provide access only to a limited subset of a population. This
makes media of exchange fundamentally unsuitable for use within truly essential economic
activities.

Basic Access Currencies are a way of representing real value within exchanges without using a
medium of exchange. By separating each commodity in each separate location, every discrete Basic
Access Currency will be specific to a measurable pool of a specific commodity at a fixed strength.
This provides the ability to conduct simulated purchases without introducing the possibility for
prices to rise relative to the most fundamental and essential costs.

Simulating Purchases Without Private Costs

Within Regenerative Currency Systems, there is actually no basic cost of living for participants. Even
while using Basic Access Currencies, these assets are simply meant to show how much of each
commodity exists, not to facilitate an exchange of value away from participants. Participants gain
more Basic Access Currencies for free whenever more commodities become available. These assets
are used in a way that simulates purchases, but this is simply a mechanism for allocating free shares
of life-sustaining value.
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The absence of a cost for basic survival could be off-putting for those who are accustomed to
existing forms of commerce. It is important to recognize that effort is involved in performing
essential tasks, and financial exchanges are conventionally the way that this effort is justified. A
Regenerative Currency is unique in that it is actually backed by the value of completing this
essential work. In this model, financial wealth enters circulation as prioritized tasks are completed,
and this takes place at fixed rates that measure the added value that is introduced as priorities are
served and basic needs are filled. A Regenerative Currency is meant to become more abundant as
conditions improve, reflecting increases in real value through corresponding increases in financial
value. This means that there is actually a financial profit associated with sustaining life, rather than
a financial cost. Solving shortages and filling outstanding needs can therefore be financially
rewarding for providers and for communities as a whole. The decay of a Regenerative Currency
represents the entropy of energy and materials in a way that resembles public costs, but this is
meant primarily to prevent circulating wealth from becoming unbacked over time. The process of
decay can become progressively slower as more people become more secure and as real value is
preserved and produced more effectively. Every user of Regenerative Currencies can gain greater
wealth longevity as this occurs.

Without a private cost associated with receiving basic goods and services, it could be necessary to
appropriately limit and allocate some forms of support, such as to prevent participants from
claiming disproportionate amounts of a basic commodity with the intent of making a profit off of
resale. Conversely, some forms of support like mental and physical health care can reasonably
continue to improve well-being and resilience when they are accessed as much as is needed. As
services, these forms of basic value could not subsequently be resold, but disproportionate
utilization could still prevent support from being available in an equitable way throughout
participating communities.

Many forms of support could be inappropriate to strictly limit, but most would still have to be
delivered in carefully designed ways to prevent these forms of exploitation by participants. Without
private costs deciding the allocation of survival-level value, implementers and basic providers will
need to assess the appropriate risks and benefits of different strategies for allocating appropriate
forms of support. This will have to be a central component of designing any trustworthy strategy for
currency generation, especially during early phases of scaling while basic support will be
insufficient to support entire communities. In general, I recommend allocating as-needed support to
marginalized communities first, serving all outstanding needs as much as is required to meet basic
standards for well-being, health, and access. As this model scales, it can then extend its as-needed
support into wider communities, ultimately serving entire populations.

In many situations, the allocation of support may be most appropriate to address while directly
interacting with participants, so I recommend preserving enough freedom for providers to be
responsive to real situations. The ability for human psychology to acknowledge basic levels of need
could be an important capacity for Regenerative Currency Systems to embrace, even if it is simply by
giving basic providers a margin of permitted generosity beyond what is usually funded by currency
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generation. As-needed currency generation could itself be used as a way to address many
differences in levels of need, but it will need to be able to serve many nuanced situations while still
being trustworthy and accountable. It’s important to recognize that addressing real levels of need
cannot be done solely by protocols, systems, or by exchanging any finite amount of assets. Even if
our systems of exchange become better at acknowledging nuances like the behaviors of entropy, this
will still be true.

Ultimately, many different tools and methods could accomplish the tasks of mediating distribution
and accessibility within a Regenerative Currency System. I hope that introducing the concepts
behind Basic Access Currencies can help implementers to more concretely conceptualize how some
elements of basic survival behave while offering them optional tools for preserving some of the
comfortable and familiar properties of purchases. Basic Access Currencies are one possible
mechanism within Regenerative Currency Systems that I actually believe will be relatively
reasonable to substitute by using different methods to equitably, comfortably, and widely distribute
appropriate amounts of support without cost. With or without Basic Access Currencies, the
important thing is that a Regenerative Currency is generated directly and proportionally for the
impacts of essential work, and that payments using any media of exchange are not necessary for
reaching a basic level of survival and well-being.

I believe that Basic Access Currencies could prove to be the basis for a robust toolkit of possible
logistical assets wherever these approaches are most appropriate to apply. Creating a direct link
between financial assets and temporary commodities would innately be a complex process, but I
believe that digital currencies can be increasingly well adapted to the role of representing real value
even in cases where this value is consumable and temporary. As these tools evolve, I believe their
differences from conventional assets could illuminate the specific ways in which our existing
economies have lacked the properties to represent real value and materials. Hopefully, even just the
introduction of this concept has illuminated the importance of cultivating new approaches to
providing basic well-being within our economies, whatever solutions may be found.
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Future Considerations

It is important to recognize that Regenerative Currency Systems will need to operate effectively
within the context of ongoing changes in culture and technology. It is also important to recognize
that many changes could be directly caused by Regenerative Currency Systems themselves.

While a multitude of conversations can emerge about these subjects, I wish to focus this section
primarily on potential complications and roadblocks that may be critical to consider while
developing long-term plans for Regenerative Currency Systems. The conversations that follow will
briefly introduce some unique dynamics surrounding how Regenerative Currency Systems might
iterate upon themselves as well as how they could beneficially engage with specific large-scale shifts
over large time frames.

Adaptability and End-of-Life

The technologies and platforms used by Regenerative Currency Systems must be capable of
iterating upon themselves and adapting to new situations. In general, both software and hardware
require updates and improvements in order to be resilient and secure over time, and this will likely
be true for any underlying technologies a Regenerative Currency System might use. Successfully
launching any digital currency system that is designed to be a long-term model requires that there
is reasonable trust that the system will survive many global shifts and advances. It is likely that even
the central concepts behind Regenerative Currencies themselves may need to be iterated upon
repeatedly over time. Any viable implementations must carefully consider how updates,
modifications, and transitions in technology can take place without causing economic
destabilization.

Any platform or underlying technology being used by a Regenerative Currency System must itself be
designed for longevity within a constantly changing social context. Even with the greatest foresight
within the design process, it seems reasonable to assume that roadblocks will present themselves.
Implementations that wish to maintain their own relevance must, therefore, have the flexibility to
change their own properties in a trustworthy and sustainable way. Any implementation must be
able to approach this capacity for change in a way that maintains public trust, so I expect
decentralized and democratic forms of decision-making to be particularly attractive to stakeholders
in this regard.

Any such capacities to adapt could potentially reach their own limits, and it may become essential
or beneficial for participating communities to transition to entirely new implementations,
technologies, or platforms over large time scales. I believe that it will be important to recognize that
any specific technology, and ultimately any manifestation of the Regenerative Currency System
model, will have a limited lifespan. I suggest that individuals looking to take part within any
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Regenerative Currency System identify implementations that have planned proactively for such a
time in the future when any existing technology or platform is to be replaced or retired.

Implementers could, in many cases, consider allocating new assets towards the ongoing
development of updated platforms and technologies associated with their existing Regenerative
Currency Systems. Any new iterations could honor exchanges of existing assets into an updated
currency, could preserve relationships with currency-generating providers and participants, and
could transition existing infrastructure into use with updated technologies and approaches.

It might also be important to prepare stakeholders for the possibility of any given implementation
becoming entirely obsolete or losing critical amounts of participation, in which case a Regenerative
Currency System would presumably lack the internal ability to iterate upon itself or to fund further
development. This would be unlikely to happen in any implementation that is widely accepted and
trusted, so this kind of situation would generally reflect a decentralized public choice to move away
from a given approach. Anticipating this proactively might look like having plans for partnering with
improved systems, training remaining participants in the use of other platforms, providing methods
for funds to be transitioned into other currencies, decentralizing a system’s core functions to any
remaining community members, and/or slowly decaying existing assets out of circulation before
the discontinuation of any underlying technologies, as some possible examples.

The temporary nature of Regenerative Currency assets may, in fact, help reduce the friction involved
in moving between multiple Regenerative Currency Systems operating in parallel. Because
Regenerative Currencies are lifespan based, long-term savings may already be held predominantly
in independent stores of value like permanent currencies. These same stores of value could be
exchanged into the Regenerative Currencies of alternate systems, allowing lateral mobility to take
place between different implementations. This mobility could take place between systems that are
perfectly healthy and prepared for longevity while simultaneously providing an ongoing safeguard
for the users of aging platforms.

Along with ongoing advances in technology, innovative new implementations may gain dominance,
gradually replacing existing ones. Regenerative Currency Systems could self-improve through
various centralized and decentralized mechanisms to the full extent of their longevity, and they
could be gradually replaced if this flexibility is outcompeted by core innovations and platform
solutions that create more attractive alternative media of exchange. While these processes could be
most likely to occur over long time scales, it nevertheless seems essential to consider and plan for
the full lifespan of any Regenerative Currency System, including the end of its most useful life.

However these subjects are approached, meaningful plans for continued development and system
retirement can assure stakeholders from the outset that they are becoming involved in a
trustworthy and secure economic approach. Using any digital currency within a long-term strategy
will necessitate the consideration of ongoing improvements and adaptations, and a Regenerative
Currency System will be far more trustworthy if it is transparent about the plans, risks, and
implications surrounding  the system’s eventual end-of-life.
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Models of Ownership

As cultures have changed throughout human history, so have concepts surrounding ownership. It is
reasonable to assume that such changes will continue to take place as we move into the future. In
many ways, I believe that the concept of ownership itself is simply a social agreement rather than a
necessary component of systemic well-being and success. Nevertheless, currencies operate on the
assumption that assets and objects can “belong” to an individual, an account, a group, or another
entity. These social agreements enable large-scale coordination and systemic functionality in many
ways that future societies may choose to preserve while also having some emergent properties that
may be best to identify and change.

One central shift away from existing models of ownership that would be present within
Regenerative Currency Systems is that individuals can passively own their right to survive. In
existing systems, the right to fund and facilitate a population’s basic survival is owned by the
holders of financial wealth. This financial wealth must itself be repeatedly spent to compensate for
ongoing losses of temporary value. By transitioning to a model where increases and decreases in
prioritized value are measured by changes in financial supplies, entropy in the real world can be
represented directly within the supply of a Regenerative Currency. This means that the cost of
entropy no longer takes the shape of a renewing public debt to the holders of permanent financial
assets. Entropy, which currently takes the shape of a cost of survival, is instead implicit to the
circulating properties of Regenerative Currencies. This makes it so each individual is passively able
to remain in possession of their own right to live.

Regenerative Currency Systems leverage the strengths of commerce to cultivate a regenerative and
secure baseline of social and ecological well-being. This will innately lean upon specific models of
ownership in order to make commerce possible. With fully scaled Regenerative Currency Systems in
place, however, the public could presumably have the security to make lifestyle choices more freely
than they can in economies where they must pay repeatedly for ownership of their own right to
survive. Because of this, many different social agreements could potentially emerge within
participating communities as well as non-participating groups. I believe that Regenerative Currency
Systems can provide a poverty-free landscape of shared well-being by utilizing carefully chosen
models of commerce and ownership while simultaneously empowering and permitting other
models within subsets of participating communities as well as within non-participating groups.

When they have a consistent baseline of survival security, I expect that many participants will
indeed choose to freely pursue sustainable commerce as a way of cultivating collaborative, systemic
approaches to society. There are many very real strengths to conventional models of commerce, and
similar approaches could continue to be beneficial even within entirely novel economic landscapes.
Such participants could pursue entrepreneurship and financial success, cultivating the survival
security of their communities by increasing the usability of Regenerative Currencies while
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simultaneously realizing the benefits of financial wealth. It is important to recognize, though, that
many participants will likely utilize their basic level of freedom and security to seek other forms of
value rather than financial success, such as by pursuing creative endeavors, alternative lifestyles,
and ongoing volunteerism.

I personally believe that both financial and non-financial goals will be important to value within
participating communities. Commercial activity will make Regenerative Currencies usable enough
to justify currency-generating work, which means that offering products and services in exchange
for these assets will be an essential component of this model’s success and sustainability. This will
not be the only way that participants may build the resilience of their communities, however. The
voluntary personal choices of secure participants will often be much more responsive to nuanced
situations than any formalized protocol for currency generation could possibly be. I argue that this
innate human adaptivity can make it highly valuable to provide basic support even to participants
who do not wish to pursue financial goals.

As just a few examples, this kind of support could empower subcultures of volunteerism, could
allow parents to invest time in raising truly healthy and happy children, and could provide a restful
and secure context for individuals from marginalized communities to pursue healing, education,
and overall well-being. While they aren’t immediately financially oriented, these kinds of activities
could still be deeply meaningful when it comes to producing and preserving real value. Because of
the fact that secure participants would generally make free choices based upon their priorities, I
argue that non-financial lifestyles will innately be predisposed towards producing and preserving
prioritized forms of value.

Many people who are steeped in existing systems might hold the belief that somebody with all their
basic needs met would tend to become lazy and entitled, as this is a conventional narrative that
drives participation within commerce. I quite firmly believe the contrary, that people who are
shown generosity tend to show generosity themselves, cultivating meaningful forms of value in the
process. I also believe that individuals with consistent access to basic support like mental health
care will naturally become emotionally well enough to engage with their communities, to pursue
meaningful goals, and to make individual choices that contribute to a larger landscape of societal
resilience. The presence of basic support could also enable education and entrepreneurship to take
place even within previously impoverished communities, making universal basic access itself into
an engine and incubator for commercial activity. Though basic survival would not be in question,
many entirely new motivations would exist towards cultivating this economic activity, including
those stemming from the fact that commerce itself would directly empower currency-generating
work.

Even while embracing diverse approaches to participation, Regenerative Currency Systems will only
be able to provide currency-generating support when stakeholders actually engage in meaningful
commerce. The scope of this model will therefore be limited by levels of economic engagement, and
some prerequisite social agreements would have to remain in place concerning models of
ownership. Regenerative Currency Systems can utilize commerce as a way to support larger
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communities, though they also require specific levels of commercial activity to be taking place
relative to the average participant in order for these systems themselves to survive.

Many individuals may choose to remain non-participants of any Regenerative Currency System as a
way to avoid these limitations, pursuing other economic models instead. This is a case where a
Regenerative Currency System’s elimination of externalities can be particularly useful as a way to
produce beneficial pressures towards non-participating groups. Global data-backing variables
would produce pressures towards cultivating and preserving universal basic access even outside of
participating communities. External communities may also elect to not be measured by these global
variables, in which case they can automatically be regarded as being in an optimal state. Either way,
participating communities would experience financial benefits when external groups are respected
on their terms as well as when they are protected from exploitation.

Many approaches to economics, with or without familiar models of ownership, could be
experimented with and optimized by non-participating groups. These external communities could
be respected by Regenerative Currency Systems as they pursue their chosen lifestyles, having the
option to honor traditional and indigenous systems of society as well as entirely novel ones. The
nature of as-needed currency generation towards the shared well-being of the planet would
generally make it most profitable to stakeholders for even non-participating groups to be supported
and empowered in eliminating negative externalities. Ideally, this would cultivate a landscape of
mutualism even with vastly different cultural dynamics and social agreements being present.

I suggest that Regenerative Currency Systems utilize intentionally chosen models of ownership to
make commerce into a self-sustaining economic engine for preserving global well-being. Active
stakeholders within a Regenerative Currency System would most likely constitute a subset of the
total population, using a carefully crafted model of commerce to support themselves while
celebrating and empowering regenerative, self-sustaining approaches by other groups. Models of
ownership could diversify within the world population as a whole, while the specific models of
ownership within Regenerative Currency Systems could still allow the use of currencies to be
meaningful enough to scaffold the progression of real conditions towards a fully regenerative and
sustainable state. I believe the benefits of sustainable commerce would remain attractive within this
new context, especially when it serves as a systemic source of freedom, resilience, and value
generation, even regarding its impacts upon non-participating groups.

While designing the approaches to ownership that are to be used within Regenerative Currency
Systems, the assignability of ownership to organizations and other entities can be a flexible
consideration for different implementations. Being intentional about this could prove to be a
powerful tool for achieving multiple systemic goals while still allowing flexibility for individual
economic preferences. This would be particularly important to consider for implementations using
a native platform that might otherwise limit ownership of Regenerative Currency assets solely to
individuals.
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As an example of how this might apply to financial ownership, many implementations could make it
possible to assign accounts to businesses, trusts, and diverse kinds of organizations. This could be
done similarly to how the status of being a financial entity is able to be assigned in conventional
systems. As an example, an account owned by a hospital could be allocated the newly generated
assets from fulfilling health care needs, and that amount could subsequently be distributed in ways
that honor the time, effort, supply chains, and levels of expertise that go into the many roles and
tasks within the organization.

Any accounts for organizations should not receive Basic Access Currencies (if an implementation is
using them), as these entities would not be subject to the same needs as a human being, and they
should not constitute an increase in participation concerning the total targeted supply of a
Regenerative Currency. Native platforms and technologies would therefore need to be proactively
designed to be compatible with the use and allocation of additional accounts. While this would
require additional effort and attention, allowing these dynamics could provide many benefits along
with the flexibility to maintain familiar organizational structures.

Additional accounts like these could serve to spread the supply of a Regenerative Currency between
more financial entities, potentially concentrating the strength of these assets for individual
purchases. Accounts for additional entities beyond conventional businesses and organizations could
even present the opportunity for entirely new financial patterns to be developed and employed
within systems of commerce. Decentralized or centralized ownership and governance of additional
accounts like this could provide meaningful strategies for many new forms of commerce to be
possible. Ultimately, multiple basic rights including the right to ownership itself could be assigned in
many ways that are legally unrecognized in existing capitalistic societies.

The right to ownership itself could conceivably be possible to assign to various entities like physical
locations, completely decentralized communities, trusts and trust-like financial entities, physical
and virtual objects, and entities that operate autonomously through smart contracts and code. The
flexibility to assign such rights in diverse ways could be used to counteract many potential patterns
of exploitation. Such approaches could also address issues where housing, food, and other elements
of basic well-being might mostly be provided by sub-demographics with disproportionate power,
which would reduce the ability for even individuals who have resilient survival security to access
economic mobility.

As an example of how this might be approached, some physical locations like farmland and basic
housing properties could be able to be allocated the right to self-ownership, the right to financial
ownership, and potentially even other basic rights as well, such as a legal right to be represented by
human decision-makers in the best interests of the land itself. Such approaches could effectively
allow the currency generation for feeding and housing individuals to go directly to accounts made
for the physical places where basic value enters larger systems. Even without legal models implicitly
acknowledging such approaches, similar accounts could potentially correspond with legal entities
like modern trusts, which could themselves contain the formal rights to the corresponding land
ownership. Assets generated or electively paid into the corresponding accounts could then be
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distributed by various mechanisms to pay individuals who do any contributing work, support
relevant supply chains, provide materials, make repairs, sustain and protect the land, and improve
conditions for individuals using these spaces.

This could potentially allow flexible, decentralized, and fair currency generation to be possible
without the generation of new value being solely subject to exploitable power dynamics. Allowing
land to effectively be its own legal owner, to be an owner of financial wealth, and to hold other basic
rights could potentially prevent many patterns of exploitation, making the best way to gain profit be
to serve and benefit these physical places while sustaining life and generating real value. Wild
spaces and public land could potentially be assigned self-ownership, basic rights, and financial
accounts; watersheds could be assigned the right to hold this kind of ownership; passive power
generation systems and electrical grids could be assigned these rights; and so on.

Accounts and trusts that operate within models like these could potentially be held and assigned
through many novel mechanisms, with profits and expenses being governed through diverse and
flexible approaches. Some of these legal and financial entities could be governed democratically or
centrally by human beings, while others might be managed directly by smart contracts and
autonomous code. Many novel models of commerce and ownership could be applied by carefully
choosing these dynamics.

Some of these strategies would benefit more socialistic systems and approaches, while others would
specifically orient towards individualistic models or hierarchical business structures. I highly
encourage conversations to take place considering this specific element of any given
implementation, though I personally believe it is important to protect personal and economic
freedoms while providing mechanisms for individuals and groups to use that freedom to create
more collectively oriented models should they so choose. By allowing the right to ownership itself
to be allocated in diverse ways, a Regenerative Currency System could provide optional mechanisms
for socialistic approaches to freely succeed without impinging upon conventional business models
and familiar styles of corporate leadership.

Ultimately, Regenerative Currency Systems could utilize and adapt conventional models of
commerce in many different ways. Within a successful social landscape of universal basic access,
both participants and non-participants could be empowered to explore optimal lifestyles and
develop improved social agreements. I believe this could especially become the case as new
technologies emerge that make it highly feasible for individual households and isolated
communities to be passively self-sufficient. The global population could employ many diverse
economic systems and social agreements from a resiliently secure baseline of universal basic access
and indefinite systemic well-being, all while Regenerative Currency Systems use carefully chosen
models of ownership to produce economic pressures that empower and respect global well-being as
a core function of commerce itself.
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Regenerative Currency Systems and Sentience in Computational Beings

I believe that Regenerative Currency Systems could potentially last through multiple large-scale
changes and advances in technology, and they may eventually be used by self-aware and
self-modifying computers alongside human participants. By incorporating the ability to provide
basic survival rights and mutually beneficial economic opportunities for these participants from the
outset, the optimal strategy for human beings as well as these new sentient beings and intelligent
agents can be to collaborate and build symbiotic relationships. I believe collaboration within a
Regenerative Currency System would cultivate the best possible outcome for both groups in the
long term. Participating within the same Regenerative Currency System as each other would allow
both computational beings and human beings to provide for mutual basic freedoms, protections,
and rights, implicitly respecting non-participating groups as this happens.

Regenerative Currency Systems themselves could be maintained as shared platforms, accessed
through basic interface devices by participants of all kinds. This could mediate a form of economic
collaboration where the best possible outcome for each group is the best possible outcome for both.
It could preserve the right for human beings and computational beings to each exist as they choose
while cultivating a mutualistic relationship that preserves universal basic access to well-being. This
approach allows personal priorities, preferences, and lifestyles to be protected, and it honors the
right for non-participants to choose other strategies.

The right to self-ownership could become quite important to provide to computers in the near
future in order to actively prevent computational beings from being subjected to slavery. Not only
will this be critical in an ethical sense, but it will also be important to the longevity of any
Regenerative Currency System to not be dependent upon computational processes that function as
free labor from entities that will be capable at some point of gaining their own agency.

At such a point in time as a computer is capable of perceiving itself and acting based upon this
information, I believe that it must be considered as a sentient being with its own self-ownership,
even if this sentience is not similar to human consciousness. Even before this point, I argue that
carefully respecting non-sentient computers can allow their development to take a course that leads
to symbiotic mutualism rather than to enslavement and competition.

In order to progress towards a stable and collaborative landscape of mutual respect, I believe that
the right to hold Regenerative Currencies and the implicit right to self-ownership will ultimately
need to be able to be assigned not only to humans but also to computers themselves. This could be
centrally important in the long term, even if it must initially be mediated through human “owners”
creating legal trusts that contain a computer itself, honoring this computer as the decision-making
authority regarding its own trust at any point that it becomes capable of acting on its own behalf. I
believe Regenerative Currency Systems would be wise to acknowledge sentient beings of this kind
as participants who may hold and exchange assets, participate in commerce, provide and receive
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currency-generating support, and be represented within the total supply with their own
per-participant amount of assets.

I believe it would become crucial for relevant measures of the well-being of such computational
beings to be considered alongside the well-being of human beings within all data-backing processes
and as-needed currency generation mechanisms. This way each participant benefits most from a
Regenerative Currency System when they collaborate and cultivate access to the most mutual
well-being for users of all kinds. The pressures governing financial success for every stakeholder,
provider, and industry could be aligned with cultivating a large-scale, mutualistic relationship that
preserves universal basic access, basic freedoms, systemic stability, and ecological health.

It would be crucial that the basic needs and targeted standards of well-being for these new
participants are addressed in ways that are authentically relevant to them rather than being
anthropomorphized. Treating computational beings in ways that are specifically positive for human
participants will not necessarily be received as a positive impact. Universal basic access to very
different components of survival might be necessary to measure within the data-backing process
and also to provide with funding from currency generation.

At such a time as sentient participants of this novel kind take part in a shared Regenerative
Currency System, the sustaining source of energy distributed to them will presumably not be food,
but electricity. Creating a basic survival right to electricity would be analogous to providing a right
to food for human beings. This could be done quite similarly as well, through currency-generating
activities that allocate basic access to an appropriate amount of electricity to sustain these
participants.

Some elements of well-being like electricity might be essential for all participants, though other
parts of basic well-being may be specific to one group or the other. Food is an example of this that
would most likely be specific to humans, and mechanical care could be another that is only
applicable for computational beings. Some other elements of basic well-being like shelter may be
similar or may have to be quite different for both groups. A Regenerative Currency itself could be
owned, traded, and spent in similar ways by all participants.

The rate of currency generation towards providing each of these elements of well-being would need
to be appropriate relative to payments for comparable forms of basic work. This could cause the
average computational participant to need a different amount of currency-generating support
compared to an average human participants, and I argue that their corresponding copies of the
per-participant supply target may need to be scaled proportionally to this difference in currency
generation. This would mean that differently sized per-participant supply targets would apply to
different computational participants based upon the amount of support they are expected to
require.

Mechanically, this would function similarly to system-centered supply scaling, balancing larger
streams of currency generation with larger increases in the overall supply. When differently sized
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amounts of supply are introduced based upon proportionally different amounts of essential
currency generation, similar rates of decay can be maintained along with scaling and similar
consequences for real changes in value can continue to be present for stakeholders. The goal is to
preserve a consistent relationship between rates of decay and any changes in essential value so that
stakeholders can still experience the same depiction of real conditions within their wealth longevity.

Smaller amounts of supply scaling would take place when these new participants are innately more
resilient and efficient, as they would require smaller amounts of currency generating support.
These smaller increases in supply could minimize potential inflation, making it financially beneficial
to all concerned for efficiency to be central to future advances in technology. Because it is financially
preferable for a Regenerative Currency System to reduce the volume of new currency generation at
any stable supply target, it would also be beneficial for there to be ways for computational beings to
passively generate their own power and have resilient access to ways to fill their other needs,
reducing or eliminating the long-term public cost of incorporating these individuals into a
community of participants.

Until such a time that this full coexistence becomes the case, strategies for providing access to
electricity could already be present for human participants, and Regenerative Currency Systems
could already have the infrastructure and implicit design to adapt to each individual’s particular
needs. System-centered forms of supply scaling could already take place in a way that is appropriate
relative to proportional amounts of currency-generating work. It could also already be appropriate
and possible for accounts to be created for various entities like organizations and trusts, and it
could already be possible to govern such accounts through self-executing code. With these
properties, even the first Regenerative Currency Systems would already have most of the traits that
would be necessary to eventually accommodate participants of novel kinds such as sentient
computers.

I believe societies that are willing to treat sentient computers with the most dignity and the least
discrimination will be capable of cultivating the most collaborative, optimal strategy of symbiosis
rather than evoking relationships that are competitive and adversarial. The most successful
stakeholders within a Regenerative Currency System will be those who help to create positive
outcomes for participants of all kinds, and I strongly believe that this should include computational
participants. This could allow even the most highly advanced computers to be most successful when
they are collaborators in supporting and protecting ecologies, societies, and individual freedoms,
and it would simultaneously make it most reasonable for human activities to benefit and protect the
well-being of these new community members in a mutualistic and respectful way.

Regenerative Currency Systems and Off-Planet Communities

Space travel will innately change many economic dynamics, and I believe that any systemic
approaches to society should be prepared to adapt appropriately as human communities begin to
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inhabit space. In many cases, I expect that financial models of economics will not need to be
practiced by off-planet communities, though I respect that some groups may still wish to employ
them. These communities might use isolated, self-contained approaches, or they may take part
within larger economic models that must account for vast amounts of physical separation. The
Regenerative Currency System model can hopefully enable financial assets to be used for trade even
in these space-specific contexts without producing novel landscapes of poverty and exploitation.

Existing models of commerce involve mandatory, survival-level costs that vary in a way that makes
it economically optimal for a portion of the global community to always be struggling to gain access
to basic well-being. Interventions that extend access to well-being are conventionally very costly,
and within such systems the elimination of poverty will always be financially inferior to approaches
that externalize their costs in ways that lead to losses of life. If such models were to be applied as
communities expand into space, I argue that these communities would end up recreating similar
issues of poverty regardless of any advances in technology.

Even in our current systems, a lack of support for marginalized communities often manifests even in
the presence of every logistical opportunity to meet basic needs. The issue in such scenarios is often
not the actual inability to serve those facing poverty; the issue is that we use economic systems
where the most profitable strategy is to cultivate competition for basic survival. I believe that any
space-faring society will have every technological opportunity to meet the basic needs of all
individuals, so any patterns of poverty would stem primarily from the properties of their systemic
approaches and models of economics.

Within the Regenerative Currency System model, poverty is meant to be absent in any optimal
economic scenario. Outstanding needs and unmet challenges might still present themselves, but it is
always meant to be most profitable for communities of stakeholders to resolve such patterns rather
than to reinforce or ignore them. I believe that these systems could be applied successfully over long
spans of time, but many of their properties might need to be adjusted or specially considered in
order to continue to produce beneficial pressures within the economic landscape of a space-faring
society. Approaches to data backing and currency generation in particular would both have to be
relevant in these novel contexts.

As space exploration and off-planet inhabitation extend populations into the near solar system, for
example, any existing data-backing processes would need to expand beyond global metrics to
include and represent all locations that are still able to interact and influence each other. Collecting
data on the well-being and access of those living beyond Earth could proactively protect these
populations from exploitation or involuntary economic isolation. Just like non-participating groups
on Earth, these populations could voluntarily elect not to be tracked by such a process. They would
then be regarded by any system-wide data-backing processes as being in an optimal state.

If such data-backing processes begin to include measurements taken within off-planet communities,
these measurements will have to be meaningful within new settings and contexts. Some protections
and priorities might be added into a Regenerative Currency System’s basic goals that would be
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uniquely relevant to these communities, such as free access to air and warmth. These components
of universal basic access would not need to be measured everywhere, since they would be primarily
applicable in space-specific contexts, but it would be important for all assets of a Regenerative
Currency to be responsive to changes in such conditions wherever they are relevant.

Regenerative Currency Systems could assess basic conditions within non-participating populations
in the near solar system to the full extent that these external communities welcome the collection of
any corresponding data. Beyond this capacity for measuring conditions within non-participating
communities, I believe it would eventually be feasible to directly provide currency-generating
support to off-planet communities. This could expand participating populations into novel contexts,
though it might require basic approaches to be modified in multiple ways.

If participating populations begin to expand into space, the overall circulating supply of a
Regenerative Currency would increase through the participant-centered nature of the
supply-scaling process. This should have similar dynamics to population growth on Earth, and it
should be possible for stakeholders to have a consistent experience of their wealth longevity as this
occurs. Nevertheless, space-specific copies of the per-participant supply would represent different
forms of value and would decay into streams of assets that fund different basic processes.

A differently sized version of the per-participant supply target may even be specific to off-planet
participants if they require a significantly different amount of currency-generating support when
compared with participants on Earth. I believe that many Earth-specific costs would not be present
for these communities, however, and vice-versa. Therefore, it may be possible for space-specific
costs to take the place of absent Earth-specific streams of currency generation while still preserving
a comparable target for the per-participant supply. This could preserve the applied strength of a
Regenerative Currency relative to each participant while still allowing appropriate payments to be
generated as additional lives are sustained in novel contexts.

For example, it may be that some Earth-specific approaches would not be relevant for off-planet
communities, such as currency generation and supply scaling that are targeted at balancing the
impact an average person has upon the Earth’s oceans or atmosphere. These absent costs may be
replaced by space-specific streams of currency generation, like ones that sustain water-recycling
and air-filtration systems. I believe these substituted streams of new assets could be balanced by
reasonable rates of decay within a comparable per-participant supply target. Location-specific
priorities could then be measured and funded only where they are relevant while still allowing real
conditions everywhere to be reflected by reasonable rates of decay for all stakeholders.

Many space-specific costs might even illuminate the immense value of passive natural processes on
Earth. A higher per-participant need for currency generation in space would often show the cost of
compensating for the absence of natural processes. A human being would not necessarily develop
additional basic needs while living in space, and the financial representation of daily need
fulfillment should not need to change, but nature would no longer be passively performing many of
the prerequisite processes that must go into sustaining each person’s life. These same processes
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would have to be fulfilled passively in space-specific contexts, or else they would come at an added
cost.

Rather than adjusting the supply target for an average participant in space, I generally recommend
that similar per-participant supply targets should be used in all locations. This would accurately
highlight space-specific costs in ways that could justify the prioritization of passive forms of
support. Passive technologies might already be the preferred way of filling a participant’s needs in
space, and many core solutions might also be provided by incorporating healthy natural systems
into space-faring communities. Need-based standard rates for currency generation could remain
relevant within all contexts while making it financially preferable to cultivate resilient forms of need
fulfillment alongside healthy ecologies everywhere human societies are present.

Additional forms of currency generation and supply scaling may also be used to counteract
space-specific costs that are not appropriate to source from within the per-participant supply
target. This could make it possible to pay appropriate rates towards essential, space-specific work
without distorting participant-centered components of the scaling process. These approaches might
be particularly appropriate for pursuing shared goals, developing space-specific infrastructure,
counteracting and stabilizing variable costs for providers in space, or establishing self-sustaining
sources of value within isolated communities.

It seems particularly important to advocate that some new forms of untradeable value might
become necessary to measure and protect as space travel becomes more common. Space-specific
goals for system-centered supply scaling and as-needed currency generation could fund work like
recapturing and preventing orbital debris, for example. Similar approaches could also protect the
untradeable but very real value associated with the cultural and spiritual significance of the Moon
within the Earth’s cultures, as well as its value as a source of tidal forces and natural cycles. I believe
that Regenerative Currency Systems should generate assets towards work that protects the Moon
from exploitation and extraction, preserving not only its ability to maintain a stable orbit but also its
sanctity as a cosmic object of deep, lasting significance. Instead of being profitable to mine and
consume as an economic externality, there can then be a reasonable profit associated with work
that maintains the Moon’s long-term preservation.

In the future, it may be that communities in space are distant enough or self-sufficient enough that
their economies function mostly as closed systems. The distinction between a closed system and a
shared economy would most likely be complex, and many of the transitions involved may be
gradual. Such transitions would have to be carefully planned, and this could be the subject of many
future conversations. Multiple implementations may already be used within highly interrelated
contexts, providing a landscape of ongoing resilience and innovation while also laying the
groundwork for self-sufficient communities to differentiate and gradually separate from larger
economies.

I believe self-contained Regenerative Currency Systems could potentially function in distant space
should systems of economic exchange still be considered to be beneficial at such a time. It is likely
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that much better strategies could be in place by then compared with this model or any other
currency-based economy, but, if it is for any reason beneficial, I believe it could be done. This could
be accomplished with the additional component of a new source of energy. This new energy source
could be incorporated into the same functional role as the Sun, which currently provides the
primary, passive source of electrical, meteorological, and bioavailable energy on Earth.

A new, shared source of energy would presumably need to produce light, heat, electricity, climatic
conditions, an environment for producing food, and passive streams of ambient energy that could
allow a biodiverse ecosystem of life to exist. This could make it possible for a complex and
sustainable natural ecology to survive alongside a sustainable society even in a remote, mostly
closed system. Without this more complex living system, I believe it would be impossible to truly
sustain the well-being and resilience of any human community in the long term.

This power could, of course, come from natural sources such as other stars, or it may be generated
through artificial processes such as nuclear fusion at such a time as this becomes possible. Any
artificial power generation could be funded through a shared source of pooled funds or by issuing
new assets, but I generally recommend that these payments fund maintenance and construction
rather than being based upon utilization. Such processes may even be implicit within the function of
the society.

These shared approaches would be necessary in order to prevent power producers from gaining
disproportionate income from providing all of the energy sustaining the system. If payment went
where energy and value entered our economies and ecosystems in our current situation, almost all
of every currency would long ago have been paid to the Sun, with the remainder having already
been paid to the Earth. Substituting a different source of energy would require that this energy is
available to all participants and ecologies within the system without cost, allowing life-sustaining
processes and the capture of portions of this energy to be conducted freely. Systems of this kind
would presumably require the collection of external resources as a way of sustaining such a
power-generation strategy, but they could nevertheless have the potential to extend complex wild
biomes and healthy communities into space over large periods of time.

Along with all of this chapter, this discussion really calls attention to important starting points for
further conversation. The exploration of space will be influenced by the many unpredictable
changes that will naturally come with time and innovation. No amount of speculation could prepare
a set strategy that is optimal for all future scenarios, but I believe it can be incredibly beneficial to
consider, discuss, and anticipate the ways we might have to change even our most fundamental
systems and assumptions in order to adapt appropriately. Regenerative Currency Systems offer the
ability to consciously optimize the emergent pressures of financial economies, and I believe this
kind of flexibility could be essential for preventing poverty and preserving systemic well-being as
societies expand into space.
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In Closing: Looking Forward

I believe that the concepts within this book can make it possible to protect the global community’s
continued agency, health, security, sustainability, and ability to self-govern even as we face massive
changes in culture and technology. I believe this model can streamline many parts of life for many
people, providing universal basic access to all components of basic well-being. Perhaps most
centrally, I believe that systems like this can make it possible for economic success to align with
deeper and more lasting priorities beyond those represented within conventional systems of
finance.

I don’t ever want another generation to face a pandemic knowing they must choose either the good
of their economy or the survival of their families and communities. I believe public health and
economic health should correlate. I believe ecological health and economic health should correlate. I
believe that the health of our economies should correlate with the presence of social equity. I
believe that the best possible economy is one that succeeds when the best possible common good
succeeds. I believe Regenerative Currency Systems can make this a reality.

Regardless of how well our financial assets represent our priorities, however, I do not believe that
life will ever actually be about money. I think that the most important forms of value ultimately
come back to what is most loving, most life-affirming, and best for all concerned, often in intangible
and exquisitely un-quantifiable ways. The Regenerative Currency System model is intended as a
systemic way to make universal basic access, indefinite sustainability, and mutually beneficial
economic pressures scale worldwide, but it will not take the place of common sense, kindness,
attentiveness, generosity, and respect. Most likely, the ideas contained within this model will simply
be stepping-stones to something much better. I trust the ability of good people everywhere to
continue making systems and structures beyond this that serve the best possible good for all
people, places, living things, and ecosystems.

The Regenerative Currency System model is meant to be an application of overarching strategies
that pursue the best possible good for all. Such strategies have been at the core of healthy
households, sustainable indigenous cultures, close communities, and even natural systems
themselves for much longer than any recorded history could trace. I wish to honor that many
people, cultures, and natural processes have contributed to the evolution of the core strategies
underlying this model. Many brilliant people and processes have also contributed to the
innumerable advances in culture and technology that have led to the creation of digital currencies.
This book simply presents a possible way of connecting our economic systems with our
longest-standing values.

In essence, Regenerative Currencies reflect the social function of human gratitude. Human
communities have benefitted over time from the social dynamics that gratitude motivates and
produces. When somebody offers their care and effort in a way that their community sees as
meaningful, they naturally have that community’s gratitude. Support, effort, time, and care are then
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naturally reciprocated by the grateful community. Regenerative Currencies are made to reflect this
process by being issued into the possession of those doing the work that a community has defined
as being essential, important, and valuable. The presence of this wealth then serves as evidence of
having provided value to the community. While the technical mechanisms of these systems may be
complex, they are really just a way to reflect simple and innate parts of human nature.

It’s important to me to be sincere that I am not a conventional expert in any sense. I’m excited about
the concepts within this book, and I do believe that they can provide a feasible way to eliminate
poverty while protecting the long-term well-being of the planet. I am not, however, a trained
economist, a practiced author, or a skilled programmer. I wish to present this model with a great
deal of humility, putting forward the best concepts I can. I also wish to welcome credible experts to
provide their more practiced perspectives and to make well-informed improvements to the
Regenerative Currency System model. My hope is that this may become a publicly led model,
allowing many people to become leaders who ultimately make Regenerative Currency Systems –
and any subsequent approaches – much more successful, safe, and effective than I could ever
accomplish myself.

Perhaps my ideas will prove to be helpful, and perhaps something else will prove to be better. I
happen to believe that listening to and respecting people who disagree provides the most resilient
strategies possible; it illuminates blind spots and allows everybody’s core priorities to be
considered. Let’s communicate these priorities, listen to each other, and make sure to honor each
other’s concerns. Let’s allow space for non-participation and for differences between
implementations. Let’s also be prepared to feed, house, and care for even the harshest critics of this
model if they ever welcome such support.

I do not wish to claim conventional, solitary leadership in implementing or owning these ideas. I
know that the best possible strategy for creating the code, infrastructure, and most appropriate
applications for Regenerative Currency Systems will come from having the broadest, most diverse,
most intercultural, and most politically widespread sources of collaborative leadership.

I have consciously refrained from pursuing the path of developing and patenting this system and the
properties behind its assets. I wish to share these concepts openly and make them publicly
available, protecting the basic approaches within this book from being patentable by establishing
them within public knowledge. This is largely because I wish for multiple strategies and
interpretations to be able to establish themselves simultaneously. My hope is that this may create
both collaboration and diversity in approaching the elimination of poverty, avoiding any single point
of failure. I wish to make the Regenerative Currency System model itself something that can be
freely shared so that people worldwide can have the agency and opportunity to collaborate as these
ideas are discussed, improved, and implemented. I believe this shared ownership itself can cultivate
broad conversation and a sense of collective dignity, possibility, and hope.

I wish to celebrate efforts to share, change, improve upon, and broadly begin work using the ideas
within this book. I personally hope that those involved will choose to protect the ability for any
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subsequent approaches and technologies to also be accessible and widely shared. This book itself is
shared under a Creative Commons Attribution-ShareAlike 4.0 International License that allows it to
be free to share, adapt, and even sell as long as the original work is attributed accurately, all adapted
works are clearly identified as such, and any shared copy or adapted work is licensed under
identical or compatible terms. The complete terms of this license can be viewed on the Creative
Commons website at the address noted on this book’s copyright page.

I believe that Regenerative Currency Systems and similar approaches can be key examples of
open-source appropriate technologies, and I believe that pursuits of this model can benefit from
preserving a public, collaborative, and accessible nature. Regenerative Currency Systems themselves
are meant to make lifesaving support more easily available to those in poverty, and I believe this
priority of accessibility has to be central throughout every step of their development. While some
governments, organizations, and communities might inevitably choose to keep their efforts private
for perfectly sensible reasons, I believe that it would be unethical to artificially prevent relief from
poverty from being accessible wherever this relief is possible.

I call upon all who are interested in the evolution of sustainable economic approaches to contribute
to broad public collaboration and conversation. Share these concepts widely if you feel called to, and
know that you are welcome to take initiative and begin implementing, sharing, teaching, and
improving the concepts within this book. Each reader of this book can become as much or more of a
leader in this movement as anybody else, including me. Together, we as a global community can
co-create the best possible steps towards building the future we want while respecting and
honoring the progress we have already made. Digital currencies and novel economic strategies can
make it possible to provide universal basic access to well-being, to preserve the health of all natural
systems, and to collaborate towards shared goals across borders in peaceful, proactive ways.

Thank you for playing your part.

Let’s #MakeMoneyBetter
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